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ABSTRACT 

"Wisdom in James: An Argument for the Discourse Theme" 

Chiaen Liu 

McMaster Divinity College 

Hamilton, Ontario 

Master of Arts, 2013 

There are many debates in the field of interpreting the book of James and there is 

no consensus among scholars. Some propose that this book is a paraenesis, whereas 

others argue for its inner coherence. On the basis of these disagreements, however, 

different scholars propose diverse themes for this book. This work attempts to view the 

book of James has a linguistic approach to identify its cohesion and its discourse theme. 

After providing a brief introduction to the understanding of cohesion based on the model 

of Systemic Functional Linguistics, this thesis represents a model of discourse analysis, 

seeking for the cohesion in this book and arguing that wisdom is the discourse theme of 

James through an analysis of the cohesive ties between James 3:13-18 and the rest of the 

discourses. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In this study, it will be shown that wisdom is the discourse theme of James through an 

analysis of the cohesive ties between Jam es 3: 13-18 and the rest of the discourse. In 

other words, in this thesis I will argue that James is coherent and every discourse in this 

book can be embedded into the framework of heavenly and earthly wisdom. Scholars 

have proposed different perspectives to analyze the book of James. One of the central 

issues concerning this epistle is the debate about faith and works, and therefore many 

commentators have attempted to compare this book to the Pauline corpus to harmonize 

these two. 1 The reformer Martin Luther once called the book of James an "epistle of 

straw."2 Danish religious thinker S0ren Kierkegaard, on the other hand, regarded the first 

chapter of James as his favorite portion in the Bible.3 In addition, James is regarded as a 

wisdom document due to its proverbial style and moral teachings.4 Many scholars have 

attempted to understand the function of wisdom in this book. For instance, Luck states 

that the epistle of James lives on the horizon of a wisdom theology.5 The discussion 

which followed Luck's studies is rooted in the soil of the Jewish wisdom tradition.6 

1 Dibelius provides a brief survey on the faith-works issue in Paul and James. See Dibelius, James, 
174. In addition, C. Brown and H. Seebass have provided more bibliographies on this topic. See Brown and 
Seebass, "Righetousness," 374-7. 

2 Luther never rejected James and indicated many positive points of this book. See Luther et al., 
Luther 's Work, 396. 

3 Kierkegaard, Journals and Papers, 416. 
4 Moo, The l etter of James, 33. 
5 Luck, "'Weisheit ' und Leiden," 256; idem, "Der Jakobusbrief und die Theologie des Paulus," 

161-79; idem, "Die Theologie des Jakobusbriefes," l-30; In addition, Davids proposes that wisdom 
functions as the Spirit in Paul. See Davids, James, 56. 

6 Accord ing to Lamp, he concludes that there are several aspects of Israel's wisdom tradition: ( I) 
Wisdom was a "complex and integral facet of the religious life of ancient Israel"; (2) Wisdom concerned 
"how it co mmunicates its message" and "with what it communicates"; (3) Wisdom is a theology of creation; 
(4) Wisdom is "given as a gift fro m God"; (5) Wisdom represents varying degrees of "universa lism and 
particularism throughout its development"; (6) Wisdom is "a flexible theological category that underwent 
significant adaptation as it encountered various historical, theological , and philosophical contexts." See 
Lamp, First Corinthians 1-4 in light of Jewish Wisdom Tradition, 50. Schnabel concludes that in the 
Bible, wisdom is linked with God the creator. In other words, the wisdom tradition in the Bible indicates 
that wisdom is a divine gift. Besides, people who possess wisdom may manifest themselves in proper 
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Nevertheless, Moo states that "James mentions wisdom only twice, and in neither text is 

wisdom his real topic.''7 Verseput compares the use in 4Q185 and proposes that wisdom 

elements in James only play the role of serving as consolation and instruction to the 

Diaspora communities.8 Therefore, there is no consensus among scholars regarding the 

role of wisdom in the book of James. 

Recently, however, some scholars have shifted their interests to the literary 

structure of the book, and at the same time, the major themes of this book have become 

foci about which there are still disagreements among scholars.9 Marxsen states that"[ w ]e 

are struck immediately by the fact that there seems to be no particular pattern, at least as 

far as the contents are concerned.'' 10 Various debates lasted for years so that scholars 

could not ascertain the relationships among the passages in the book of James. In order to 

solve the problems of the structure which may help readers understand the themes in 

James, scholars have used form criticism, redaction criticism, literary criticism, linguistic 

criticism, rhetorical criticism, socio-scientific criticism, and a content analysis to analyze 

this book. 11 

behaviour which pleases God. See Schnabel, "Wisdom," 847; The Jewish wisdom tradition dealt with 
moral and practical issues, and the foundation of morality is God's attributes. God is the promise of 
righteousness and God will be victorious in the world which He created. See Blenkinsopp, Sage, Priest, 
Prophet, 14; Soggin proposes that the works of prophets were influenced by the Jewish wisdom tradition, 
including writing style or the way of presenting speeches. See Soggin, "Amos and Wisdom," 122. In 
addition, wisdom literature is a literary development in this tradition, including Proverbs, Sirach, Wisdom 
of Solomon, etc. Chester ind icates many quotations from wisdom literature in James, including I: 19 (S ir 
5: 11 , Prov I 0: 19, 17:27), I :26 (Ps 39: I ) and I :27 (Sir 4: I 0, 7:35, Job 31: 16-2 1 ), and there are many 
allusions and "verbal parallels" to wisdom literature. See Chester, The Theology of the Letters of James, 
Peter, and Jude, 8-9. 

7 Moo, The Letter of James , 34. 
8 Verse put, "Wisdom, 4Q 185, and the Epistle of James," 707. 
9 More detail s of the arguments of these scholars will be discussed in the following sections. See 

Edgar, Has God Not Chosen the Poor, 13-43. 
10 Marxsen, Introduction to the New Testament, 226. 
11 Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation through Rhetoric! Criticism, 3-8; Beardslee, Literary 

Criticism of the New Testament , I ; Taylor, "Sociological Exegesis," 26-42; Tina, "Ideology, Ideological 
Criticism, and the Bible," 5 1-78. According to Porter, "Linguistic criticism is a label that aptly describes a 
number of different for ms of biblical criticism that have their bases in the principles and practices of 
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Since the book of James is written as a text, linguistic approaches may serve as 

the major tool to identify its themes. The major tool will be the model of SFL (systemic 

functional linguistics) which provides a perspective to analyze the use of language within 

a system. In particular, cohesion which belongs to the textual metafunction will be the 

main method in this thesis for two reasons. The first reason is that the goal of my 

argument is to prove that the epistle of James is a cohesive book. The second reason is 

that the devices which establish cohesion will serve the function of finding connections 

between sections, and these elements may provide evidence to argue that the passage of 

wisdom (3:13-18) provides global themes for the whole book. Therefore, I will employ 

the devices of cohesion to analyze this book, including the use of lexical reiteration, 

reference, ellipsis, substitution, and conjunction. After a brief review of the literature on 

the structure and theme of James, I will introduce cohesion as a part of the textual 

metafunction and apply the devices to the text to provide evidence for my argument. 

modern linguistics." As fo r rhetorical critic ism, it foc uses on determin ing the genre, stas is, and species of 
rhetoric, analyzing the intention, arrangement, and style, and evaluating the rhetorical effectiveness. In 
terms of literary critic ism, Beardslee states, "Literary critic ism, in its broadest sense, means the effort to 
understand literature." Soc iological critic ism is a way to analyze literature in its soc ial context, which is 
often related to ideological criticism. See Porter, "Linguistic Critic ism," 199. 
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CHAPTER 1: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

1. Themes and Structure 

Scholars have proposed many different perspectives to determine the themes of James. 

Some employ thematic approaches to understand the relationship between different 

sections and conclude different locations of the central theme. Scholars locate the 

discourse theme in every chapter except chapter 5, whereas many scholars agree that 

chapter 1 provides clues to the themes of this book. Nevertheless, there is no consensus 

among scholars concerning the locations of themes. On the other hand, there are other 

scholars who analyze the themes through the assessment of the structure. They attempt to 

argue the coherence of the structure to identify the structured theme in this book. The 

understanding of the structure of James indicates how the author provides coherent 

messages. Grimes states that "Every clause, sentence, paragraph, episode, or discourse is 

organized around a particular element that is taken as its point of departure ... staging is at 

least partially independent of both content structure and cohesive structure." 1 Different 

understandings of structure may cause diverse interpretations. Dibelius and Johnson, for 

instance, diversely explain the themes in Jas 3: 13-4: 10 due to their different views of the 

structure. Dibelius treats this passage as loosely arranged, isolated units. He states that the 

passage 3:13-17 indicates one topic whereas 4:1-6 deals with another issue, and 3:18 is 

an isolated verse.2 Johnson, on the other hand, adopts the analysis of linguistic parallels, 

thematic considerations and rhetorical criticism to argue that envy is the central theme of 

this passage and he insists that this section should be regarded as a whole. 3 Therefore, it 

is worth reviewing the studies of themes and structure of James. 

1 Grimes, Thread of Discourse, 323. 
2 Dibelius, James, 208. 
3 Johnson, James, 268-9. 



1.1. Different Locations of the Discourse Theme 

Pfeiffer proposes that the central tpeme of this book is in 1: 19, which is related to 

1:21-2:26, 3:1-8 and 4:1-5:6.4 Adamson proposes that every theme in James is 

expanded from 1:2-18. Chapters 3 and 4 are demonstrated as a circle to represent the 

concepts in 1:2-18.5 Perkins proposes that the central themes are revealed in 1:2-11 and 

the relationship with God becomes the most important concept which connects the other 

topics in this book.6 Perkins uses Jas 3:13-18 to describe the gift from God (1:5). In 

5 

other words, the passage in chapter 3 is a further explanation of Jas 1:5-8 which stands as 

the center of the book to argue that wisdom from above will "generate maturity in service, 

relationships, and character," and this wisdom will equip readers/hearers for life' s tests.7 

Penner notes the internal chiastic design between 1 :2-4 and 1: 12 to argue that 

there are key words and motifs in 1:2-12 which reoccur throughout the whole book.8 

Themes of "steadfastness" and "testing" are embedded within a Christian context of 

eschatology. The passages Jas 1:2-12 and 4:6-5:12 serve as the opening and closing 

sections which offer the central ideas of the whole book.9 Unfortunately, Penner does not 

address the issue of how the community of the receivers was engaged with this 

eschatological framework, and he does not deal with the problem of the subjective 

presupposition of chiasm. Besides, Bauckham proposes that the distinction between 

"carefully composed structure" and "coherence of thought" must be separated, and agrees 

4 Pfeiffer, "Der Zusammendhang des Jakobusbriefes," 163-80. 
5 These themes include faith , endurance, work, perfection, and gifts. See Adamson, The Epistle of 

James, 20; Adamson, James, 92-3. 
6 Perkins , First and Second Peter, James, and Jude, 88. 
7 Perkins, "The Wisdom We Need," 17- 24. 
8 Penner proposes an eschatological framework and argues that the two ways, life and death , are 

central themes . See Penner, Epistle of James and Eschatology, 143-9. A chiasm is one of the parallel 
structures which occurs when "the terms of a pair of parallel lines are reversed between the first and second 
lines to produce an AB/BA structure." See Buchanan, "Literary Devices," 204. 

9 Penner, Epistle of James and Eschatology, 212. 



that chapter 1 provides themes for chapters 2-5. 10 His approach, however, adopts 

Dibelius' s idea of the structure anti dismisses the studies of rhetorical approaches which 

may influence the understanding f the structure and the recognition of themes. 11 

Scholars who analyze Ja es with the lens of the Pauline epistles argue that the 

central theme is located in chapte 2, summarized in the statement of "faith without 

works is death." Vouga argues th t the theme of James is faith, and this book can be 

divided into three parts, which ar I related to this theme: 1:2- 19a, 1:19b-3:18, and 

4:1-5:20.12 He proposes that eacfu of these sections begins with the theme of faith: 

1:2- 19a: the testing of faith ; 1:19 -3 :18: the obedience of faith; and 4:1-5:20: the 

fidelity of faith. 13 Watson adopts rhetoric and rhetorical analysis and concludes that the 

passage 2:1-3:12 involves compl te arguments where the passages 2:1-13 , 2:14-26, and 

3:1-20 are the elaboration for the es. He proposes that James is structured as wisdom 

literature, and presents one topic fter another. 14 Nevertheless, both the works of Vouga 

and Watson lack detail in the dev lopment. The connection between the theme "faith" 
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and the book of James is not add essed in Vouga's book, neither does Watson explain the 

idea of elaboration. In other wor s, more information and evidence should be provided 

while arguing for the themes. 

There are also scholars w o argue that the themes of this book are located in 

1° For Bauckham, traditional wis om and eschatological world-views are the central themes of James. 
See Bauckham, James, 34, 6 1-73. 

11 Bauckham proposes "to recogqize that Dibelius was wro ng about the lack of coherence of thought 
in James, but right to recognize that Janhes does not exhibit the kind of coherence that is provided by a 
sequence of argument or logical progre sion of thought encompass ing the whole work." See Bauckham, 
James, 62; Taylor states that " [f]o r Bau kham, James is best viewed as a loosely structured compos ition, 
and he also thought that any impact tha structure gives to the interpretation of the letter should be one with 
c lear changes in themes and argument t at the original readers could have recognized." See Taylor, "Recent 
Scho larship on the Structure of James," 106. 

12 Vouga, L' Ep ftre de Saint Jacq tes, 9-23 . 
13 Vouga, L' Epltre de Saint Jacq .es , 19- 20. 
14 Watson, "An Assessment of th I Rhetoric and Rhetorical Analysis of the Letter of James," 11 9-20. 



chapters 3 and 4. Batten proposes[ that "friendship" is the theme of the whole book, and 

he regards that the section in 3: 13-4: 10 clearly evinces this theme. The friendships 

between God and the world are described in this section. People who receive wisdom 

from above will have the proper relationship with God and have no envy. 15 Moo 

proposes that in James, the major theme is located in 4:4-5. He thinks that the central 

concern is "spiritual wholeness," which is about the commitment to the believers' God.16 

Nevertheless, the presupposition of Moo's work is that James is a sermon or homily 

delivered over a distance, which may influence the understanding of the location of 

themes in James. These works invite us to reconsider the contribution of chapters 3-4 to 

the theme of James. 

Nonetheless, the connection between different sections in James is not clear, 

especially the relationship between wisdom and other themes. As mentioned above, 

scholars have shifted their interests to the structure of James, but with no consensus. 

Dibelius asserts that the relationships among different units of James are unclear, and 

identifies its genre as paraenesis. Dibelius views paraenesis as "a literary genre spanning 

Jewish and Greek cultures and grounded in ethical exhortation." 17 Furthermore, Perdue 

indicates that paraenesis serves the function of establishing "group identity and cohesion 

during the process of socialization," whereas Wendland states that paraenesis stands as a 

literary genre, and studies the gnomic quality and loosely connected thoughts in the 

15 Batten, Friendship and Benefaction in James, 145-77. 
16 Guthrie and Moo, Hebrews, James, 87. 
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17 Dibelius, James, 5. In addi tion, Malherbe has proposed several features of paraenesis. First, 
paraenesis "tends to consist primarily ... of material that its trad itional and unoriginal." Secondly, paraenesis 
can be applied in a wide variety of " life situations ." Thirdly, "paraenetic admonitions ... are often addressed 
to one who knows or has heard them before." The fourth feature is that paraenesis involves "human 
examples of virtue who embody the type of behavior the teacher admonishes his audience to emulate." The 
last feature is that paraenesis includes "a close, even an intensely personal, relationship between the teacher 
and his student, mentioned often in the instruction itself and correctly inferred from the references to the 
teacher as 'father' and his student as 'son."' See Malherbe, Hellenistic Moralists, 23--4. 
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letter. 18 Hartlich further investigates the use of protreptic speech which is a vital 

exhortation or encouraging address. 19 Vetschera adopts Hartlich's distinction but argues 

that the contents and goals of the discourses should be taken into consideration.20 

Burgess proposes that "content" which establishes the norm is the basis of differentiating 

the use of protrepsis and paraenesis.21 Nevertheless , some scholars do not think that one 

can distinguish the use of paraenesis from protrepsis. Wachob, for instance, states that 

"they are interchangeable terms for exhortation or hortatory speech.'.22 

Many scholars, however, attempt to solve this problem. Francis illustrates a case 

against the atomistic and paraenetic description of Dibelius, and starts a new explanation 

to challenge the atomistic approach. He proposes that Jas 1:2-25 stands as the opening 

section which introduces the main discussion of the whole book. He surveys the ancient 

Hellenistic letters and concludes that "a double opening statement as well as opening and 

closing greetings ... structure the entire letter." Francis also asserts that the chiastic 

structure is used in this book to develop the themes.23 Since Dibelius, scholars have had 

different opinions about the themes of this book. They focus on different themes to 

provide the possibility of integrating various units in this book. 

After tracing different approaches to the structure and distinct locations of themes, 

we may conclude that there is no consensus on these two issues. This chaotic situation 

forces us to revisit the criteria of determining the relationship among different passages 

and to reconsider the way of identifying the themes of this book. 

18 Perdue, "Paraenesis and the Epistle of James," 255; Wendland, Anaximenes von Lampsakos 
8 1- 101. 

19 Hartlich, "De exhortationum a Graecis Romanisque scriptarum historia et indole," 207-306. 
20 Vestchera, Zur griechischen Pariinese, 5. 
21 Burgess, Epideictic Literature, 89- 248. 
22 Wachob, The Voice of Jesus in the Social Rhetoric of James, 51. 
23 Francis, "Form and Function," 110-26. 
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1.2. Different Approaches toward the Structure 

Apart from different locations of themes, scholars attempt to identify the central theme 

through analyzing the structure. 

1.2.1. Form Criticism 

One of the approaches to analyze the text and to understand the relationship between 

sections is based on the historical critical method.24 Many scholars , such as K. L. 

Schmidt, M. Dibelius, and R. Bultmann introduced form criticism to study the New 

Testament. Dibelius employs a form critical approach to reconstruct the historical context 

of James.25 In his study, Dibelius argues that James lacks the "epistolary situation," 

"epistolary remarks," "epistolary introduction and conclusion."26 For him, the letter of 

James serves to preserve paraenetic instruction, and to warn and correct the secularization 

of the churches. Dibelius' s study was a milestone concerning the structure of James and 

draws scholars ' attention to notice the paraenetic features of this book. 27 The 

form-critical method which Dibelius employed, however, may lay stress upon the 

individual meanings of different units but may neglect the significance of how these units 

24 Jones proposes several alternati ve approaches which are used to analyze James, including the ways 
of presenting James chapter by chapter, verse by verse, interpreting this book through the understanding of 
backgrounds, and studying James topicall y. See Jones, "Approaches to the Study of the Book of James," 
425-34. 

25 According to Sparks, '" Form Criticism' (FC) is an English rendering of the German term 
Formgeschichte, litera ll y 'history of the fo rm,' a critical research methodology that seeks to understand 
ancient texts - especially the Bible - by giving careful attention to their 'form,' i.e., typical genres of verbal 
discourse." See Sparks, "Form Criticism," 11 1. Stenger provides two tasks of Form Criticism: to analyze 
the segment of the text or partial text with certa in criteria; and to describe the coherence and structure of the 
text or f artial text. See Stenger, Introduction to New Testament Exegesis, 28. 

2 Dibelius, James, 1- 2. 
27 According to Dibelius, there are fi ve marks which describe paraenesis. "The first feature is a 

' pervasive eclecticism' (italic original) which is a natural consequence of the history and nature of 
paraenesis, since the concern is the transmiss ion of an ethica l tradition that does not require a radical 
revi sion even though changes in emphas is and fo rm might occur." Second, paraenesis is noted by " lack of 
continuity." Third, the use of "catchwords" link one saying to another. Fourth, paraenesis invo lves 
"thematic repetition" in different passages. Finall y, "the admonitions in Jas do not apply to a single 
audience and a single set of circumstances; it is not possible to construct a single fra me into which they will 
all fit (ita lics original)." See Dibelius, James, 5-11 , 47 ; Songer, "Introduction to James," 363. 
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were collected to be an "epistle."28 Reicke also adopts the historical critical method to 

reconstruct the context of the letter which reflects the social and spiritual conditions 

under the Roman Empire.29 Nevertheless, historical critical approaches have their limits, 

"either because they defined historical reconstruction as an essential part of their task or 

because they worked from a historical-contextual ethic rather than a deontological one."30 

It may be true that paraenesis provides only little information of this historical situation 

of the recipients, and there is still a limit to form criticism.3 1 

In order to determine the structure of the book, Francis characterizes his study as 

an extension of form criticism, and represents the features of Hellenistic letters to argue 

that the formal structure, which is a twofold introduction, was used in the writings of 

Josephus, 1 Maccabees, the Pauline letters, James and 1 John. His proposal of the twofold 

introduction involves a double-opening statement: opening and closing greetings. 32 He 

argues that Jas 1:2-25 includes the twofold structure: 1:2-11and1:12-25, and these two 

sections are connected by the terms "joy" and "blessedness." After that, the themes are 

indicated in the introduction, including "testing/steadfastness (1:2-4 and 1:12-18)," 

"wisdom-words/reproaching (1:5-8 and 1:19-21)," and "rich-poor/doers (1:9-11 and 

1 :22-25)."33 Francis proposes that J as 1:26-27 is a "literary hinge" which links the 

introduction and the main body of James (2: 1-26 and 3: 1-5 :6) and stands as a device of 

chiastic structure. 34 It is helpful that Francis 's work shifts the focus of scholarly study 

from the content to the unity of this epistle. Nevertheless, the basic concept of his 

28 Quinn, Review of James, 431 . 
29 Reicke, James. Peter and Jude , 7. 
3° Cargal , Restoring the Diaspora, 20. 
31 Brown, Review of James, 488. 
32 Francis. "Form and Function," 111-7. 
33 Francis , "Form and Function," 121. 
34 Francis , "Form and Function," 118. 
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argument is teased out from Hellenistic works, which may relatively neglect the Jewish 

influence upon the structure of this book. This limitation will create the need for a 

perspective of redaction criticism. 

1.2.2. Redaction Criticism 

Davids follows Francis' appeal to the twofold introduction and applies the principle of 

inverse development to analyze the text. His hypothesis is that James is a two-stage work. 

The first stage is the sayings, homilies, and maxims of Jewish Christians which result 

from James of Jerusalem, and the second stage focuses on the compilation of this book 

plus other materials. 35 He employs redaction criticism and offers several themes and 

proposes wisdom as one of the aspects of grace, which connects all other concepts in this 

book. Davids' work proposes a significant theory to analyze the structure of this book. In 

his work, chapter 1 provides three major themes of the book, chapters 2-5:6 develop 

these themes, and the last section Jas 5:7-20 stands as the closing part.36 The work of 

Davids, however, is based on his hypothesis which regards James of Jerusalem to be the 

author, and he adopts the presupposition of redaction criticism to analyze the text. 

Therefore, his study may over-evaluate the significance of the pre-synoptic sayings of 

Jesus.37 

In addition, Vouga and Martin also employ redaction criticism to illustrate the 

division and the purpose of the book. Vouga proposes that "the division of the text 

implies and determines its interpretation."38 Martin basically adopts the divisions of 

35 Davids, James, 22-3. 
36 There are many themes in this book: suffering or testing, eschatology, Christology, poverty, piety, 

the relationship between law, grace, and fait h. Among all these, the major three themes are: testing, wisdom 
in speech, and the order of poverty and wealth. See Davids, James, 34-57. 

37 Taylor, Review on James, 96. 
38 Vouga, L' Epftre de Saint Jacques, 18. 
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Vouga and interprets James on the basis of Vouga's summary, and both of their works 

categorize the paraenetic materials as ethics. 39 This, however, may lead to the problem of 

how political struggles may have influenced the early congregations. In addition, his 

work lacks grammatical and literary support which may weaken his argument.40 These 

lenses of both form and redaction criticism or the combination of the two may help us 

focus on reconstruction.4 1 The limitation, however, of these methods is inevitable 

because the scholars focus on paraenesis and epistolary literature. Therefore, these 

scholars do not take the setting and structure of James into consideration, which implies 

that they may miss the major theme of this letter.42 Therefore, other scholars have 

developed more interests in the literary and rhetorical aspects which attempt to describe 

the setting and structure. 

1.2.3. Literary Criticism 

Johnson uses a literary approach and suggests that the author used common Hellenistic 

themes and topoi in this letter.43 He employs a thematic approach to suggest the polar 

position of friendship with the "world," and with "God" as the major theme to connect 

the whole book. He combines these understandings with the literary coherence of the 

whole book, by expanding the polar position between "friendship with the world" and 

39 Martin, James, ciii . 
40 Bauer, Review on James, 708. 
4 1 Redaction critic ism is an endeavor to analyze the process of how older written or ora l materials 

were chosen, arranged, expanded, and curta iled. This work may also be called compos itio n critic ism 
because it foc uses on the composition of new material and the arrangements which produce meanings. The 
primary requisite is to trace the fo rm and content and to determine the ways of co llecting, creating, 
arranging, editing and compos iting. See Do wning, "Redaction Critic ism," 3 10. 

42 Davids, James, 28-34. 
43 Johnson, James, 28-9. L iterary approaches refer to the uses of plot, character, setting, and point of 

view, paralle li sm, "distilled" language, and fig urati ve language in biblical works. Different genres invo lve 
dis tinct literary skill s which may help readers understand the mean ings of texts. Literary criticism deals 
with diction, rhythm, and sentence structure. See Buchanan, "Literary Devices," 202-4. 
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"friendship with God" in the whole book.44 On the other hand, Reese argues that the 

entire discourse of James is a chiasm and suggests that the nucleus is 3: 1-18, which 

stands as the center of two parallels, 1:2-27//5:7-20 and 2:1-26//4:1-5:6.45 The skill of 

chiasm, however, may be problematic because sometimes the suggested parallelism is not 

tight and consistent. For instance, Jas 4:5-7 cannot be entirely subsumed under "work 

and fa ith" in light of the parallels in 2: 1-26. Crotty proposes that there is a parallel 

between 1:16-18 and 5:19-20, which is an inclusio, and takes 4:1-3 as the center of the 

letter.46 Penner proposes an inclusio (1 :2-12//4:6-5:12) which controls the whole book. 

He accepts that the introduction indicates themes of James and regards 1:2-12 as the 

opening instead of 1: 1-18 or 1 :2-27. The evidence which he provides is that there is a 

chiastic pattern of AB A, with an inclusio in 1:2-4and1:12.47 He employs the use of 

chiasmus to determine the structure. Unfortunately, his work focuses on eschatological 

injunctions which are not applied to the whole book, and his designation of inclusio and 

the criterion of chiasm are subjective. 

1.2.4. Linguistic Criticism 

As for linguistic approaches, the Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL) employs linguistic 

approaches to analyze James, and there are several scholars who adopt this method.48 

Thayer provides criteria of analysis on the basis of grammatical forms, but lists a 

44 Johnson, James, 14. 
45 The concept of inclusio has been well known both in biblical and non-biblical literature. This 

technique refers to the repetition of an item in a discourse to indicate the beginning and the ending. See 
Reese, "The Exegete as Sage," 82-5. 

46 Crotty, "The Literary Structure," 45-57. 
47 Penner, Epistle of James and Eschatology, 143-9. 
48 Linguistic criticism is "a label that aptly describes a number of different forms of biblical criticism 

that have their bases in the principles and practices of modern linguistics." See Porter, "Linguistic 
Criticism," 199. 
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summary of divis ions from modem translations.49 Hill and Torakawa offer an analysis 

but their work seems not to provide advanced understanding of the relationship between 

"organization" and "purposes" of the book.5° Cargal, on the other hand, adopts 

Greimasian structural semiotics and provides a linguistic approach. He proposes that the 

purpose of James is to let the readers regard themselves as the "Diaspora" and to restore 

them. He divides the book into four sections (1:1-21, 1:22-2:26, 3:1-4:12, and 4:11-5:20) 

and these sections contribute to this aim. 51 There are three important features of his work. 

First, he analyzes the discursive structure by the parallels of "inverted" and "posited 

contents." Secondly, Cargal adopts a structural semiotic method to explore the structure 

of James, and finally he traces the "progressive development of the themes through the 

figurativization of each section."52 Nevertheless, although his work is an attempt to 

correct the failure to discover the coherence of James, there are still problems with 

Cargal's proposal. For instance, he proposes that the first discursive unit would be Jas 

1: 1-21. The reason for the delimitation is that the admonition in Jas 1 :4 which is to "be 

complete and whole, lacking in nothing" is fulfilled by the statement in 1:21, namely 

"having put aside all filth and abundance of wickedness, by meekness, [to] receive the 

implanted word," and therefore, the theme of this unit is "receiving the implanted word in 

order to be perfect."53 This proposal may be useful but there are two problems which 

need to be solved. Firstly, the verses 1 :2-3 cannot be well subsumed into this section. 

Secondly, it seems that the statement in Jas 1 :25 will fit better the theme that to be perfect 

49 Thayer, "On James," 9-14. 
5° Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora, 34. 
51 Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora, 201-18. 
52 Cargal follows Patte's analysis to indicate that figurativization refers to "specific features of a 

discourse unit. " See Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora , 55; Patte, Structural Exegesis for New Testament 
Critics, 23-45. 

53 Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora, 52. 
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will take place by preserving the perfect law. Cargal adopts the method of structural 

exegesis to analyze the texts, and argues for the opposite direction of Greek rhetoric skills 

which teach one to begin on points of argument.54 Therefore, there are many elements 

within Cargal's criteria which are subjective.55 Cheung rejects the idea of treating James 

as allegory, Greek diatribe, Jewish homily or protreptic discourse, and concludes that 

James involves the features of both Hellenistic paraenesis and Jewish wisdom 

instruction.56 In other words, his study emphasizes the Jewish wisdom paraenesis of the 

Hellenistic period. According to Cheung, there are three parts in James, a prologue 

(1:2-27), the main body of the composition (2:1-5:11), and an epilogue (5:12-20). 

Cheung applies discourse analysis to identify several "bridge" sections (1:19-25, 2:8-13, 

3:13-18, 4:11-12). Nevertheless, he puts too much emphasis upon the function of 

connecting sections which link the theme of Shema. 57 

In addition, Taylor adopts text-linguistics to analyze the structure of James. He 

follows Guthrie who uses the term paragraphs to demonstrate the target of lexical, 

54 Davids, Review on Restoring the Diaspora, 584. 
55 According to Robertson, " [t]hough there are no universall y accepted definitions for structurali sm, 

the general viewpoint is that it is a practice dedicated to discerning the meanings behind language, both 
written and spoken, based not upon the author, original intent, audience, or historical location; but rather 
recognizing the structure of the language itself as being central to the message being communicated. The 
structuralist is not primarily concerned with the 'surface structure ' analys is of literature (syntax, grammar, 
narrative themes, etc.) but with the 'deep structure' (foundational truths that span culture, time, and 
language) that provides the motivation and identity to the more obvious elements." See Robertson, 
"Structuralism," 345. Patte provides six steps to practice structural criticism: ( 1) " [i]dentification of a 
complete di scourse unit and of its theme"; (2) " [i]dentification of the explic it oppositions of actions in the 
discourse unit"; (3) "[i]dentification of the qualifications through which the opposed subjects (i.e., the 
characters that perform the opposed actions) are contrasted"; (4) "[i]dentification of the effects upon the 
receivers (i.e., the persons or things affected by the actions) through which the opposed actions are 
contrasted"; (5) " [d]rawing conclusions regarding the basic characteristics of the author's faith expressed in 
the discourse unit"; and (6) "[e] lucidation of the specific features of the discourse unit, that is , of the ways 
in which the author expresses his or her system of convictions in an attempt to convey it to specific readers 
that he or she envisions as being involved in a given historical and cultural situation. At this stage we 
interpret the metaphors and figurative features of a passage, and discuss the issues concerning the traditions 
and sources used in the passage and the relationship between author and readers." See Patte, Structural 
Exegesis, 26. 

56 Cheung, The Genre, Composition and Hermeneutics, 15-36. 
57 Lockett, Review on The Genre, Composition and Hermeneutics, 170. 
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syntactical, and rhetorical analysis,58 and defines the term cola as the units which are 

gathered as paragraphs which would be assembled as "embedded discourse."59 He 

employs the method of reconstructing the historical and literary contexts, and there are 

three tasks in his work: identifying unit boundaries within a discourse, demonstrating the 

interrelationships between the units, and determining how these units interact as a whole. 

In terms of boundary markers, Taylor introduces cohesion shifts and the uses of 

inclusio.60 Taylor and Guthrie further employ the concepts from rhetorical criticism to 

give reasons for the positions of each discourse unit. They point out several transitional 

techniques which produce a special genus of lexical cohesion but are usually neglected, 

58 "Though the colon is the basic unit employed in discourse analyses, the most relevant unit for the 
explication of the semantic content of a discourse is the paragraph, since it is the largest unit possess ing a 
single unitary semantic scope. The colon, however, is the most convenient starting point for the analysis of 
a text, since paragraphs are generally too large to handle from the outset." See Louw, Semantics of New 
Testament Greek, 98. 

59 Guthrie, The Structure of Hebrews, 48. Taylor states three reasons for developing Guthrie's 
contribution: "First, Guthrie offers a systematic approach and a defined methodology for doing 
text-linguistic analysis. His model gives understandable expression to the theoretical moorings of a field of 
study still considered to be in a developmental stage. Secondly, the model is eclectic in two ways: ( l) it 
draws upon several of the schools of thought of New Testament discourse analysis and (2) it employs 
modern linguistic principles in conjunction with ancient literary and oratorical conventions available to the 
writers of biblical literature. Thus, the method is sensitive to the strengths and concerns of other approaches 
and seeks to build upon legitimate insights gleaned from other methodologies ... Third, Guthrie has 
developed a model drawing upon key tenets of text-linguistics that is aimed towards uncovering the 
structure of a text." See Taylor, A Text-Linguistic Investigation into the Discourse Structure of James, 40. 

60 Guthrie argues that genre is an important cohesive device. He uses consistent characteristics to 
define different genres and concludes that there are two genres in Hebrews, exposition and exhortation. 
Secondly, Guthrie asserts the use of topic, which " is used to refer to the primary message communicated by 
the group of cola under consideration. A consistent discuss ion of the same topic, or closely related topics , 
throughout a unit of material gives the unit a semantic matrix around which the unit coheres." The 
consistency or shift of the topics would play important roles for delimitation. After that, he further proposes 
several semantic factors which create connections, including the use of conjunctions, sentential adverbs, the 
same subject, verb tense, person, or number. These are grammatical elements which could be recognized by 
parsing the words. Besides, he describes the use of reference, which could be "pronominals, demonstratives, 
the definite article, or comparatives." Lexical cohesion is another prominent item of reference. Guthrie 
states, "The designation 'lexical cohesion' means that cohesion is established through the repetition of 
simi lar, or identical , lexical forms, or an association of lexical meanings." He adopts Halliday and Hasan 's 
view on cohesion and exposes two subcategories of lexical cohesion, reiteration and collocation. Then he 
surveys the changes among eight items: genre, topic, temporal frame, actor, subject, verb form, reference, 
and lexical factor, and employs a number of these changes to determine the intensity of the shifts. In 
Guthrie 's view, inclusio is a way for authors to signal the beginning and ending sections. The indicators of 
inclusio include "the same elements, and synonymous or complementary elements." See Guthrie, The 
Structure of Hebrews, 50- 5; Taylor, A Text-Linguistic Investigation into the Discourse Structure of James, 
40-4. 
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and denote two broad categories, constituent transitions and intermediary transitions.61 

Taylor detects the symmetrical development within the letter and indicates a significant 

inclusio at 2: 12-13 and 4: 11-12.62 Nevertheless, neither Guthrie nor Taylor explains the 

concept of cohesion and they neglect the function of conjunctions, which should be 

important marks for text linguistics.63 In addition, the criteria of determining different 

genres and shifts would be subjective based on biased conceptions.64 Taylor and Guthrie 

probably skip to the semantic area too quickly and pay less attention to the grammatical 

area. They clearly neglect the relationship between these two. Besides, cohesive criteria 

are not always useful because several criteria could be coherent although the discourse 

may not be.65 As for rhetorical skills, for instance the use of inclusio, are good models to 

determine the beginning and end points if there are no other more useful touchstones. 

These skills, however, would still be subjective to a certain degree. The interpretation of 

the use of inclusio seems to be unclear because this term could be understood as "the 

6 1 The first important element of constituent transitions is the use of hook words . Hook words are 
used as an important transition device, where the author uses a word at the end of the first section and at the 
beginning of the next section to establish a connection. Distant hook words refer to the same idea as hook 
words, but occur in the s ituation when a different genre is intervened. Besides the normal and distant hook 
words, there are three other types of hooked key words: "( l) a characteristic term used in the second unit 
and introduced in the conclusion of the first unit, (2) a characteristic term in the first unit used in the 
introduction of the next, or (3) a combination of the two." See Guthrie, The Structure of Hebrews, I 00. 
Further, Taylor and Guthrie denote the use of "overlapping constituents," which serve as both the 
conclusion of the first section and the introduction to the next, and they also indicate parallel statements at 
the beginning of two different units. Adopting the concepts from Parunack who defines two types of hinges, 
direct and inverted hinge, Guthrie proposes the use of the direct intermediary transition and the inverted 
intermediary transition. Although the inverted intermediary transition seems not obviously to exist in 
Hebrews, there are two other variations of this pattern, the woven intermediary transition and the ingressive 
intermediary transition. The direct intermediary transition refers to the usage in which an element is used in 
the preceding discourse and further introduces another element in the following. The woven intermediary 
transition is one in which elements in the preceding and the following units are interwoven in a transitional 
unit. The ingressive intermediary transition occurs when the author inserts a sudden episode under the 
discussion, but immediately draws back to the topic before the episode with intermediary units. See Guthrie, 
The Structure of Hebrews, 102-l l ; Taylor, A Text-Linguistic Investigation into the Discourse Structure of 
James, 77-83 . 

62 Taylor, "Recent Scholarship on the Structure of James," 111 . 
63 Although in his methodological consideration, Guthrie mentions the use of conjunctions, in his 

application to Hebrews, we seldom see the investigation on conjunctions. 
64 Westfall , Hebrews, 18-19. 
65 Porter, "How Can Biblical Discourse be Analyzed," 111-112. 
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boundaries of a unit or a number of units." In other words, people would be confused 

easily about the differences between a "unit inclusio" or a "topic inclusio," but neither 

Taylor nor Guthrie explicitly explains the distinction between these two.66 

William Varner also employs discourse analysis to argue for the "peaks" of James, 

and attempts to analyze beyond the use of lexical elements and move to semantic 

content.67 He follows Longacre's concept to analyze the structure by identifying 

prominence, and argues that J as 3: 13-18 is the peak which is more prominent than other 

sections.68 Varner proposes six reasons to support his argument. Grammatically, he 

proposes that every section in this book begins with "the collocation of a nominative 

plural in direct address with an imperative verb," but 4: 1-10 begins with a question, 

which is the only case in James. This section, therefore, functions as the illustration of 

3: 13-18, which is its "thematic" peak. 69 Secondly, the pattern of the shift from the 

second person to the third person is used only in this section to indicate the thematic 

position.70 Thirdly, Varner proposes that the lists of vice in 3:15 and virtue in 3:17 are 

marked by asyndeton. With the help of statistics, Varner indicates that the ratio of 

adjectives in 3:13-18 is 20% whereas that in other sections is 10%. In terms of semantic 

understandings, Varner argues that the author induces readers to consider the behavior of 

a wise person in 3: 13-18 whereas the author points out specific exemplars in other 

sections, such as Abraham, Rahab, Job, Elijah, etc. These grammatical and semantic 

elements highlight the passage in 3:13-18, which functions as the "peak." In addition, 

Varner also proposes that the vocabulary in 3: 13-18 functions as the summary and gives 

66 Heath, "Chiastic Structures in Hebrews," 50. 
67 Varner, The Book of James, 136. 
68 Varner, "The Main Theme and Structure of James ," 120. 
69 Varner, The Book of James, 29. 
70 Varner, The Book of James, 29. 
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several examples. In 3:13 and 3:15, the word "wisdom" recalls the expression in 1:5 and 

the wisdom "from above" coincides with the concept in 1: 17. "Let him show" in 3: 13 

echoes 2:18, and "meekness" in 3:13 reminisces the concept in 1:21. Furthermore, the 

word "work" in 3: 13 serves as the summary of 2: 14-26. Nevertheless, the word 

"jealousy" in 3: 14 refers forward to the problem in 4:2 and the warning "not to boast" in 

3:14 points out the same concern in 4:16.71 He proposes that "the combination of 

imperative commands with nominatives of direct address (more often a8i::A.cpoi, "brothers") 

is the grammatical/cohesive tie that James utilizes to group his discourse into sections."72 

Unfortunately, in his analysis, Varner does not follow his methodology all the time. 

Although he proposes many useful devices to probe the text, the criteria of prominence 

are still under debate, and a clearer link to express what the relationships of this "peak" 

and other sections are needs to be provided. 73 

1.2.5. Rhetorical Criticism 

Apart from linguistic criticism, there is another branch of literary criticism, namely, 

rhetorical criticism, and some scholars employ this method to analyze the structure of 

James.74 For instance, Baker focuses on rhetorical structure and assumes syntactically 

71 Varner, The Book of James , 30-1. 
72 Varner, "The Main Theme and Structure of James ," 126. 
73 Many different criteria are proposed to identify prominence in a discourse, including the use of 

tense, mood, voice, person, case, etc. Nevertheless, it is necessary to provide clear and consistent definition 
for numerous technical terms, and the way of integrate these categories is stil l problematic. See Westfall, 
"A Method for the Analysis of Prominence in Hellenistic Greek," 75-94; Porter, "Prominence," 45-74; Tan, 
"Prominence in the Pauline Epistles," 95-110; Reed and Reese, "Verbal Aspect, Discourse Prominence, 
and the Letter of Jude," 180-99. 

74 Rhetoric was a literary training in the Hellenistic world and some biblical authors might be 
influenced by this skill. Major rhetoricians were Aristotle, Demetrius, Cicero, Longin us, Quintilian, etc . 
These Graeco-Roman rhetoricians estab lished the fo undation of rhetorical criticism. Rhetorical criticism 
adopts classical precepts and focuses on determining genre, whether fo rensic, deliberative, or epideictic. In 
addition, rhetorical critic ism may attempt to determine stas is which means to involve fact, definition, 
quality, and jurisdiction. Furthermore, rhetorical approaches may also deal with examining enthymemes 
and examples. After that, the critic may also turn to the ethical proof and to the assessment of pathos. See 
Olbricht, "Rhetorical Criticism," 326; Mack, Rhetoric and the New Testament, 32-4. 
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observable connections and proposes that the major theme is speech-ethics. According to 

Baker, the term "speech-ethics" means the concept of ethics or morality which is applied 

in communication. He states, "[I]t [speech-ethics] is the rights and wrongs of utterance. It 

involves when to speak, how to speak, and to whom to speak, as well as when, how, and 

to whom not to speak. It includes to a certain extent the process of human speech and its 

relationship to thoughts and actions." Baker focuses on several passages: 1:5-8, 19-27, 

3:1-12, 18, 4:1-17, 5:9, and 5:12-18.75 Nevertheless, Baker' s work does not deal with 

the real issues behind the issue of "personal speech-ethics."76 He focuses on what he 

thinks is important and provides helpful contributions within the scope he expects , but 

unfortunately his framework is limited. Frankenmolle also applies rhetorical criticism to 

James. In his work, Frankenmolle proposes that the overriding themes are introduced in 

chapter 1 which connects to the rest of the book, and the author wants to encourage the 

hearers/readers to be perfect and complete.77 Wuellner employs "new rhetoric" and 

provides three factors which point to the theme of speech in James: (1) original section, 

(2) choice of media, and (3) intention.78 Four steps are proposed in his analysis, 

including the use of media, genre, argumentation, and the use of linguistic and stylistic 

means.79 Another scholar, Sophie Laws, who also adopts a rhetorical approach, indicates 

the emphasis on speech in this book. She proposes that the threefold admonition from 

hearing to speech and anger represents the warning of controlling one's speech, whereas 

75 Baker, Personal Speech-Ethics, 2, 283. 
76 Wimbush, Review on Personal Speech-Ethics, 344. 
77 Franken mo I le, "Netz des Jakobusbriefes," 161 -97 . 
78 Wuellner divides James into eight "speech sections" ( l : 1-12, l : 13-27, 2: 1-1 3, 2: 14-26, 3: 1- 18, 

4 : 1- 12, 4: 13-5:6. 5:7-20). See Wuellner, "Der Jakobusbrief im Licht der Rhetorik und Textpragmatik," 
5-66. 

79 Wuellner, "Der Jakobusbrief im Licht der Rhetorik und Textpragmatik," 2 l-64. 
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the speech to God, prayer, stands as another interest of James.so She follows Dibelius to 

argue that James is a paraenesis, and provides no outline for the whole book, but 

criticizes Dibelius' s discouragement of historical reconstruction and further establishes a 

theological basis for the ethical teaching. Nevertheless, although James involves 

numerous Jewish elements, it does deal with the contrast of the Hellenistic thoughts, but 

Laws does not take the Hellenistic influence into consideration.s1 In addition, Wachob 

interprets James from a socio-rhetorical perspective and concludes that the intention of 

this letter is to encourage readers to act and think as Jesus . He adopts wisdom rhetorolect 

(rhetorical dialects) and prophetic rhetorolect and proposes that two topics can be 

addressed with this method, household and kingdom.s2 Although her analysis of 

rhetorical criticism indicates the value of the "interaction of themes," "patterns of 

argument," and "means of persuasion," the problem of divisions remains the same and 

there is no consensus on the themes. s3 

1.2.6. Social-Scientific Criticism 

Apart from the literary approaches, scholars attempt to reconstruct the historical context 

of the letter with other perspectives. Social-scientific criticism represents contemporary 

approaches which scholars employ to analyze the text on the basis of its social contexts.s4 

Batten employs the strategies of this method to analyze James and determines that the 

issue between the rich and the poor introduces the major theme, namely the notion of 

perfection or wholeness. 85 Based on similar criticism, Tamez reads James from the 

80 Laws, James, 26-7. 
8 1 Wessel, Review on James, 384. 
82 Wachob, "The Languages of 'Household ' and ' Kingdom' in the Letter of James," 168. 
83 Taylor, "Recent Scholarship on the Structure of James," 105. 
84 Social-scientific criticism refers to biblical interpretation which adopts perspectives from 

anthropology, sociology, social psychology, economics, etc. See Esler, "Social-Scientific Approaches," 337 
85 Batten, "Ideological Strategies in James," 16. 
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perspective of Mujerista theology and argues that James' central focus is on oppressed 

and believing people. 86 Although the framework of this letter is not clear, she proposes 

that there are "distinct but complementary" angles to analyze this letter: angle of 

oppression-suffering, angle of hope and angle of praxis. 87 Furthermore, Lockett 

examines the "nature of the boundaries between church and culture in James ," and 

proposes that "purity" is the central theme of this letter, and the world is the source of 

pollution.88 In addition, Coker employs a post-colonial study to read the text in which 

"hybridity," "mimicry," and "ambivalence" are three major concepts. 89 Hybridity refers 

to the liberty of colonization to characterize post-colonial identity, and "intervenes in the 

exercise of authority not merely to indicate the impossibility of its identity, but to 

represent the unpredictability of its presence."90 Mimicry indicates post-colonial action 

which is "taken by the colonized, yet initiated by the colonizer, where the colonized 

imitates the life and culture of the colonizer."9 1 Ambivalence depicts the colonizer and 

the colonized, and "describes this fluctuating relationship between mimicry and mockery, 

86 Mujerista is developed by Ada Maria Isas i-Dfaz, who was a professor at Drew Uni vers ity. 
Mujerista theology lays stress upon the Latina women who are struggling for liberatio n. Mujerista theo logy 
can be regarded as a subcategory of Liberation theology and involve various concepts, themes, and theories. 
They attempt to fi nd the self-identity of Latinas. There are three "stars" or "key theoretica l terms" or 
"concepts" in the Mujerista theology: mestizaje-mulatez, lo cotidiano, and subvers ive narrati ves. Accord ing 
to Isas i-Dfaz, mestizaje-mulatez is "the mingling of Amerindian and African blood with European blood," 
and this perspective provides a way to deal with difference. In addition, lo cotidiano is defined as 
"everyday struggles/experiences" of Hispanas/Latinas. Lo cotidiano refers to both "the material reality and 
the interpretation of it." Subversive narratives are described as "tela" and are a form of 
"suppressed/s ubvers ive knowledge, knowledge disqualified by the dominant group as ' inadequate to their 
task or insufficiently elaborated." There are many presuppositions of mujerista theology. The first is that 
Latinas have wisdom which helps them to reinterpret social norms. Secondl y, the idea of analyzing the 
social reality of Latinas is prax is. The third presupposition is that mujerista theology has "radical social 
change" as its goal. More discuss ion can be fo und in Isas i-Dfaz, Mujerista Theology, 1- 98 ; Conde-Frazier, 
"Latina Women and Immigration," 54--75; Hernandez-Diaz, "Mujerista Theology," 45-53 ; Segovia, 
"Mujerista Theology," 2 1-7; Gonzalez, "Latina Feminist Theology," 150-5 ; Salguero, "The Manana of 
Womanist Theology," 225-9; Jones, '"Women 's Experience' Between a Rock and a Hard Place," 171-8. 

87 Tamez, The Scandalous Message of James, 13-4. 
88 Lockett, "Unstained by the World ," 73. 
89 Coker, '·Nativism in James 2.14--26," 29. 
90 Bhabha, Location of Culture, 114. 
9 1 Coker, "Nativism in James 2. 14--26," 30. 
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an ambivalence that is fundamentally unsettling to colonial dominance."92 This approach 

provides an understanding to distinguish the concepts of Paul and James on the issue of 

work and faith. Mirthell puts James within the history of Paulinism which is a 

subcategory of reception history to state that James is highly influenced by Pauline 

theology. He argues that the framework of James should be analyzed with the 

reconciliation of Pauline letters, especially two focal texts: Galatians and 1 Corinthians.93 

Apart from comparison between Paul and James, several scholars, such as Adams and 

Tillman, attempt to link Amos and James for the purpose of reconstructing the social 

environment of James. In addition, Tillman lists his assumptions and argues that Amos 

and James "remain as prophetic for contemporary practitioners regarding how to be 

faithful to God and humanity as for their original audiences."94 These approaches are 

helpful, but raise some questions. For instance, how to balance the weight of different 

sources is problematic. Since the focus is biblical materials, the value of literary materials 

outside the New Testament needs to be reconsidered. In addition, the method of 

employing contemporary models to the ancient world is always problematic because 

there are still gaps that need to be bridged. 

1.2.7. Thematic Approaches 

Due to the problems of different approaches which cannot be resolved easily, some 

scholars approach the texts from another side, and tum their focus on certain themes only. 

Many scholars employ content analysis to tease out themes, but without mentioning clear 

methodologies. Mayor canvases the picture of the recipient community, and proposes that 

92 Ashcroft et al. , Post-Colonial Studies, 13. 
93 Mitchell , "The Letter of James as a Document of Paulinism," 75- 98. 
94 Adams, The Prophethood, 100-3 ; Tillman, "Social Justice in the Epistle of James," 417-27. 
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the theme of the epistle of James is "the necessity of whole-heartedness in religion."95 

Maynard-Reid employs a sociological approach and puts emphasis upon the theme of 

poverty and wealth in the community. His work involves a twofold process which deals 

with "the relevant passages [which] are examined exegetically," and "the concepts of 

poverty and wealth [which] are examined in their social context, utilizing data and 

paradigms external to the text."96 Hartin provides six theological visions and argues that 

every idea in this letter surrounds the tension between faith and work. 97 Kloppenborg 

follows Hartin's appeal to argue for the relationship between James and Q, based on the 

principles of rhetorical emulation. He asserts three points to express the rhetorical skills 

of the intertext.98 Besides many themes in this book, other scholars present a central 

theme of James instead of many themes. Moo proposes that the most important theme of 

James is the teaching about works for justification.99 Blomberg and Kamell propose that 

"major themes remain intertwined at several places," and state three themes for this book: 

(1) trials and temptations; (2) wisdom and speech; and (3) wealth and poverty. 100 

McCartney proposes that the overall theme of this book is "that genuine faith in God 

must be evident in life, and that if one wishes to avoid false faith (i.e., hypocrisy), the 

'faith said' must correspond to the ' life led. '" 101 The findings of these scholars are 

significant but the problem of subjectivity remains. 

95 Mayor, The Epistle of St. James, cix, cxxxvii--cxxxviii. 
96 Maynard-Reid , Poverty and Wealth in James, 5. 
97 These themes are faith, God, Christ, eschatology, prayer, and social concern, and basically he 

proposes that the central theme of this book is the concept of faith and works. The understanding of God 
and Christ wi ll influence one's eschatology and life on earth, which is related to the exhortation of caring. 
See Hartin, James, 30-8, 118. 

98 Kloppenborg, "The Emulation of the Jesus Tradition in the Letter of James," 121-42. 
99 Moo, The Letter of James, 37-8. 
100 Blomberg and Kamell , James, 26. 
10 1 McCartney, James, 57. 
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1.3. The Function of Jas 3:13- 18 and Its Importance 

Although there are only three passages which concern wisdom (1:5-8, 1:16-18, and 

3: 13-18) in James, the perspective of wisdom encourages scholars to reconstruct the 

background of wisdom literature. In the Old Testament, the wisdom tradition serves to 

train young scribes and to install norms and values in them. 102 Bum has stated that there 

are two goals of wisdom: to understand the meaning of life through reflection, inquiry, 

and debate, and to know the way of living through the moral order of God 's rules.103 In 

other words, the concept of wisdom is tied to the practical action and the relationship 

with God. 104 When we take Qumran literature into consideration, wisdom becomes the 

"hidden knowledge of God's eschatological plan," and is "a gift given now to the 

covenanters by a spirit from God." 105 In addition, the view of wisdom in the 

Greco-Roman world may also influence the understanding of wisdom in this book. The 

virtues of a wise community are demonstrated during tests, and these wise actions come 

from personal and divine blessings.106 With this understanding, the Hellenistic and 

biblical background, we may address the situation in the New Testament. These two 

backgrounds are not diss imilar, of course, but Wall suggests that James inherited 

traditional wisdom from the Jewish foundation more than Greco-Roman. 107 For James, 

wisdom is a gift from God ( 1: 17), and results in different virtues (3 : 17). These 

experiences may take place in the present time, and therefore, although James is regarded 

as wisdom paraenesis, especially by Dibelius, it is not necessary to limit analysis to an 

102 Sneed, "Is the 'Wisdom Tradition ' a Tradition?" 71 . 
103 Burns, "James, the Wisdom of Jesus," 114. 
104 Davids, James, 52. 
105 4Q299 F2 ( +4Q300 F5) Col 2. 
106 Johnson, James, 27-9. 
107 Wall , Community of the Wise: The Letter of James, 20. 
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eschatological view. 108 The wise instructions of God's word represent the wisdom which 

describes the reaction through tests, and the appropriate way of using wisdom leads 

people to observe faith through works . 109 

Scholars do not agree about the function of either 3: 13-18 or chapters 3-4. 

Dibelius argues that 3: 13-18 is an independent passage. He suggests that there is no 

indicator of a connection between 3:13-18 and 3:1-12, nor is there a connection in 

thought, and he also proposes that 3: 18 is isolated. 110 The way Dibelius interprets 

3:13-18, however, is based on the presupposition of loosely arranged paraenetic 

characters. Blomberg and Kamell also point out the relationship between the passage 

3:13-1 8 and its previous section and state that 3:13-18 continues the second major theme 

of this book: wisdom and speech. In addition, from their point of view, this passage 

provides a way of encouraging readers/hearers not to be friends of the world in the 

following section. They indicate that the main idea of this passage is "[b ]y their good 

conduct, Christians should demonstrate heavenly rather than worldly wisdom. 

Specifically, they will exhibit purity and peacefulness rather than jealousy and strife." 111 

For McCartney, 3:13-18 serves to contrast "God's wisdom with the human wisdom that 

is at root self-seeking and envious," and this passage "moves from the dangers of speech 

(especially for those who would be imparters of wisdom) to the problems of 

intracommunity strife found in James 4." 112 Hort proposes that the author completes the 

discussion in chapter 2 and moves to a new point in 3: 1, which is the ambition to grasp 

108 Lockett, 'T he Spectrum of Wisdom," 148. 
109 Burns, "James, the Wisdom of Jesus," 135. 
110 Dibel ius, James, 207-8. 
111 Blomberg and Kamell , James, 187-8. 
11 2 McCartney, James, 197. 
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teachership and to possess wisdom serve as criteria to identify tme and false wisdom. 113 

In contrast, Moo asserts that James ultimately aims to encourage readers to give 

themselves wholly to God. 114 In 4: 1, interrogation is used as an asyndetic sentence. The 

key vocabulary in 3: 13-18 and 4: 1-10 is not the same, and the distinction of two kinds of 

wisdom does not continue in 4:1-3. Therefore, Moo proposes that the break between 

3: 13-18 and 4: 1-10 is very clear. 115 These scholars take chapter 3 as an independent unit 

and the relationships between this passage and the co-text seem to be unclear. 

On the other hand, some scholars attempt to describe the relationships between 

this passage and chapter 1. Two German scholars argue that the passage 3: 13-18 plays 

the central role of James. Heinrici proposes that the true wisdom which comes from 

above is the focus of the book, and the remaining discourses stand as its fmit. 116 Cladder 

asserts that the concept of wisdom in 1:5 and 3:15-18 is central to the structure of James 

because of an alleged chiastic pattern. The passage Jas 3: 13-4: 8 serves as the center of 

his chiastic stmcture, and this theme is related to tongue, wisdom, and friendship with 

God. He also asserts that 1 :26-27 and 3: 17 should be regarded as a thematic inclusio 

which provides the major themes. 11 7 Hartin has "argued that this (3: 13-18) is the central 

pericope in the epistle, the other pericopes forming an embrace around it." 118 Hockman 

and Tollefson both argue that 3: 13-18 is the "peak" of the book which plays the central 

role of this passage. 11 9 Davids proposes that the topic of the rich and the poor is 

completed at the end of chapter 2, and the author turns to discuss a second theme of the 

113 Hort, The Epistle of St James , 67, 80. 
11 4 Moo, The Letter of James , 46. 
11 5 Moo, The Letter of James , 167. 
116 Henrici, Der Literarisclze Charakter der neutestamentliche Schriften, 75. 
117 Cl adder, "Die Anlage des Jakobusbriefes," 37-57. 
118 Hartin, "Who Is Wise and Understanding Among You," 483 . 
119 Hockman, "A Discourse Analysis of James;" Tollefson, "The Epistle of James as A Dialectical 

Discourse," 62-9. 
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work in chapter 3 which is mentioned in 1: 19-21, about speech. 120 Adamson states that 

chapter 3 serves as a "rondo" which leads readers back to the discussion in 1: 19 and 

1:26. 121 Wall suggests that the passage 3:1-8 interprets the wisdom of "slow speaking" 

in 1:19, and 3:9-12 presents the case of how a duplicitous speech would influence the 

faith. Therefore, the passage 3: 13-18 indicates the wisdom of life to solve the crisis of 

problematic speech. 122 These scholars essentially argue that chapter 3 serves as the 

center of the whole book, and some hold the position that this passage echoes the themes 

of chapter 1. 

Several scholars find no relationship between chapters 2 and 3, whereas chapter 4 

is considered to be highly related to chapter 3. For example, Cheung proposes that no 

syntactic, semantic or thematic elements could be found to link chapter 2 and chapter 

3.123 In his study, all the bridges point to the central theme of law and wisdom, which 

relate to all the discourses (1:1 , 1:2-27, 2:1-5:11 , 5:12-5:20). 124 Terry employs the 

approach of SIL and follows Longacre's methodology to argue that there are eighteen 

sections in this book which are lexically linked. He states that the section of Jas 

3: 13-4: 10 involves seven peaks and serves as a hortatory climax. In his study, Terry 

proposes that James involves "a chiasmus of the topic of endurance around a section on 

the poor and rich." 125 Taylor adopts Guthrie 's discourse analys is and proposes that both 

the passages 3:13-18 and 4:1-10 serve as transitional passages which link 3:1-12. He 

basically follows Guthrie's method and employs the use of cohesion fields, inclusio, and 

120 Davids, James, 135. 
121 Adamson, James, 138. 
122 Wall , Community of the Wise: The Letter of James, 160. 
123 Cheung, The Genre, Composition and Hermeneutics, 74. 
124 Cheung, The Genre, Composition and Hermeneutics, 83-4. 
125 Terry, "Some Aspects of the Discourse Structure of the Book of James," I 06-25. 
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other transitional devices to trace the structure of James. 126 In his argument, chapter 1 

holds the key to introduce the major themes of the book, including "testing, wisdom, and 

wealth," "blessing and endurance," "mercy," "speech and judgment," "words," 

"obedience," "pure and undefiled," and "rich and poor." 127 Vouga and Martin adopt the 

concepts of Francis and Davids to propose that themes are introduced in the first chapter. 

He employs a historical-critical approach to illustrate the threefold division of the book. 

From his historical and theological perspective, Vouga suggests that faith is the major 

theme of James. He proposes that Jas 1: 19-3: 18 is the center of the book, and the unit 

1: 19-27 offers five themes. 128 Vouga proposes that five themes are involved in this 

epistle, including love, obedience to the word, controlling the tongue, avoiding earthly 

wisdom, and the responsibility to the world.129 Martin follows Vouga's scheme of the 

three divisions but criticizes that Vouga does not explain in detail his threefold 

categorization. He considers that 1: 19-27 stands as the overture of the themes of the rest 

of the book, where the notion in 1 :27 is developed in 2: 1-12; whereas the concept in 

1 :22-24 is further discussed in 2: 14-26. Martin also states that the argument of 3: 1-12 is 

introduced with the theme in 3: 1, which continues to be developed in 3: 13-18 or even to 

4: 10. 130 Simmons asserts that "stability versus instability is a recurring emphasis 

throughout the epistle," and the passage Jas 3: 13-18 is one of the illustrations to highlight 

the contrast. 131 

126 Taylor adopts Guthrie's methodology and analyzes the epistle of James. It is interesting that his 
conclusion is different from Cheung's. The reason probably is that Cheung's methodology is closer to 
historical-grammatical method, rather than discourse analysis, although he uses this term. See Taylor, A 
Text-Linguistic In vestiga tion into the Discourse Structure of James, I 15. 

127 Guthrie and Taylor, "The Structure of James," 681-705. 
128 Vouga, L · Epftre de Saint Jacques, 9-23 . 
129 Vouga, L' Epftre de Saint Jacques , 19-23. 
130 Hartin, Ja mes, 181. 
131 Simmons, "The Epistle of James," 9. 
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Some scholars propose that much of the teaching of Jes us and the book of James 

is regarded as wisdom literature. 132 Admittedly, the epistle of James reflects many 

features of wisdom literature and wisdom themes .133 The theme of wisdom is followed 

with interest by many scholars. For example, Bauckham proposes that the Jesus tradition 

is one of his important sources to trace the themes of James. He states: "James' wisdom 

is a creative development of the Jewish wisdom tradition decisively inspired and shaped 

by the wisdom of Jesus ." 134 Wachob's analysis connects Jas 2:5 to the "blessed are the 

poor" beatitude (Matt 5:3). He argues that the text in James provides an illustration to 

prove God' s blessing to the poor. 135 Kloppenborg proposes a similar function of Jas 2:5 

to link the Q saying. He employs a Greco-Roman rhetorical skill, aemulatio, to analyze 

the text, which means that a writer will reword the sayings from a wise person to 

strengthen the argument. 136 Similarly, Batten states that James adopts Jesus' sayings and 

paraphrases the use from Jesus ' wisdom to develop the discussion in the letter. The 

teachings in James reflect Jesus' central image of ministry which criticizes the practice of 

injustice in community of the first-century Judaism. 137 In Kirk' s article, he argues that 

the term "wisdom" is interchangeable with the use of "Holy Spirit." 138 Davids expands 

Kirk' s concepts whereas Moo argues against them. 139 Baker, on the other hand, 

examines Kirk's position and concludes that Kirk's idea may overlook the use of the 

132 Such as Hoppe, Der theologische Hintergrund des Jakobusbriefes, and Dillman's PhD thesis, A 
Study of Some Theological and Literary Comparisons of the Gospel of Matthew and the Epistle of James. 

133 Mullins, "Jewish Wisdom Literature in the New Testament," 335-9. 
134 Bauckham, James, l l l . 
135 Wachob, The Voice of Jesus, 150. 
136 The practice of aemulatio means to reformulate "a predecessor text and vyi ng with the original 

for beauty and aptness of expression, where, in most cases, the predecessor text is not express ly cited ." The 
presupposition of aemulatio is that some audience would understand the allusion. See Kloppenborg, 
"Diaspora Discourse," 249-50; Kloppenborg, 'The Emulation of the Jesus Tradition in the Letter of 
James," 133. 

137 Batten, "The Jesus Tradition and the Letter of James," 38 1-90. 
138 Kirk, "The Meaning of Wisdom in James," 24-38. 
139 Dav ids, James, 51-7; Moo, The Letter of James, 34. 
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Jesus tradition and tries to correspond with Pauline theology. In the context of James, 

"wisdom and the Spirit both are associated with God or with Jesus but are not 

equivalent." 140 

Varner employs discourse analysis to argue that there are two peaks in the book of 

James, 3: 13-18 and 4: 1-10. He analyzes the participants of the paragraph, the lexical 

repetition of vocabulary, and the semantic patterns and argues that there are thematic and 

hortatory peaks in chapters 3 and 4. 14 1 He traces the "general dissimilarity from the 

co-text, rhetorical underlining, concentration of participants, heightened vividness, 

change of pace, and change of vantage point to analyze the text." 142 In addition, Varner 

proposes that the passage 4: 1-10 is the hortatory peak of the book, and belongs to the 

unit 3:13---4:10 which is "evidenced in the 'zone of turbulence' created by the connection 

of ten imperatives in 4:7-10." 143 Nevertheless , the idea of separating the thematic and 

hortatory peaks needs to be reconsidered. Since the debate of the boundary markers in 

chapter 4 has lasted for years, it is necessary to provide more evidence to support the 

reason for treating 4: 1-10 as a unit. In addition, the number of imperatives will be 

changed within different considerations of delimitation, which may put into question the 

idea ofregarding 4: 1-10 as a peak. Besides, although he has set up a significant 

framework to propose his argument, Varner seems to concentrate on prominence but 

relatively neglects the concept of cohesion. 

Many scholars have paid attention to chapter 1 since this chapter indicates several 

140 Baker, "Searching for the Holy Spirit in the Epistle of James," 293-315 . 
141 Varner, The Book of James , 39-40. 
142 There are two other cases which begin with a rhetorical question , rather than an imperative, 

2: 14-26 and 3: 13- 18. Varner proposes that the first passage (2: 14-26) refers to the "consequential 
application" of the section 2: 1-13. On the other hand, Varner argues that 4: 1-10 is a subunit of 3: 13--4: I 0. 
Therefore, he proposes that both 3: 13-18 and 4: 1-10 are peaks of James, but the latter passage serves as 
the "hortatory peak" of the discourse. See Varner, The Book of James, 36. 

143 Varner, "The Main Theme and Structure of James," 128. 
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issues which readers are facing. Chapter 2 has been noteworthy because of the influence 

of the Pauline epistles. Since the conflict of faith and works in chapter 2 is also an issue 

in chapter 1, these chapters are related. Chapter 4 is considered to be highly related to 

chapter 3, and chapter 5 is regarded as the conclusion of James. Chapter 1 suggests that 

the way to make a correct choice is to ask God to give wisdom, but the characteristics of 

true wisdom are described in 3: 13-18. The concept of wisdom continues to be developed 

through chapters 4 and 5. Wisdom, therefore, must stand as an important theme in this 

book. It will be shown that wisdom is the discourse theme of James through an analysis 

of the cohesive ties between Jas 3: 13-18 and the rest of the discourse. As discussed 

above, scholars have employed different approaches to understand the structure of this 

book and asserted many themes from their outcomes. Although many scholars agree that 

the book of James is "a hodgepodge of loosely connected discourses on diverse subjects," 

other scholars attempt to argue for the coherence of this book. 144 The derivative problem 

will be the way to determine the main themes of this book. 

After tracing the works on James from different scholars, we can recognize that 

although some scholars suggest that James is the wisdom literature in the New Testament, 

the relationship between 3: 13-18 and other passages in James is still problematic. Some 

scholars regard this passage as an independent unit, whereas others believe that this 

passage is a bridge that connects themes. Therefore, this passage will be worth analyzing 

to determine the relationships between this passage and other units of this book. Since 

James is regarded as a text, it will be helpful to analyze this book through a linguistic 

perspective. This thesis will propose the methodology of discourse analysis of the SFL 

model to argue that Jas 3: 13-18 provides the global themes of the whole book. 

144 Camp, "Another View on the Structure of James," 111. 
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CHAPTER 2: THEORY AND METHODOLOGY 

2. Linguistic Theory 

Linguistics represents a scientific study of language through which communication is 

made among people. 1 Regarding linguistic approaches to biblical interpretation, there are 

two levels: lexis and grammar.2 Traditional approaches claim that there are basic 

meanings of a word, and many lexicons provide the list of these meanings of a certain 

word.3 Modem linguistics, however, proposes that the meaning of a word cannot be 

analyzed apart from its relationship with other elements in a certain context.4 Grammar, 

on the other hand, deals with the "rules for combining words to form sentences,"5 and 

involves three important components: syntax, semantics, and pragmatics. Syntax focuses 

on the sentence, semantics expounds the interpretation of a sentence, and pragmatics 

provides the regulations for the interpretation of a sentence within a given context. A 

complete set of rules and regulations combines these three.6 These understandings force 

us to consider the importance of several points which modem linguistics has proposed. 

First, it is useful to follow the terminology of de Saussure who depicts the distinction 

between langue and parole. The former refers to the system which produces rules of 

languages, whereas the latter indicates the underlying use of languages through 

1 Lyo ns, Theoretical Linguistics, I ; Halliday and Matthiessen, Functional Grammar, 3. 
2 Porter, Studies in the Greek New Testament, 8. 
3 The typical representation can be seen in Bauer 's lexicon, Greek- English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Ea rly Christian Literature. Bes ides , referential theory, ideational theory, 
meaning-is-use theory, and truth-conditional theory are also employed to determine the meaning of a word . 
Unfo rtunately, there are weaknesses of these approaches . See Porter, Studies in the Greek New Testament, 
9- 11. 

4 Porter, Studies in the Greek New Testament, 54-S ; Silva, Greek Wo rds and Their Meaning, 44-S, 
I 03- 8; Black, Linguistics fo r Students of New Testament Greek, 97; Barr, Semantics of Biblical language, 
263. 

5 Lyo ns, Theoretical Linguistics, 133. 
6 Droste and Joseph, Linguistic Theory and Grammatical Description, 6-7. 
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utterances. 7 In addition, modern linguistics lays stress upon synchronic description over 

diachronic analysis. Since diachronic analysis may neglect the influence of other 

concurrent elements of the language, the priority of synchronic description is preferred. 

Languages change all the time but are not necessarily relevant to previous usages, and 

therefore the historical development of languages may not provide firm evidence.8 

Another important issue concerns the structural approach. Since every language is 

a "system ofrelations," one must analyze a text within a structure.9 All these issues 

raised can be discussed under the framework of facing the importance of context and 

co-text, namely historical and literary circumstances. Lexical items may make sense only 

within contexts, both the context of situation and the context of discourse. 10 It is 

important to reconstruct the historical and cultural context of a discourse so that the 

certain pattern of language can be analyzed.11 Although interdisciplinary studies are 

important in terms of biblical interpretation, the value of linguistics should not be ignored. 

Since the Scripture was written as texts through languages, the studies of the language 

system provide access for us to understanding messages which are irreplaceable. To 

determine the meaning of a word, a sentence, or a discourse, the methods of discourse 

analysis should be developed further and be applied to the biblical text. 

There are many different areas in linguistics which are worth probing. Among all 

these, however, the way of figuring out the prominent meanings in a given discourse will 

remain the focus. As mentioned above, co-text stands as another important factor which 

7 Lyo ns, Theoretical Linguistics, 51-2. 
8 Porter, "Studying Ancient Language fro m a Modern Linguistic Perspective," 153; Lyo ns, 

Theoretical Linguistics, 46. 
9 Lyo ns, Theoretical Linguistics, 50. 
10 Nida, "The Role of Context in the Understand ing of Discourse," 20-7. 
11 Halliday and Hasan propose the concept of register to detect the variation according to use. There 

are three main categories: field , tenor, and mode. More discuss ion can be seen in Halliday, Language, 
Context and Text, 45 . 
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influences interpretation. It is proposed that a word should be understood on the basis of 

the relationship between it and its neighboring elements. 12 By the same token, 

interpreting a discourse cannot take place apart from its context. Therefore, the 

relationship between a given pericope and its context should be emphasized. According 

to Cotterell and Turner, "the understanding of utterances requires some measure of 

understanding of the text, the actual words used; the co-text, the sentences, paragraphs, 

chapters, surrounding the text and related to it; and the context, the sociological and 

historical setting of the text." 13 Historical critics have employed different disciplines to 

reconstruct the historical context. The reconstruction of historical and cultural contexts is 

necessary and can be practiced with the help of other disciplines other than linguistics. 

Nevertheless, although the integration of different disciplines is important, linguistics still 

stands as the most imp01tant position in terms of interpretation. There are two reasons: (1) 

since all materials we have are literary units, a better way of understanding these 

documents will also be favorites for the research. (2) No matter how detailed the 

historical or cultural background can be reconstructed, the nearest co-text still preserve its 

value of interpretation which cannot be replaced. Many scholars have proposed different 

details to identify elements which highlight the logical flow of a given text within its 

literary context, which is the co-text. In order to identify the function of the co-text in the 

sense of interpretation, scholars argue that a repeated term, rhetorical question, usages of 

verbs and nouns, and repetition of the same key words will serve the function of 

interpreting a text within its co-text. 14 These criteria, however, may be still segmental 

12 Porter, Studies in the Greek New Testament, 54-5; Silva, Biblical Words and Their Meaning , 44-5, 
103-8; Black, Linguistics for Students of New Testament Greek, 97. 

13 Cotterell and Turner, Linguistics & Biblical Interpretation, 16. 
14 Authorship, date, addressees, etc. are important elements to reconstruct the historical context. See 
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because it is necessary to clarify the criteria of determining "repetition" within a 

discourse. Regarding this issue, discourse analysis provides a helpful framework to 

systemize different situations of these concepts. Discourse analysts propose that reference, 

presupposition, implicature, and inference are offered in the co-text for interpretation. 

Reference means "words refer to things," and presupposition provides the pragmatic 

ground of defining "in terms of assumptions the speaker makes about what the hearer is 

likely to accept without challenge." Furthermore, implicatures are "what a speaker can 

imply, suggest, or mean," namely "the conventional meaning of the words used." At last, 

inference represents a process to "arrive at an interpretation for utterances or for the 

connections between utterances." 15 With the help of all these concepts, the text can be 

determined as cohesive. In other words, cohesion serves the function of identifying the 

relationship of items within a given text and can be traced by the employment of these 

concepts. 

Although the principle of contextual interpretation provides guidelines, it is 

necessary to further explain the use of these criteria, especially the significance of 

repetition. 16 What elements should we pay attention to when we attempt to understand 

the relationship between discourses? Several scholars have employed linguistic 

approaches to analyze the text, such as Cheung, Taylor, Varner, etc. The concept of 

cohesion, however, seems to be absent among these discussions. It is necessary, therefore, 

to analyze cohesion in this discourse, which is helpful to demonstrate a lucid 

understanding of this discourse theme. In this thesis, therefore, I will employ discourse 

analysis and focus on the concept of different types of "repetition" which stands as an 

Osborne, The Hermeneutical Spiral, 38-44. 
15 Brown and Yule, Discourse Analysis, 27- 33. 
16 Silva, Biblical Words and Their Meaning , 138. 
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important criterion to determine cohesion. 

Regarding discourse analysis, Porter identifies four major schools of this method: 

Continental European Discourse Analysis, South African Discourse Analysis , SIL, and 

SFL. Continental European Discourse Analysis incorporates various elements from other 

disciplines and serves as an interdisciplinary and far-ranging approach. The South 

African school has the farthest-reaching influence on both the theoretical and 

applicational development. 17 SIL provides a framework which focuses on sentence 

grammar and linguistic phenomena and its model concerns the work of Bible 

translation. 18 In terms of the school of SFL, Halliday proposes that "language is as it is 

because of its function in social structure." 19 Its model regards language as "a social 

semiotic, which is made up of networks of systems (interconnected groupings of choices) 

that establish meaningful components of language."20 The functions of languages which 

are used may change within different contexts. Halliday states two concepts , language as 

system and language as institution.2 1 SFL's model provides a framework to systematize 

the choices of languages and to "integrate interdisciplinary research from linguistics ."22 

Therefore, the model of SFL will be useful for us to understand what the text means 

within its context, especially literary context (co-text). Within this model, there are three 

metafunctions involved, namely, textual metafunction, ideational metafunction, and 

17 Porter, "Discourse Analys is," 24-34. 
18 SFL should not be confused with SIL. Porter po ints out several limitations about SIL, including 

foc using on Bible translation, paying less attention to recent discuss ions of Greek grammar, and not hav ing 
many theories fo r studying the New Testament. See Porter, "Discourse Analysis ," 27 . 

19 Halliday, Explorations, 65. 
20 Westfa ll , Hebrews, 26. 
2 1 Semantic stratum, lexico-grammatical stratum, and phonological stratum are subcategories of the 

concept of language as system. Ideational meanings (both experiential and logical), interpersonal meanings, 
and textual meanings are analyzed within these three strata. Language as institution emphas izes the 
di versity of language within soc ial contexts. See Halliday, "An Interpretation of the Functional 
Relationship between Language and Social Structure," 183-92. 

22 Westfa ll , Hebrews, 28. 
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interpersonal metafunction, and this study will focus on the author's selections which 

create cohesion in the textual metafunction. Of course, since these three metafunctions 

are interwoven to a certain degree, in order to trace cohesive devices, some tools from the 

other two metafunctions will be employed. 

The textual metafunction is described as a metafunction of "ensuring that each 

instance of text makes contact with its environrnent.'.23 This type of metafunction 

involves three major paths that construct the textual meaning, which are repetition, 

conjunction, and thematization.24 Within these paths, the concept of repetition and 

conjunction offers access to trace cohesion in a discourse. In order to trace cohesion, the 

concept of reference, ellipsis, substitution, conjunction, lexical repetition, and collocation 

will be employed. Some tools from other two metafunctions will be adopted for the 

purpose of tracing the notion of collocation in the author's mind. Putting all these 

elements together, we may be able to prove the cohesion and to identify the central 

tokens and themes of this book. After that, we can conclude that all the themes are fit 

around the passage 3:13-18 and all the discussions in this book can be analyzed through 

the framework of heavenly and earthly wisdom. 

2.1. Cohesion 

Cohesion plays an important role to describe the relationship between a discourse and its 

co-text, referring to links which connect elements within a given text and indicate 

23 Halliday and Matthiessen, Construing Experience, 528. 
24 Thompson, Functional Grammar, 141. The way ofthematization serves to determine the theme 

and rheme in a given clause: theme "goes up to and includes the first experiential element in the clause," 
and rheme refers to the rest of the elements in the clause. Nevertheless, this theory is based on English, and 
cannot be applied directly in Greek. Besides, the idea of "theme" and "rheme" in SFL is used for the clause 
level, whereas in this thesis , the term "theme" is used in a discourse level. See Thompson, Functional 
Grammar, 173. 
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"relations of meaning that exist within the text and that define it as a text."25 Thompson 

proposes that "[c]ohesion refers to the linguistic devices by which the speaker can signal 

the experiential and interpersonal coherence of the text-and is thus a textual 

phenomenon-we can point to features of the text which serve a cohesive function."26 

Porter states that "[ c ]ohesion refers to grammatical, semantic and contextual factors 

which hold a discourse together.'.27 Reed adopts Halliday's concept and explains that 

discourse cohesion is a characteristic of producing textual meanings.28 According to 

Westfall, cohesion "is the formal link within a passage or a discourse that makes it 'hang 

together' internally and with its immediate co-text."29 To sum up, cohesion represents the 

relationship within a text and can be defined as the links which bind a text together. 

2.1.1. Lexical and Grammatical Elements 

In order to identify cohesion in a given text, there are two categories within the 

lexicogrammatical framework: lexical items and grammatical zone.30 In terms of lexical 

items, there are two devices: lexical repetition and collocation. Regarding the 

grammatical zone, there are four devices: reference, substitution, ellipsis, and 

conjunction. 

2.1.1.1. Lexical Elements 

Both lexical and grammatical items which are used repeatedly point out the links in 

25 Halliday and Hasan, Cohesion, 4. 
26 Thompson, Functional Grammar, 177. 
27 Porter points out several factors which produce cohesion, including person reference, verbal aspect, 

and connectives. See Porter, Idioms, 304-7. 
28 Reed , A Discourse Analysis of Philippians, 88. 
29 Westfall , Hebrews, 30- l. 
30 According to Halliday, the term " lexicogrammar" refers two notions: (I) the typical lexical and 

grammatical environment, and (2) the stratum of wording. Halliday combines the structured systems of 
signs and of choices. The former is used to "organize the vocabulary of a language," whereas the latter is 
for the purpose of organizing "sequences of signs into texts." See Halliday and Matthiessen, Functional 
Grammar, 43-6; Gledhill , "The 'Lexicogrammar' Approach," 7. 
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discourses. Lexical cohesion indicates the relationship between lexical elements. When 

the writer/speaker uses these elements repeatedly, cohesion is established. 

2.1.1.1.1. Lexical Repetition 

Reiteration is a semantic perspective for identifying cohesion and refers to the "repetition 

of a lexical item, or the occurrence of a synonym of some kind, in the context of 

reference; that is, where the two occurrences have the same referent,"31 and therefore we 

can sum up with two types which represent the concept of reiteration: lexical repetition 

and collocation. In the New Testament, there are many examples of reiteration of the 

same words. Taking 1Cor12:1-13 as an example, we can see that the term m'Euµa (spirit) 

is repeated twelve times (1Cor12:3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13). The lexical repetition forms a 

lexical chain to point out a central theme of spirit in this passage. 

Chart 1: Repetition in 1Cor12:1-13 

3 810 yvropisro uµt:v on ou8d<; Ev 7tV , (l'Tl emu 'Aa'A&v AEyEt· Ava8Eµa 'Iricrou<;, Kai 
ou8d<; 8Uvamt El7tEtV· Kupto<; 'Iricrou<;, d µi] EV uµ,a'Tl ayt(\). 

4 ~tatpfoEt<; 8f; xapwµaT(J)V dcriv, TO 8£ aUTO 7tV -µ,a· 
5 Kai 8tatpfoEt<; 8taKov1&v dmv, Kai 6 auTo<; ' ptoc;· 
6 Kai 8tatpfoEt<; EYEpyriµaT(J)V dcriv' 6 8£ mh ' t; 8Eo<; 6 EvEpy&v TU navm Ev m'imv. 
7 EKUCTTC? 8£ 8i8omt ~ cpav£procrt<; Tou 7tVE' 'TO<; npoc; TO cruµcp£pov . 
8 c1> µf:v yap 8ta TOD 7tV , l OTat 'A6yoc; crocpiac;, aAA(\) 8£ 'A6yoc; yvcbcrErot; KUTa TO 

aDTO ' 
9 ETEp(\) 7ttCTTt<; EV TC\) ' : Uf.1.<l'Tl, 

IO aAA(\) 8£ EvEpytjµma 8uva ' TEta, a AC\) [8£] 8taKpicrEtt; 
nvw , , v 'Arocrcr&v, aAA(\) 8E £pµrivda y'Arocrcr&v· 

11 navm 8f; mum EVEpyd TO EV Kat TO ' ' - µ,a 8tatpouv i8i<,l EKUCTT(\) Ka8mc; 
~ODAETat. 

12 KaeanEp yap To cr&µa i::v fonv 1 µ£'Ari no'A'Aa EXEt, navw 8£ Ta µ£'Ari TOD crcbµmoc; 
no'A'Aa ovw i::v fonv cr&µa, o" c; Kai 6 XptcrT6t;· 

13 Kai yap £v £vi nv ' ' d navTE<; de; gy cr&µa £~amicr8riµi::v , dTE 'Iou8afot EhE 
"E'A'ArivE<; dn; 8ou'Ao1 Ehc £'Acu8Epot, Kat nav " -µ,a £noncr8riµcv . 

Reiteration does not only include lexical repetition of the same items or the use of 

31 Halliday and Hasan, Cohesion, 318-19. 
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cognates, but also involves the occurrence of items within the same semantic domains. 

Semantic domain is a way to organize lexical material with the respect of the number and 

types of shared semantic features of the lexemes. The rationale of semantic domains is 

that since words are used in "contextual relations," different words should be grouped not 

just alphabetically but "according to the fields they [words] occupy."32 Therefore, when 

two words involve repetition, are cognates, or share the same semantic domain,33 they 

form a cohesive tie. 34 

Based on Halliday's framework, there are five types which form lexical cohesive 

ties, repetition (same item), synonymy, hyponymy, hyperonymy, and meronymy.35 

Synonym refers to words with similar meanings whereas antonym indicates words with 

opposite meanings.36 For instance, Katv6<; (new) and vc6<; (new) are regarded as 

synonyms whereas VEKp6ro (put to death) and l;,ci ro (live) are antonyms. Besides, there are 

partial and complete synonyms although there are few complete ones. The words ayanciro 

(love) and cpiMro (love) are partial synonyms whereas CiA.A.o<; (another) are facpo<; (other) 

32 Porter, Studies in the Greek New Testament, 70. Discuss ions on this theory can be seen as fo llows: 
Lyons, Semantics, 230-69; Cruse, Lexical Semantics, 15-20. 

33 Semantics is concerned with meaning, determining meaning must be one of the bas ic interests 
when dealing with any linguistic utterance. Semantic domains are organized in terms of the number and 
types of shared semantic features of lexemes. The major divisions of these domains are: entities, ac ti vities , 
characteristics, and relations. See Louw, Semantics of New Testament Greek, 1-4; Louw and Nida, Lexical 
Semantics of the Greek New Testament, 83. 

34 Stoddard states, " [c]ohesion occurs 'where the interpretation of some element in the discourse is 
dependent on another,' because one presupposes the other so that each pair of dependent/independent 
e lements creates a 'cohesive tie."' See Stoddard , Text and Texture, 15. 

35 Halliday pro poses that words can be separated into the groups of repetition (the same item), 
synonymy, hyponymy, meronymy, and co llocation. Pickering proposes seven lexical types: ( l ) same item, 
(2) synonym, (3) superordinate, (4) general word, (5) hyponym, (6) hyperonym, and (7) meronym. The idea 
of co llocation will be discussed in the fo llowing section, and we can categorize the rest into five types: 
repetition (same item), synonymy, hyponymy, hyperonymy, and mero nymy. See Halliday and Matthiessen, 
Functional Grammar, 57 1-6; Pickering, A Framework fo r Discourse Analysis, 35; Reed, A Discourse 
Analysis of Philippians, 98-9. 

36 Antonymy refers to oppos ite meanings . The idea of antonymy will be discussed in the section on 
col location. 
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complete ones.37 Hyponymy is the relationship of general and special, whereas 

hyperonymy is the converse of hyponymy. For instance, a bulldog is a hyponym of a dog 

and tree is a hyperonym of oak. The words sTJtECD (seek) and 8foµm (beseech) are 

hyponyms in Greek. For instance, in Luke 5, there are two stories of healing. The man 

covered with leprosy beseeched (8foµm) Jesus to make him clean in 5:12, whereas the 

four people sought ( sTJtECD) to bring the paralytic into the house before Jes us in 5: 18. 

Seeking involves the idea which is more general than the concept of beseeching because 

people may beseech someone, but seek for someone or something. Meronymy signifies 

the part-whole relationship, such as that the cover and page are meronyms of book. 

Hyponymy is always transitive whereas meronymy may or may not. For example: nail is 

a meronym of finger and finger is a meronym of hand. Nevertheless , pane is a meronym 

of window and window of a meronym room, but pane is not a meronym of room. In 

Greek, there are examples which represent these concepts. For instance, oD~ (ear) is a 

hyponym of µD.o~ (member), and K6µT) (hair) is a meronym of Kccpa/..ft (head). The use of 

these words in different categories can also produce reiteration and form cohesion. 

Nevertheless, there are no absolute synonyms or antonyms since words hold different 

meanings in distinct contexts.38 For instance, the word of v£6~ in Heb 12:24 represents 

the idea of "new," whereas this word in the book of Titus refers to the idea of "young." 

Therefore, besides the repetitions of the same words, we may employ the concept of 

semantic domains to learn these phenomena. 

The lexicon of Louw and Nida provides a significant framework of semantic 

domains which involve three classes: elements which are shared, distinctive, and 

37 Porter, Studies in the Greek New Testament, 7 1-2. 
38 Black, Linguistics fo r Students of New Testament Greek, 125-8. 
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supplementary.39 The shared features are "those elements of the meaning of lexical items 

which are held in common by a set of lexical items." The distinctive ones are those which 

"separate meanings one from another," and the supplementary features are those which 

"may be relevant in certain contexts or may play primarily a connotative or associative 

role."40 Semantic repetition and the associations between words serve as meaningful 

features in cohesion.41 By analyzing the text on the basis of semantic domains, we can 

identify various types of chains in units and at the level of discourse which "are formed 

by lexis that share the same semantic domains."42 The uses of words which belong to the 

same semantic domains form semantic chains; noun phrases, pronouns or verbs which 

refer to the same person will establish participant chains. When different words within 

the same semantic domain are used, the meaning is constrained. These chains can help 

readers detect reiterations and serve as elements that produce cohesion. There is an 

example of a semantic chain in Mark 2: 1-12, which consists of seven occurrences of 

Myw (speak, 33 .69), two occurrences of A.aMw (speak, 33 .70), and one of A.6yoc; (speech, 

33.99).43 

39 Although there are still problems in terms of semantic field , Louw and Nida's lexicon indeed 
provides an important theory for understanding the concept of semantics . See Porter, Studies in the Greek 
New Testament, 70; Louw and Nida, Lexicon, l :vi. 

40 Louw and Nida, Lexicon, I :vi. 
4 1 Halliday and Hasan, Cohesion, 4-5 ; Halliday and Hansan, Language, Context and Text: Aspects of 

Language in a Social-Semiotic Perspective, 48. 
42 Westfall , "Blessed Be the Ties that Bind Semantic Domains in Hebrew I: 1-4: l6," 11 . 
43 Furthermore, the word Myo~ could be traced to 1 :40-45 and there are repetitions of o ther key 

words. For example, the leper, in spread aro und the word (A.6yov) concerning Jesus, produces a situation in 
which Jesus is no longer (m<HE µ11K£n ) able openly to enter (£icr£A.8£lv) into a c ity. At the beginning of 
chapter 2, Jesus enters (Eicr£A.8ci>v) Capernaum and many people gather at the house where he is stay ing so 
that there is no longer (m<JT£µ11K £n ) roo m even at the doorway. Jesus responds by beginning to speak the 
word (Myov) to them. See Williams, Other Followers of Jesus, 99. 
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Chart 2: Semantic Chain in Mark 1:1- 12 

Kai eimJ.,8mv naA.tv de; Kacpapvaouµ ()i' Tiw:p&v i]Koucr8ri on f,y OlKql ECJTlV. 

Kai cruvr1x8ricrav 1COAAOi WCJTE µT]KEn xmpdv µT]OE TU npoc; TijV 8upav, Kai EAUAtl 
auTOt<; TOY J...6yov. 

Kai EPXOVTat <pEpOYTE<; npoc; auTOV napaAUTlKOV aip6µtvov U1CO TECJcrapmv. 

Kai µi] 8uvaµtvot npocrtvEyKat auTq'>Ota TOY oxA.ov U1CECJTEyacrav TijV CJTEYTJY 01COU 
~v, Kai f-sopusavTE<; xaA.&crt TOY Kpa~anov 01COU 6 napaA.unKO<; KaTEKElTO. 

44 

5 
Kai tOWV 6 'lY]<JOU<; Tijv nicrnv auTWV J...cytt Tq'> napaAUnKq'>·TEKVOV, acpiEVTal CJOU ai 
aµapTiat. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

~crav 8E nvi:>c; T&v ypaµµa-r£mv EKEt Ka8tjµi:>votKai 8iaA.oyis6µ0vm f,v Tate; Kap8imc; 
auT&V· 

Kai Eu8uc; f-myvouc; 6 'Iricrouc; Tq'> 1CVEUµan auTOU on ODTW<; 8taA.oyisOVTat f,y EaUTOt<; 
AEYEl auTOt<;·Ti TaUTa 8taA.oyisrn8E f,y Tat<; Kap8imc; uµ&v; 
Ti fonv EUK01CcOTEpov, d ntiv Tq'> napaA.unKQ'>· acpitvrni crou ai aµapTiat, ~ d ntiv· 
£yEtpE Kai &pov TOY Kpa~UTTOV crou Kai 1CEptnUTEt; 

10 i'.va 8£ d8fiTE on f-soucriav EXEL 6 uioc; TOD av8pwnou acptEYat aµapTia<; f-ni Tfi<; 
yfic;-J...tytt Tq'> napaA.unKQ'>· 

11 croi J...tyro, £y0tpE &pov TOY Kpa~an6v crou Kai unayi:> de; TOY olK6v crou. 

12 Kai i]y£p8ri Kai Eu8uc; apac; TOY Kpa~aTTOV f-sfiA.8EV £µnpocr8tv 1CUYTWY, WCJTE 
f-sicrrncr8m navrnc;Kai 8osasEtV TOY 8EOV J...tyov·ms on ODTW<; OUOEnOTE dooµtv. 

All these words, both verbs and nouns, are related to the conception of speech. 

This chain highlights the sayings of different participants in this passage and ties the 

healing of the paralytic together with the speech.44 

2.1.1.1.2. Collocation 

Collocation stands as another important device which helps create cohesion. Since 

languages are used within contexts, principles of grouping words may be different in 

varied cultures. The use of collocation, which serves to trace the understanding of 

grouping words beyond lexical and semantic domains, indicates patterns or words which 

44 Telford, Writing on the Gospel of Mark, 190. 
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occur together.45 It is the "occurrence of a different lexical item that is systematically 

related to the first one, as a synonym or superordinate of it."46 Hoey states that 

"[c]ollocation is , crudely, the property of language whereby two or more words seem to 

appear frequently in each other 's company."47 For instance, antonymy is a special case 

which also forms collocation referring to lexical items together which are "opposite in 

meaning." For example, like has the opposite meaning of hate, but these words result in 

cohesive effect.48 There is another example of collocation. In some contexts, when 

people state the idea of winter, they may think of snow at the same time. Although there 

is no semantic overlap between these two terms, they can be collocated. 

Unfortunately, it is very difficult for us to have access to understand a full 

application of collocation since we need to take larger corpora into consideration. Hoey 

also indicates that Halliday and Hasan's theory of lexical pattern is "hard to 

operationalise."49 Indeed, there are many difficulties for tracing collocation in Greek. 

Nevertheless, the situation is not hopeless. On the contrary, there are three ways which 

can help understand the idea of collocation in a particular author's mind. First, when 

observing the text where certain terms are used together, we may consider that these 

terms may be collocated in the author 's mind. The more frequently this phenomenon 

appears within a given text, the more assuredly we can regard these terms as collocation. 

On the other hand, we may employ the use of "process" from ideational metafunction to 

help us understand how the authors establish their own groups of collocation. The 

45 For Halliday, this concept refers to those words with "co-occurrence tendency." For instance, when 
people talk about pipe, it is easy fo r them to think of the other word smoke, though they are not in the same 
semantic domai n. These two wo rds are co llocated. See Halliday and Hasan, Cohesion, 3 19; Hall iday and 
Matthiessen, Functional Grammar, 576-7. 

46 Halliday and Hasan, Cohesion, 285 . 
47 Hoey, Lexical Priming, 2. 
48 Halliday and Hasan, Cohesion, 3 19; Halliday and Matthiessen, Functional Grammar, 574. 
49 Hoey, Lexical Priming, 4. 
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relational process provides evidence to collocate the terms after the verb, and the verbal 

process represents the verbal actions of a certain person which can also be collocated. 

Besides, certain grammatical patterns may help us understand collocation as well. An 

author may customarily employ specific grammatical patterns to highlight the points of 

what is written. Therefore, if these patterns appear, readers may be able to recognize the 

message of the author, and these clauses may be identified as discourse collocation. 

2.1.1.1.2.1. Beyond Semantic Domain 

As mentioned above, semantic domains may offer useful information for us to trace 

reiteration. In a given text, however, some words are used together every time. This case 

provides clues for us to trace collocation. There is an example of collation in Matt 

17: 14-21 where the semantic domain of physiological process and states is addressed by 

the words m::A.rivta~oµm (23.109, be an epileptic) and 80pan0ucrm (23.139, heal). In 

addition, the word nacrxm (24.78, suffer) in Matt 17: 15 is related to the semantic domain 

of sensory events and states. Matthew links these two domains which serve as a case of 

collation. so 

In Mark 2:1-12, on the other hand, the saying ~A.acrcpriµ£m (blaspheme 33.400) in 

2:7 and the use of £~oucria (authority to rule, 37.35) in 2:10 both refer to the forgiveness 

of sins (40.8 for acpiYJµt and 88.289 for aµap-ria). These words are collocated in this 

passage although they belong to different semantic domains.s1 Besides, the words 

npo<pfi'rYJ<; in Heb 1:1 and ayy0A.o<; in 1:4, 5, 7, 13, 2:2, 5, 7, 9, 16 are regarded as another 

50 Lee, Paul 's Gospel in Romans: A Discourse Analysis of Roman 1: 16-8:39, 49. 
51 In the New Testament, the noun £/;oucria occurs J 02 times and is generally pos itive. In the gospel 

of Mark, £1;oucria is used 9 times (I :22, 27, 2: J 9, 3: 15 , 6:7, 11 :28, 29, 33, 13:34). With the exception of the 
parable at 13:34, £1;oucria is always said to be possessed by Jesus or conferred by him: Jesus teaches with 
£1;oucria ( I :22), fo r example, and has £1;oucria to cast out demons ( I :27) and to forgive sins (2: I 0). Jesus 
also transmits his £1;oucria to the Twelve in order to enable them to exorcize unclean spirits (3: 15 , 6:7). See 
De Mingo Kaminouchi , But it ls Not Among You, 124. 
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case of collocation. According to Louw and Nida's lexicon, npocpi]TI)<; (prophet, 53.79) 

belongs to the semantic domain of religious activities, referring to people who speak for 

God, whereas ayyf) .. o<; belongs to the domains of communication (messenger, 33.195) 

and of supernatural beings and powers (angel, 12.28). These two Greek terms are 

collocated in this discourse and point to the same object.52 

Apart from employing the concept of semantic domain, we can obtain the access 

of one's idea of collocation on the basis of the use of certain grammatical patterns. 

Besides, the concept of process in ideational metafunction may provide clues for us to 

identify collocation. 

2.1.1.1.2.2. Process 

SFL embraces the concept of ideational metafunction which reflects our experience of the 

world. As said above, a writer or a speaker may have his or her own non-lexical 

categories with certain ways.53 By recognizing the patterns of an author's usages, we can 

collocate certain words together even though they are not related in the first place. The 

use of ideational metafunction serves as a way to trace how the language is used in 

people's experience so that one's idea of collocation can be presented through the 

elements in this type of metafunction. Besides employing the concept of semantic domain, 

we can trace processes to access the writer's patterns of collocation. A writer can create 

categories by placing items together which do not necessarily belong to the same 

semantic domain. The uses of these words form cohesion so that readers can recognize 

the relationship between a discourse and its co-text. Therefore, it will be appropriate for 

us to focus on the use of processes for the purpose of tracing cohesion. 

52 Westfall, Hebrews, 110- 1. 
53 Westfall , "Blessed Be the Ties That Bind," 7. 
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Process which stands as an important element to detect cohesion represents the 

experiential perspective to events and usually is formed by the verbal group in clauses.54 

In order to detect the use of collocation, we may need the relational process and verbal 

process.55 Relational process is a process which indicates the concept of "being."56 This 

type of process can be identified by certain verbs which concern the idea of being, such 

as yivoµm (become), dµt (be), and unapxro (exist) . According to functional grammar, 

relational processes can be divided into two which construe the relationships of 

"class-membership and identity." The former one can be described by attributive clauses 

whereas the latter can be explained by identifying ones. The attribute refers to the 

relationship of attribute within two items (y is an attribute of x) whereas the identifying 

points out that of identity within two terms (y is the identity of x).57 The elements in an 

attribute relationship are the carrier and the attribute. Those in an identifying are, on the 

other hand, the token and the value.58 These two types of relational processes may help 

us collocate different items. For instance, in a statement such as: "a, b, c, d are attributes 

of x" or "a, b, c, d is the identity of x," the items a, b, c, d can be recognized as 

collocation. 

Another useful process is the verbal process, which involves verbs of "saying." 

To say is to explain one's mental operations so that verbal processes reflect the mental 

purposes through physical actions. In the verbal process, there will be sayers and 

receivers as participants. In addition, the participant in this process can be the target 

54 Thompson, Functional Grammar, 87-8 ; Halliday and Matthiessen, Functional Grammar, 175-8. 
55 There are six types of processes : material, mental, relational , verbal, behavioural , and existential 

ones. Nevertheless, relational process and verbal process are needed in this thesis. Further discussion can 
be seen in Halliday and Matthiessen, Functional Grammar, 182-92. 

56 Reed , A Discourse Analysis of Philippians, 63-5. 
57 Halliday and Matthiessen, Functional Grammar, 214. 
58 Halliday and Matthiessen, Functional Grammar, 230. 
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which needs not be human.59 In Greek, there are several verbs which are used for this 

type of process, such as Myro (say), J..aJ..£ro (speak), and anayy£J..J..ro (report), and there are 

many examples of this type or process. For instance, the pattern MyEt aihcp 6 'I11crou~ 

(Jesus says to him) which belongs to this type of process appears many times in the New 

Testament, including Matt 4: 10, 8:4, 8:20. In James, there are several verbal processes 

which represent what would people who possess wisdom from below express through 

this process (for instance, boasting). This type of process may also serve to help us 

identify collocation in the author's mind. 

2.1.1.1.2.3. Grammatical Pattern 

When we go beyond sentence level to a discourse, the repetition of certain grammatical 

patterns represents the importance as a form of "discourse collocation."60 Since 

antonymy is regarded as a type of collocation, the usage of contrast will help us to 

determine discourse collocation. According to Westfall, "[a] writer or speaker may create 

non-lexical categories by placing together things that do not necessary belong to the same 

semantic domain or scenario in the same pile or calling them by the same name."6 1 A 

writer can create categories by placing items which do not necessarily belong to the same 

semantic domain. By recognizing the patterns of an author's usages, we can collocate 

words together even though they are not related in the first place. Choices from the 

system network and the repetition of certain grammatical patterns allow readers to 

develop an understanding of collocation or theme in a discourse. 

There is an example of repetition of the same grammatical pattern in 1 John 

2: 12-14. The phrase ypacpro uµ'lv ... on (I write to you .. . that) is used once in 2: 12, twice 

59 Halliday and Matthiessen, Functional Grammar, 252-6; Thompson, Functional Grammar, I 00-3 . 
60 Westfall , Hebrews, 86. 
61 Westfall , "Blessed Be the Ties That Bind," 7. 



in 2:13, and three times in 2:14. 

Chart 3: Grammatical Pattern in 1 John 2:12-14 

2: 12 ypnq>ro uµiv' T£KVta, OTl acp£covTat uµ'iv ai aµapTiat Bux TO ovoµa m'nou 

2: 13 ypnq>ro uµiv , nm£p£<;, OTl EyYcOKaT£ TOY an' apxfls. ypacpco uµ'iv, YWVl<JKOt, on 

vi::vtKT)KaT£ TOY nov11p6v 

2:14 eypmjla uµiv, nm8ia, OTl EyYcOKaT£ TOY nm£pa. eypa\jla uµiv, nm£p£<;, OTl 

EyYcOKaT£ TOY an' apxfls. eypa\jla uµiv, YWYl<JKOt, OTl icrxupoi EcrT£ Kai 6 /..,6yo<; 

TOD 8wu EV uµ'iv µ£v£t Kai V£VtKT)KaT£ TOY nov11p6v 
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This pattern serves as a link to establish cohesion which results from reiteration 

with the same word or phrase. These lexical and grammatical repetitions provide a 

system to create cohesion. Although not all these words in these sentences derive from 

the same semantic domain, they can still be grouped together and treated as if it were a 

semantic domain according to the author's own of categorization in discourse. On the 

other hand, as we have discussed earlier, not only synonyms share the same semantic 

domains, but also antonyms. Contrasts, therefore, will also serve the function of discourse 

collocation. When the contrasts can be recognized, there will be discourse collocation 

which may also provide cohesion. In order to track the use of contrasts, the concept of 

"polarity" from interpersonal metafunction will be helpful. 

2.1.1.2.2.4. Polarity 

According to the model of SFL, the positive/negative opposition is typically used in 

every language. The positive clause is usually unmarked, whereas the negative clause is 
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marked by the particle not.62 Nevertheless, "choosing positive is just as substantive and 

meaningful as choosing negative."63 In an interrogative clause, both positive and 

negative can occur. Concerning the polar interrogatives, there can be a non-leading 

answer or a leading answer which includes a positive or negative anticipation and this 

type of question includes no grammatical indication for leading to a positive or negative 

answer.64 In Mark 14:61, for example, the question crud 6 XPt<JToc; 6 uioc; wu EuA.oyrrrnu 

(are you the Christ, the son of the blessed one) expects a polar answer of yes or no, which 

stands as a non-leading question. In a leading interrogative, however, there are particles 

which indicate the expectation of positive or negative answer. 

For instance, the particle ou is used to anticipate a positive response whereas the 

particle µi] indicates a negative expectation on the part of the speaker. In John 7:31, the 

statement 6 XPt<JToc; frmv £A.811 µiJ 7tAEiova crriµda 7toti]crEt rov ouwc; E1t0llj<JEV (when the 

Christ comes, will he do more signs than this man has done) represents that many in the 

crowd believe in Jesus that he is the Christ. In John 21:5, on the other hand, the question 

µi] n npompayiov EXETE (do you have any fish) indicates that Jesus expects them to admit 

of catching no fish and they do. In the case with a compound negative, µiJ ou, the writer 

or speaker expects a negation and this compound phrase is an emphatic single negative. 

There is an example in Rom 10: 18 in which the question µiJ ouK 'flKoucrav (have they not 

heard) is a question expecting a negative answer.65 

The concept of polarity provides a yes/no option for readers. Either in an 

interrogative or an imperative clause, the marked particle of negative option implies the 

62 Halliday and Matthiessen, Functional Grammar, 141. 
63 Halliday and Matthiessen, Functional Grammar, 14 l. 
64 Thompson, Functional Grammar, 55 . 
65 There is a task, however, that we need to sort out the use of the compound negative, µ~ ou, is 

making sense together or separately. See Porter. Idioms, 276-9. 
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opposite answer. People may take actions by the way which the imperative suggests or 

prohibits, but there will be another group of people who may not. The negative particles, 

such as µi] or ou, may highlight the contrast between these two groups. In James, the 

author employs many imperatives and several interrogatives to encourage readers to do 

something or not to do something. A two-way option which is a polarity is indicated 

many times to represent the message. Therefore, with the tool of polarity, we may 

recognize discourse collocation, especially contrasts, and trace how the text is glued by 

these cohesive devices . 

2.1.1.2. Grammatical Elements 

Lexical and grammatical items which are used repeatedly point out the links in discourses. 

Whereas lexical cohesion, both the use of lexical repetition and collocation, belongs to 

lexical resources, there are reference, substitution, ellipsis , and conjunction which belong 

to grammatical resources. 

2.1.1.2.1. Reference, Substitution, and Ellipsis 

Reference signals for retrieval which produces cohesion, and involves two categories: 

exophora and endophora.66 Exophoric information can be found in the context of 

situation or context of culture and endophoric information is located within the text. 

There are two types of endophoric information, anaphoric reference and cataphoric 

reference. Anaphora means that the reference can be found in the preceding text whereas 

cataphora indicates the reference which is in the following text.67 In a discourse, personal 

reference, demonstratives and comparatives can be used to indicate reference. In terms of 

personal reference, there are three classes: personal pronouns, possess ive determiners, 

66 Hall iday and Hasan, Cohesion, 3 1. 
67 Reed, A Discourse Analysis of Philippians, 94. 
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and possessive pronouns.68 In Greek, the use of these items can be found when the 

personal verbal suffixes or personal pronouns are used whereas the use of genitive form 

represents the idea of possessive usages. Demonstrative reference is "a form of verbal 

pointing." Nominal demonstratives offer the idea of the direction of the action and 

demonstrative adverbs represent the locative or temporal concept of the action.69 In Acts 

16:28, the term £v8a8c (here) connects the previous event to what Paul is going to say in 

the following verses because they take place in the same location. Comparative reference 

indicates the relationship between two or more items, referring to their identities, 

similarities , differences , numeratives, or epithets .70 In John 15:4, for instance, the word 

ofrrco<; (thus) provides a comparative reference which connects the following discourse to 

the previous verses. 

Substitution and ellipsis are two variational types of reference. Whereas reference 

indicates the cohesive relationship in the meaning, substitution represents the relationship 

in the wording. There are three types of substitutions, including nominal, verbal and 

clausal substitutions. Nominal and verbal substitutions take place by changing the head of 

a nominal or a verbal group, and clausal substitution refers to the replacement of an entire 

clause.71 On the other hand, ellipsis is "substitution by zero," and there are also nominal, 

verbal and clausal ellipses.72 There is an example of ellipsis of a clausal element in Phil 

1:15: nv£<; µ£v Kai 8u'x <p86vov Kai Eptv, nvf:<; 8£ Kai 8t' cu8oKiav TOV Xpt<HOV 

KT]pucrcroucnv (some proclaim Christ from envy and rivalry, but others from good will) in 

which the phrase TOV Xptcr-rov KT]pucrcroucrtv (proclaim Christ) is shared by the two 

68 Halliday and Hasan, Cohesion, 43. 
69 Halliday and Hasan, Cohesion, 57-76. 
70 Halliday and Hasan, Cohesion, 76. 
71 Halliday and Hasan, Cohesion, 88-9 1. 
72 Halliday and Hasan, Cohesion, 142-225. 
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clauses. 

The uses of reference, ellipsis, and substitution are useful to identify cohesion of a 

text. Personal pronouns, such as I, you, they, provide links to connect clauses. Adverbs 

indicate temporal, locative, or logical connections between clauses. In order to grasp the 

use of various types of reference (including ellipsis and substitution), however, to trace 

the participants or entities in a text is also important to identify cohesion. 

2.1.1.2.1.1. Participants and Entities 

Participants and entities are those who take part in a process, and these two are similar 

concepts while the former may refer to personal idea and the latter may not. Regarding 

participants or entities, there are three types: new, evoked and inferable.73 In terms of 

new entities, there are brand new and unused ones. Brand new entity refers to items 

which are not previously mentioned, and can be divided into two groups: anchored and 

unanchored. The anchored entities are linked to other discourse entities while those which 

do not form cohesion are regarded as unanchored ones. 

On the other hand, unused entities are known to readers or hearers according to 

their knowledge of the situation or culture.74 Moreover, entities which are situationally or 

textually known are called evoked entities. Situational entities are explained within the 

context whereas textual ones are interpreted within the co-text. There is an example of 

situational entity (participant) in Heb 5:1-5 where the author evokes some description of 

the Levitical priesthood in this passage to indicate the transcendence of Jesus. The idea of 

the priesthood is not indicated in the co-text and should be understood from other sources 

including the Old Testament. There is an example of the use of textual entity in Acts 10:9, 

73 Westfall , Hebrews, 86; Reed , A Discourse Analysis of Philippians , 105. 
74 Brown and Yule, Discourse Analysis, 182. 
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in which the participant, Peter, stands as an evoked one who is addressed in the previous 

section 9:32-43. The third type of entity is called the inferable one, referring to 

participants or entities which can be inferred by hearers or readers from a discourse 

item.75 For instance, the term "CEKVOV (child) in Phil 2:22 is regarded as an inferable 

participant of Ttµ68cov (Timothy) in 2: 19. 

On the basic concept of entities or participants, substitution or ellipsis can be 

established by words which refer to the same element. For instance, there is an example 

of repeated participants in Rom 5:12-19. The phrase EVO<; av8pffin:ou (one person) is used 

in Rom 5:12 and 5:19, while the term tvo<; (one) is used once in 5:15, twice in 5:16 and 

5:17, and once in 5:18. All these terms refer to the participant, Aoaµ (Adam), which 

occurs twice in 5: 14. 

Chart 4: Participant Chain in Rom 5:12-19 

12 

Hence, cohesion is established in this passage by the reiteration of words 

75 Westfall , Hebrews, 86; Reed, A Discourse Analysis of Philippians, 105. 
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regarding the first Adam. These terms or phrases form a participant chain which also 

serves as a device to create cohesion. In Greek, the participant can be traced not only by 

the term which is used, but also by the subject or object embedded in verbs. There is a 

participant chain in Mark 2:1-12, pointing to the paralytic, the person who causes the 

conflict.76 The paralytic is indicated in Mark 2:3 as napaA.unK6v, being modified by 

participles <p£povrc:c; (carry) and aip6µc:vov (take up). In Mark 2:4, this paralytic becomes 

the accusative of the infinitive npocrcv£yKm (bring, the accusative is omitted but could be 

inferred), and the subject of KaLEKHtO (lie down). After that, Jesus speaks to him, calls 

him 'tEKVov (child) and states that his sins are forgiven .77 In Jesus' two questions put to 

the scribes in Mark 2:9, the paralytic is pointed out as the object of comparing healing 

and forgiving sins. In the last clause of Mark 2:10-11, napaA.unKcp (paralytic) becomes 

the one to whom Jesus speaks. After Jesus' "three-point" command, the paralytic stands 

for the subject of the verbs: stands, picks up his bed and walks home.78 

76 Williams, Other Followers of Jesus: Minor Characters as Major Figures in Mark's Gospel, I 00. 
77 Kernaghan asserts that Jesus gave the paralytic the key to entering a world that was bigger than the 

world where everyone else walked, earned a living and held a place of some respect in the social order, by 
forgiveness of sins . See Kernaghan, Mark, 56. 

78 Telford , Writing on the Gospel of Mark, 190. 
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Chart 5: Participant Chain in Mark 1:1-12 

3. Kai 8pxovrm pfoovns :itpo'i giJ; ov ,_ a J...vTt ' poµEvo v u1w T£<mapmv. 
4. Kai µil 8uvaµ£Vot 1t O<JEVE 8u'l TOY ox'Aov U1t£<m~yacrav TllY O"TEY11Y 01tOU ~v, 

Kai E~opu~avTi::<; xa'Arocrt Tov Kpapanov onou Q nap T EK EtTo . 

5. Kai i8cbv 6 'I11 crou<; Tilv nicrnv mhrov At i::t T -

T EK v m aµapTim. 
6. ~crav 8£ nvi::<; Tffiv yp µµm£mv EKd Ka8i]µi::voi Kai 8ia'Aoyis6µi::vot Ev Tat<; Kap8im<; 

mhrov· 
, ,.. ,, 

7. n OUTO<; OUT 'Aa'Ad ; pt...acrcp11µ i::t · TI<; 8Uvmm acpt£vm aµapTia<; d µil d<; 6 8£6<;; 
<; 6 'I11crou<; T(j'> nvi::uµan mhou on OUT<D<; 8ta'Aoyisovwt EV fouwt<; 8. Kai i::u8u<; Emyv 

Atyi::t auwt<;· 

10. 

Ti TUUTU 8 'Aoyisrn8£ EV Tat<; Kap8im<; uµrov; 9. Ti fonv £UK01tcDT£pov, dni::tv :@.._ 

:~;;~:;~~~~~~~~~iS::!~W:a¥o-:!!~Q!::E Kai &pov Tov Kpapan6v 

Kai £U8u<; ' -A0EV £µnpocr8 £V 7tUVT<DV, cDO"T£ E~icrwcr8m 7tUVTa<; 
Kai 8o~cis£tV TOY ei::ov 'A£yovm<; on OUT<D<; OUbE7tOT£ d8oµ i::v. 

In this thesis, participants or entities will be identified through the uses of 

pronouns and subjects or objects within verbs . These items can be traced to distinguish 

different groups in a discourse. When the participants or entities refer to the same group, 

connection can be detected and cohesion is established. 

2.1.1.2.2. Conjunction 

Another important device to establish cohesion is the use of conjunction, which is widely 

used (particularly in Greek), and one of its functions is to combine textual elements into a 

cohesive unit.79 A conjunctive system provides cohesive devices to demonstrate how the 

items relate to each linguistic element. 80 There are four types of conjunctions, including 

additive, adversative, causal, and temporal conjunctions. Additives and adversatives are 

conjunctions which connect clauses by either adding or contracting. Causal conjunction 

79 Thompson, Functional Grammar, 189. 
80 Hall iday and Hasan, Cohesion, 227. 
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indicates the logic relationship, and temporal conjunction offers the temporal relationship 

between clauses.81 Regarding the system of conjunctions, three categories of 

conjunctions are used, including elaboration, extension, and enhancement. Apposition 

and clarification are two types of elaboration: apposition stands for an element which is 

represented by either an exposition or an example, whereas clarification refers to more 

precise explanation of the previous statement. 82 Furthermore, there are two subcategories 

in the class of extension, which are addition and variation. Addition represents a positive, 

negative, or adversative relation, whereas variation includes replacive, subtractive, and 

alternative types. In respect of enhancement, there are four types of this usage: 

spatio-temporal, manner, causal-conditional, and matter. The spatio-temporal type 

represents the place or time of the action. Regarding the manner conjunctives, cohesion 

can be established by comparison of or reference to means. The causal-conditional type 

provides the result, reason, purpose of the events in the clauses or points out positive, 

negative, or concessive conditions. There are positive and negative modes in the matter 

type of the enhancement. 83 In Greek, the conjunctive system involves both conjunctions 

and particles which serve as markers of transition (e.g. yap, a/...)1.ci, 8£, Kai). These items 

are also signaled by prepositions, grammatical structure (e.g. genitive absolute using 

yivoµm), and conventionalized lexical items (e.g. A.om6v) .84 In conclusion, these 

conjunctive items exhibit how the texts are glued together and could be analyzed. In this 

thesis, I will focus on how the conjunctive system marks cohesion, rather than the logical 

81 Halliday and Hasan, Cohesion, 242-73. 
82 Halliday and Matthiessen, Functional Grammar, 540-3. 
83 Halliday and Matthiessen, Functional Grammar, 543-8. 
84 Reed, A Discourse Analysis of Philippians, 89. 
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Ch.art 6: Elements of Cohesion 

Cohesion 

Reference Ellipsis Con1unction 

Verbal Nominal 
Elaboration Extension Substitution Ellipsis 

Nominal Clausa l Ellipsis Apposit ion Addition 
Substitution 

Clausal 
Verbal 

Substitution 
Ellipsis Clarification Variation 

Chart 7: Conjunctions in James 

1:1 Kai 2:12 Kai, cbc; 4:2 

1:2 frmv 2:13 yap 4:3 

1:3 on 2:14 £av, M 4:4 

1:4 88, !va, Kai 2:15 £av, fl, Kai 4:5 

1:5 ti, DE, Ka i 2:16 8€, Kai 4:6 

1:6 88, yap, Kai 2:17 £av 4:7 

1:7 yap, on 2:18 UAAa, Kai 4:8 

1:9 88 2:19 frn , Kai 4:9 

Spatio
Temporal 

Manner 

Causal
Conditional 

Matter 

Ka i 

Lexical Cohesion 

Lexical 
Repetition 

Collocation 

Kai, 8t6n , tva 

on , o15v 

fl , on 

88, 8t6 

ol5v, 88, Kai 

Kai 

Kai 

85 For further discuss ion on the conj unctive system, see Halliday and Matthiessen, Functional 
Grammar, 363-485 . 
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1:10 8£, on, cb<; 2:20 8£, on 4:10 Kai 

1:11 yap, Kai 2:22 on, Kai 4:11 

1:12 on 2:23 Kai, 8£ 4:12 Kai, M 

1:13 on, yap, 8£ 2:24 on, Kai 4:13 ~'Kai 

1:14 8£, Kai 2:25 M, Kai 4:14 yap 

1:15 8£ 2:26 cDCHCcp, yap 4:15 £<iv, Kai,~ 

1:17 Kai,~ 3:1 on 4:16 

1:19 M 3:2 yap, d 4:17 OUV, Kai 

1:20 yap 3:3 d, 8£ 5:2 Kai 

1:21 8t6, Kai 3:4 Kai, 07tOU 5:3 Kai, cO<; 

1:22 8£, Kai 3:5 Kai 5:4 Kai 

1:23 on, ct, Kai 3:6 Kai 5:5 Kai 

1:24 yap, Kai 3:7 yap, TE, Kai 5:7 
'r ~, , 

OUV, ECO<;, Kat 

1:25 8£, Kai, UAAU 3:8 M 5:8 on 

1: 26 d, a.A.A.a 3:9 Kai 5:9 i:va 

1:27 Kai 3:10 Kai 5:10 Kai 

2:2 £av, yap 3:11 Kai 5:18 Kai 

2:3 8£, Kai, ~ 3:12 ~. ouTi:> 5:19 £<iv, Kai 

2:4 Kai 3:13 Kai 5:20 on, Kai 

2:5 Kai 3:14 ct, 8£, Kai 5:11 Kai, on 

2:6 M, Kai 3:15 a'AA.a 5:12 8£, ~ti]Ti:>, Kai, i:va 

2:8 d, cb<; 3:16 07tOU,yap, Kai 5:14 Kai 

2:9 d, 8£, cb<; 3:17 8£, Kai 5:15 Kai 
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2:10 yap, 08 
1' , ,, 

ODY, Kat, 01t(O(; 3:18 08 5:16 

2:11 yap, Ei, 8£ 4:1 Kai 5:17 Kai 

2.2. Central Token 

After analyzing different metafunctions, we can use these grammatical and lexical 

elements to find the themes in a discourse. For Katz, "[t]he notion of a discourse topic is 

that of the common theme of the previous sentences in the discourse ... the topic carried 

from sentence to sentence as the subject of their predication."86 Brown and Yule propose 

the term "thematisation" to indicate a discoursal process, not a sentential one. 87 Perfetti 

and Goldman propose, "[b]y thematisation we mean the discourse process by which a 

referent comes to be developed as the central subject of the discourse."88 In other words, 

thematisation (theme of a discourse) is the main character or the topic entity in a 

discourse.89 Grimes asserts the use of "staging" and states that "[e]very clause, sentence, 

paragraph, episode, and discourse is organized around a particular element that is taken as 

its point of departure. It is as though the speaker presents what he wants to say from a 

particular perspective."9° Clements suggests, "[s]taging is a dimension of prose structure 

which identifies the relative prominence given to various segments of prose discourse."91 

Brown and Yule regard the use of "thematisation" and "staging" as devices of tracing the 

"relative prominence" in a discourse. When a discourse is developed, cohesive links are 

maintained.92 Therefore, the interaction among cohesive items will serve to trace the 

86 Katz, "Chomsky on Meaning," 26. 
87 Brown and Yule, Discourse Analysis, 133. 
88 Perfetti and Goldman, "Thematization and Sentence Retrieval," 71. 
89 Brown and Yule, Discourse Analysis, 134. 
90 Grimes, The Thread of Discourse, 323. 
91 Clements, 'The Effects of Staging on Recall from Prose," 287. 
92 Brown and Yule, Discourse Analysis, 129-34. 
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themes. 

The central topic of a discourse can be traced by the interaction of lexical and 

participant chains. These cohesive chains serve as indications to point out the topic in a 

discourse. Stoddard proposes, "[c]ohesion occurs 'where the interpretation of some 

element in the discourse is dependent on another,' because one presupposes the other so 

that each pair of dependent/independent elements creates a 'cohesive tie. "'93 Therefore, 

the interaction between different chains will provide evidence to trace the central topic of 

a discourse.94 The idea of the topic of a cohesive text can be described by the use of 

different types of tokens. In order to determine the cohesiveness of a text, three types of 

tokens are proposed: peripheral, relevant, and central tokens. Peripheral tokens refer to 

the items which do not participte in different chains in a discourse. In other words, 

peripheral tokens are isolated from other chains, and are peripheral to the argument. 

Furthermore, relevant tokens are items which participant in one or more chains in a 

discourse. Central tokens are "items in chains which interact with linguistic items in other 

chains."95 According to Halliday and Hasan, "the minimum requirement for chain 

interaction can be phrased as follows: for two chains x and y to interact, at least two 

members of x should stand in the same relation to two members of y."96 

For instance, in Mark 2:1-12, there are participant chains of Jesus, the paralytic 

and the crowd. The speech that Jesus proclaims that the paralytic's sins are forgiven 

results in different reactions among the crowd. Their conversation surrounds the debate 

on the authority to forgive sins. In addition, there is one semantic chain which focuses on 

93 Stoddard, Text and Texture: Patterns of Cohesion , 15. 
94 Giv6n, On Understanding Grammar, 298-299. 
95 Reed, A Discourse Analysis of Philippians, I 00. 
96 Halliday and Hasan, "Text and Context," 57. 
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the speech of Jesus, and the other two semantic chains combine together all the time in 

this passage. In each case the narrator uses this verb and the noun aµapifo (sin 88.289) 

together as a phrase,97 which directly refers to the announcement of forgiveness of sins.98 

Further, the appearance of the paralytic causes Jesus ' speech on the forgiveness of sins 

(interactions between the semantic chains on speech and the forgiveness of sins, and 

participant chains on Jesus and the paralytic), and the use ofi'.va DE (indicating the 

purpose as an enhancement) emphasizes that the Son of Man has the authority to forgive 

sins (semantic chains on forgiveness of sins). What Jesus says seems to be the 

confirmation of the forgiveness of sins, and his speech causes the changing of the focus 

of the crowd, from the general crowd to the scribes (interactions between semantic chains 

on speech and forgiveness of sins and participant chains on Jesus and the crowd). After 

pointing out the scribes' questioning and their suspicion, the author comes back to depict 

the astonishment of the general crowd and their response by glorifying God. From the 

analysis, readers may find that the interactions among chains are intertwined into the 

central token on the forgiveness of sins. The semantic and participant chains all 

contribute to determine the central token. 

The concept of "topic" is related to ideational metafunction whereas "cohesion" is 

associated with textual metafunction. The idea of textual metafunction is to see "how 

97 Some scholars may argue that the passive-voice statement "Your sins are forgiven" probably 
implies that God is the doer. See Malina and Rohrbaugh, Social Science Commentary on the Synoptic 
Gospels, 153 . 

98 Casey argues that the semantic area of aq>iflµt is overlooked in discussions of Mark 2: l 0, which is 
significant because it can mean things other than "forgive." However, this is not to say that it did not mean 
to forgive in Mark 2: l-12, but rather alternative translations should be investigated. On the other hand, in 
2:5, the perfect passive verb, aq>EOJVTU(, is substituted for the present passive, aq>iEVTU(, which is probably a 
harmonization to the Lucan text. And in 2:9, again the verb aq>iEVrni, is substituted for aq>iflµt. This is either 
a harmonization with Luke 5:23 or an independent improvement to create a more elegant expression. See 
Casey, Aramaic Sources of Mark's Gospel, 50, 109; Crossley, The Date of Mark's Gospel: Insight from the 
Law in Earliest Christianity, 95; Reicke, "The Synoptic Reports on the Healing of the Paralytic," 324; 
Williams, Two Gospels from One, 70-1. 
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speakers construct their messages in a way which makes them fit smoothly into the 

unfolding language event."99 When we focus on how speakers express the world, 

however, we move to the use of ideational metafunction. The idea of repetition serves as 

the connection between these two. Since the repetition of certain elements in lexical or 

particiant chains provides an approach to highlight central tokens which denote the topic, 

and cohesion, on the other hand, is also created by the lexical or grammatical repetition, 

the use of central tokens can establish a bridge to connect the ideational metafunction and 

the textual metafunction. 

2.3. Summary 

There are many ways to trace cohesion so that readers can recognize the relationship 

between a discourse and its co-text. 100 Therefore, it will be appropriate for us to focus on 

different functions which help trace cohesion. Unfortunately, the usage of collocation in 

Greek is very difficult to identify. In order to achieve this goal, however, I will also 

employ the other two metafunctions, which are ideational and interpersonal 

metafunctions. Ideational metafunction traces the actions, which will give us a door to 

identify collocation. Through some ad hoc patterns, certain words can be collocated. For 

instance, when we describe that a good person is kind and passionate with a relational 

process, the two items "kind" and "passionate" can be identified as a collocation within 

this context. In addition, in order to identify the use of reference, ellipsis, and substitution, 

it is helpful for us to employ the interpersonal metafunction to identify the participants 

and entities in clauses . Hasan proposes a model to identify the use of collocation. In her 

model, there are equivalence, naming, and semblance which indicate the relationship 

99 Thompson, Functional Grammar, 141 . 
100 Westfall , Hebrews, 86. 
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between words . IOI Furthermore, the analysis of different types of clauses (imperative or 

interrogative), elements in mood structure and certain grammatical patterns will also 

provide clues for us to track certain grammatical patterns and discourse collocation. The 

analysis of circumstantial elements or adjuncts of ideational and interpersonal 

metafunctions will cover the usage of conjunctive system which also stands as an 

important of factor to trace cohesion. 

2.4. Procedure 

As mentioned above, scholars have proposed that the book of James is the wisdom 

literature in the New Testament and many have attempted to argue for the function of 

wisdom in this book. Some scholars, such as Dibelius, start from the analysis of the 

paraenetic features of James. Others, such as Wall, propose that searching the virture of 

the wise is the central issue in the Greco-Roman world. I02 In James, wisdom is a gift of 

God to believers and is given from above ( 1: 17 and 3: 15). The passage concerning 

wisdom in James is in chapters 1 and 3. In chapter 1, however, the author urges 

readers/hearers to ask for wisdom from God, but the description of wisdom is explained 

in J as 3: 13-18. The description in 3: 17, for instance, provides a significant list to connect 

the concept of wisdom and virtues of a life-style which are discussed throughout the 

whole book. In addition, the author of James denotes wise choices and virtuous 

behaviours throughout the whole book. The contrast between heavenly wisdom and 

earthly wisdom in 3:13-18 indicates two ways of choices. Heavenly wisdom manifests a 

number of Christian virtues whereas earthly wisdom produces unspiritual and disruptive 

101 Hasan, ··coherence and Cohesive," 201-2. 
102 Wall , Community of the Wise , 19. 
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behaviours. 103 Therefore, the passage 3:13-18 plays an important role to describe what a 

true wisdom is like and points out how to make a wise decision. Since the description of 

wisdom forms multiple connections with all the units in the discourse, it indicates that 

this passage serves as a significant key to understand the book of James, and will be the 

starting point of this study. 

The primary methodology in this thesis is to determine cohesion at the level of 

discourse by tracking the patterns of reiteration and collocation in order to understand 

how different sections of James are glued together and to argue that the passage J as 

3:13-18 provides the global theme. Before analyzing the text, I will provide a rough 

delimitation of James by which I will analyze the text. Then I will first expound the brief 

background of this book on the basis of J as 1: 1. The next step is to analyze the lexical 

and semantic repetitions in 3: 13-18. The concept of semantic domain will be adopted to 

trace lexical cohesion, both lexical repetition and lexical collocation. After that, the 

entities and participants in this passage will be traced. Relational processes which 

describe the characteristics of heavenly wisdom and earthly wisdom in this passage will 

be analyzed. Besides, verbal processes which indicate what people who possess wisdom 

from above or from below do in this passage will also be analyzed. Therefore, the words 

or phrases in this passage can be separated into groups by the framework of two types of 

wisdom: heavenly and earthly wisdom. The purpose of analyzing these is to distribute the 

terms in this passage into piles which the author of James offers so that we can separate 

the characteristics of the two kinds of wisdom in this passage. The elements in Jas 

3: 13-18 will be categorized and separated into two groups, true wisdom and false 

wisdom which will serve as the foundation of the global themes in this book. I am going 

103 Patzia, "Wisdom," 1202. 
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to identify two kinds of wisdom to be ad hoc semantic domains. 

In the next chapter, I will track the lexical reiterations to identify semantic chains. 

I will employ the concept of semantic domain and the use of process to trace lexical 

repetition and collocation. I will also adopt the concepts of grammatical patterns and 

polarity to trace contrasts in each section which form discourse collocation. In addition, I 

will analyze the participants or entities to recognize the use of reference, ellipsis, and 

substitution in each section. Furthermore, the use of conjunction will also be detected. 

There are three goals for these analyses: The first purpose of studying the use of reference, 

ellipsis, substitution, conjunction, and lexical reiteration (both lexical repetition and 

collocation) is to prove that each section is a cohesive unit. The second purpose is to 

puzzle out central tokens of each section through the interactions among different 

semantic and participant chains. The last purpose is to track the relationship between 

3: 13-18 and every section through the perspectives of semantic reiteration, the 

development of themes, and the central tokens. Lexical and grammatical items will be 

analyzed and different types of participants, entities , processes and grammatical patterns 

will be teased out so that the relationship between the topics in each chapter and the roles 

of true and false wisdom in the other discourses in James can be identified. 

Jas 1:2-3:12 will be analyzed first, following by an analysis of Jas 4:1-5:20. With 

the analysis of local cohesion, the collocation patterns in of James can be recognized so 

that the global cohesion will be proved. Therefore, I will be able to conclude that the 

passage J as 3: 13-18 provides the theme of wisdom, which serves as the primary 

discourse theme in James. 
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2.5. Delimitation of James 

Before analyzing the text, I will first delimit the text into sections. In the first chapter, 

after the salutation the text begins in 1 :2. In addition, there is a shift in 2: 1 with the use of 

a nominative plural term. 104 The theme of tEAEtOt (perfection) in 1:2-4, however, forms a 

cohesive tie with the theme of 8rop11µa tEAEtov (perfect gift) in 1: 17. Therefore, there is a 

close connection between 1: 16-18 and the preceding passage. In addition, the use of 

'1crt£ (you know) with the nominative plural of address and emphatic term aymt11wi 

(beloved) in 1: 19 starts another section. 1 os Therefore, we may delimitate chapter 1 into 

passages of 1: 1, 1:2-18, and 1: 19-27. In chapter 2, the phrase a8clvcpoi µou (my brothers) 

is followed by an imperative in 2: 1, 2:5, 2: 14, serving as a strong marker to divide units 

from others. Nevertheless, the theme of n:tmx6<; (poor) and n:A.oucrio<; (rich) forms 

cohesive ties which connect 2:1-4 and 2:5-13. There are two sections in chapter 2, 

2:1-13 and2:14-26.106 

In chapters 3 and 4, the phrase a8clvcpoi µou (my brothers) is used in 3: 10 and 3: 12. 

The phrase in 3: 10, however, is not connected with an imperative. Therefore, it should 

stand for other signs to group sub-units, rather than the macro-units. 107 The combination 

(the use a8clvcpoi with an imperative) also appears in 4: 11, creating another clue of a 

boundary marker. 108 In addition, the repetitions of crocpo<; (wisdom) and dpi]v11v (peace) 

104 In a Hellenistic Greek letter, usually it begins with the salutation. See Westfall , "James 1: 1-27," 
7. 

105 Westfall, "James 1: 1-27," 10-3. 
106 There is no consensus about the "rich" and the "poor." On the one hand, there are grammatical 

elements which indicate that the rich belong to the community of believers in 1:9-10. On the other hand, 
there are other clues to prove that they are outsiders (2:5-7, 5: 1-6). Although James says nothing good 
about these rich people, in 2: 1-9 the author seems to include the rich to be present in the community. See 
Hearon, "But Be Doers of the Word," 84. 

107 Cheung, The Genre, Composition and Hermeneutics, 65 . 
108 Along with the question of "do not know" in 4:4, the vocative noun µ01xaA.i8i:i; (adulterers) 

produces a new point of departure of a sub-set. In a similar way, the vocative usage in 4:8 also provides 
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in 3:13-18 form cohesive ties which glue the verses together. 109 This repeated usage of 

crocpiac; in 3: 13, 3: 15 and 3: 17 not only groups a sub-unit but also provides a clue of the 

relationship between wisdom and life conduct. The contrast between the concepts of 

dpi]vriv (peace, 3:18) and n6A£µ0t (war, 4:1) glues the passages 3:13-18 and 4:1-10 

together. In addition, the author keeps using the second pronoun "you" from 3:13 to 4:10. 

It is obvious that 3: 13-18 serves as a transition for 3: 1-12 and 4: 1-10. 11° Furthermore, 

the term 'Aye, vuv (Come now) is used in 4:13 and 5:1, which provides another clue of 

delimitation. 111 Therefore, chapters three and four can be divided into sections as 3: 1-12, 

11 2 3:13-18, 4:1-10, 4:11-12, 4:13-17. 

In the last chapter, we can separate it into three sections, 5: 1-11, 5: 12-18, and 

5: 19-20 because the combination, the use of a8c,A.cpoi µou (my brothers) with an 

imperative, is used in 5:12 and 5:19. With all these indications, we can separate the 

epistle of James into sections as 1:1, 1:2-18, 1:19-27, 2:1-13, 2:14-26, 3:1-12, 3:13-18, 

. d . 0 11 3 4.1-17, an 5.1-2 . 

another beginning. The pattern in 4:8 (imperative+ accusative+ vocative), however, sets up a parallel so 
that we can combine these two clauses into one. 

109 Martin asserts that the use of the word <W<piac; at 3: 13 and 3: 17 establish an inclusio. But the 
repetition of the word £ip~vT]v at 1: 17 and 1: 18 seems to glue these two verses together. See Martin, James , 
125. 

11° Cheung, The Genre, Composition and Hermeneutics, 76-7. 
111 Some scholars argue that the adverb rr68£V (whence) provides a new starting point of the 

discussion, but it is still associated with the previous topic. Others may suggest that the asyndeton could be 
a grammatical marker to separate this passage from the previous section. The pronoun in 3: 14, however, is 
consistent with that in 4 : 1 as the second person, and the topic seems to be the same. There is still a 
connection between chapters 3 and 4 . For more discussion, see Moo, James, 167. 

112 Cheung argues that there should be connections between 4: 11-12 and the preceding passage 
because the content of 4: 11-12 can fit in well with the concept of 4: l-10. Nevertheless, the use of a8i::A.<poi 
(brothers) in 4: 11 and the use of the negative command in 4: 11- l 2 is different from the positive command 
in 4: l-10. These clues indicate that 4: 11-12 should be regarded as a new passage. See Cheung, The Genre, 
Composition and Hermeneutics, 78-79; Hartin, James, 219; Dibelius , James , 228. 

113 The methods of delimitation are arguable among scholars. Putting all the clues together, we may 
delimitate the passage into 1: 1, 1 :2-15, l: 16-18, 1: 19-27, 2: 1-4, 2:5-13, 2: 14-15, 2: 16-26, 3: l-9, and 
3: 10-12. Nevertheless , there are still disagreements in detail s. Since the problem of delimitation is not the 
focus of this thesis, I will analyze the text following the sections of a rough delimitation. 
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2.6. Setting of Jas 1:1 

The author of James indicates the addressee as m'ic; 8c:080Ka cpuA.a'ic; m'ic; f,v -rn 8iacmop~ 

(the twelve tribes in the Dispersion). 11 4 Dibelius proposes that this term possibly refers to 

the "true Israel" which should be understood metaphorically. 11 5 This form of address 

does not imply that either the Jews or Christians would be excluded, or the idea of Jewish 

Christians does not mean they are distinct from other believers. 11 6 The author urges these 

people to be gathered to live as a new community, following the new order which is 

established by Messiah. 11 7 Wisdom serves as the major factor for people to have the 

eschatological perspective to understand one' s identity so that this person may have 

strength to endure through suffering and to practice God' s law within community. 118 

114 Several scholars pro pose that the express ion of "dispersion" represents that the character of the 
community is temporary and God's people are regarded as sojourners in the world. The addressee can be 
interpreted literall y as refugees at Antioch after the death of Stephen. Geyser suggests that the express ion of 
"dispersion" is used onl y in Acts 8:1-4, which means that the readers are members who exhibit the ir 
loyalty to Jerusalem thro ugh Barnabas , not Paul , and this understanding may provide info rmation to 
reconstruct the social context of the community. See Laws, James, 48 ; Geyser, "The Letter of James and 
the Social Co ndition of His Addressees," 32; Wall , Community of the Wise, 42. 

115 Dibelius, James, 66. 
116 Edgar, Has God Not Chosen the Poor, I 00-1. 
117 Verseput states that the letter of James should be read as "a communal instruction to a gathered 

congregation rather than as an ethic for individual believers," and this letter "will yield new information on 
the internal dynamics of the first-century church." See Verseput, "Genre and Story," 110. 

118 Cheung, "The Practical Wisdom of James," 54-5 . 
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CHAPTER 3: JAMES 3:13- 18 

3.1. Jas 3:13-18 

In this thesis, I am going to argue that the passage 3:13-18 provides themes for the whole 

book of James. In other words, the framework of wisdom from above and wisdom from 

below serves as the underlying system upon which every section in this book is 

discussed. 1 When we survey the studies among scholars, we can conclude that there is no 

consensus among scholars regarding the cohesion in this passage. Dibelius indicates that 

there is an internal cohesion in 3: 13-17 but there is no connection between this passage 

and its previous and following sections. He also proposes that 3: 18 is an isolated verse 

which belongs nowhere.2 Davids proposes that this passage serves as a concluding 

section of the chapter but "it is likely that this segment was originally independent, an 

exhortation to peace circulating in the James tradition." He further indicates that the word 

dpfivr1v (peace) in 3:18 forms a contrast with the n6A-cµot (war) in 4:1 , and the section 

4: 1-2 "makes the more general accusation of 3: 13-18 pointed and specific."3 Heinirici, 

on the other hand, argues that the author emphasizes the concept of the true wisdom 

which comes from above, and other truths are its fruits.4 Besides, Cladder also indicates 

that the passage 3: 13-18 functions as the linguistic and semantic center. 5 In addition, 

Reese regards this passage as "the heart of the letter," and Hartin proposes that this 

passage is "the central pericope in the epistle, the other pericopes forming an embrace 

1 Chester indicates that " [w]isdom has also been perceived as an underlying theme in I: 16-18 and 
2: 1-13." Here I am go ing to expand this idea to the whole book. See Chester, The Theology of the Letters 
of James, Peter, and Jude, 38. 

2 Dibelius. James, 207-8. 
3 Davids, James, 149. 
4 Henrici , Der literarische Charakter der neutestamentliche Schriften, 75. 
5 Cladder, "Die Anlage des Jakobusbriefes," 37- 57. 
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around it."6 Johnson indicates that this passage is associated with the thematic interests 

in the following section ( 4: 1-10). 7 Wall proposes that this passage "is better understood 

as the third part of James's essay on the wisdom of 'slow speaking,' and rounds off its 

full meaning and practical significance for the readers," and Blomberg and Kamell 

propose a similar idea that this passage "continues to unpack the second major theme of 

the letter."8 Cheung emphasizes the central function of this passage linguistically and 

thematically, and Taylor indicates that this passage "gathers key concepts" in the 

previous section (1:2-3 :12) and "anticipates the next major movement in the discourse."9 

Varner argues that this passage "has the most prominent role in the overall structure of 

the Letter from James" and indicates significant linguistic features to argue that this 

passage is the thematic "peak" of James. 10 After reviewing the studies of the scholars, 

we can summarize that although they put stress upon this passage, the approaches of 

different scholars provide diverse understandings to this passage. The cohesion of this 

passage is problematic and its role is also unsure. It is necessary for us to employ the 

concept of cohesion to analyze this passage and to identify its function in the whole book. 

3.2. Analysis of 3:13-18 

The passage 3: 13-18 can be traced as cohesive by ce1tain lexical and grammatical 

devices. First, there are several lexical items repeatedly used, and both the repetitions of 

the same lexical items and words in the same semantic domains which form semantic ties. 

According to Louw and Nida's lexical categorization, the words cro<p6c; (32.32, wisdom) 

6 Reese, "The Exegete as Sage," 83; Hartin, James and the Q Sayings of Jesus, 29-32. 
7 Johnson, James, 268-9. 
8 Wall, Community of the Wise, 180; Mussner, Der Jakobusbrief, 168-9; Blomberg and Kamel! , 

James, 167. 
9 Cheung, The Genre, Composition and Hermeneutics, 75-85; Taylor, A Text-Linguistic 

Investigation into the Discourse Structure of James, 116. 
10 Varner, The Book of James, 134. 
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in 3:13, 15, 17, and £mcntjµrov (32.27, intelligent) in 3:13 form a semantic chain which is 

located in the domain of "capacity for understanding (32.24-41)." 11 The words KaA6<; 

(88.4, good) in 3:13 and a:ya86<; (88.1, good) in 3:17 establish a semantic chain which 

belongs to the domain of "goodness (88.1-11)," and the words npaDni<; (88.59, 

gentleness) and £mi::tKi]<; (88.63, kind) connects as a chain of the domain of "gentleness 

and mildness (88.59-65)." There are other words which belong to the semantic domain of 

"moral and ethical qualities and related behavior (88)" in this passage, such as ~flA.o<; 

(88.162, envy), £p18Eia (88.167, ambition), KaTaKauxaoµm (88.194, boast) , cpauA.o<; 

(88.116, worthless), a:yv6<; (88.28, pure), E7tlElKO<; (88.63, peaceable), EAEO<; (88.76, 

mercy), aotaKptTO<; (88.242, unwavering), and OtKatom'.>vri (88.13, righteousness). The 

repetition of dptjvri (25 .249, peace) in 3: 18 forms another semantic tie. These semantic 

ties can be traced as what follows: 

µw 
18 

Chart 8: Words of Semantic Domains in 3:13-18 

fl<; UVa<npocpfl<; Tel £pya alJTOU 

JSY.~J.¥-<tp'ClllTJI ov npuyµa. 
wvµcv a v1Ki] , £mi::tKi]<;, i::uni::18tj<;, 

- , UOtUKplTO<;, UVU7tOKplTO<;. 
YT)<; £v dpip,rn <J~!Otf)!>~Ql ~Ql'S ~QWU<J'.»/ 6l~YT)V. 

Apart from the repetitions of lexical items, there are several entities or 

participants which are indicated consistently throughout the whole passage and establish 

cohesion. Two groups can be detected in this passage: people who possess earthly 

wisdom and people who have heavenly wisdom. In 3: 13, the one who is crocpo<; (wise) 

11 Louw and Nida, Lexical Semantics of the Greek New Testament, 384. The numbers in the brackets 
indicate the semantic domain of these words according to the theory of Louw and Nida. 
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and £mcrn)µcov (understanding) is the actor of showing the Kai.fie; avacrrpoq>fic; (good life), 

referring to those who receive heavenly wisdom, and the goal of this process is the Kai.fie; 

avacrtpoq>fic; (good life) .12 People who are encouraged to demonstrate a good life are 

introduced by a 3 rd person imperative clause in which the subject is neither "you" nor 

"you and me," but refers to those who match the description in the previous clause, which 

is the referent of t ic; (who). The particle tic; (who) and the prepositional phrase £v uµ'iv 

(among you), however, restrict the scope of the participants to be members of the same 

group within the readers/hearers. 

In 3: 14, the occurrence of "lying" with the prepositional phrase Kata tfic; aA.ri8dac; 

(against the truth) which links the idea of God's truth in 1:18 reveals that the 

consequence of lying is to resist the truth. The main verbs in this verse are two negated 

2nd person plural imperatives: KataKauxtfo8c (boast) and \j/EU8ccr8c (lie). The question in 

3: 13 with an interrogative particle tic; (who) and response to the anticipated answer of 

"yes" which follows the question indicate that people who have true wisdom may prove it 

by good life. The author changes to second person as a signal to the readers that the 

second person becomes the subject of the verbs EXEtc (have), KataKauxacr8c (boast), and 

\j/EU8ccr8c (lie) in 3: 14. Although the pronoun "you" is not used here, the author employs 

verbs with 2nd person to point OUt any people among "you" that have sfiAOV mKpOV (bitter 

envy) and £pt8ciav (selfish ambition). The verb EXEt E (have) involves a 2nd person plural 

pronoun, although the prepositional phrase £v Tft Kap8ict (in the heart) seems to shift the 

focus to the 3rd person, the use of the pronoun uµmv (your) emphasizes the 2nd personal 

usage. Therefore, although there is a pattern between the use of a 2nd person and 3rd 

person, the author continues to discuss (potentially) members in the same group. The 

12 The finite verb "be" is omitted in this clause, which is common in Greek. 
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author employs a first class conditional clause and assumes that the group has members 

in the second category for the sake of the argument. 13 This is a usage of ellipsis which 

establishes cohesion and continues the participant chain from 3: 13. 

The author warns people who are wise and understanding not to practice the 

actions of being boastful and false to the truth by the negative particle µi) (not) . This 

particle implies two groups of polarity: one group practices actions associated with 

wisdom from above whereas the other group performs the opposite actions . The pronoun 

"you" refers to the actor who has bitter envy and selfish ambition in this verse. This 

action provides a pattern which indicates the features of those who belong to the group 

who possess earthly wisdom. People who practice these actions are regarded as those 

who have earthly wisdom; they have bitter envy and selfish ambition in the hearts (3:14), 

and are earthly, unspiritual, and devilish (3: 15). The pronoun afrtri serves as a 

demonstrative reference which connects 3: 15 to 3: 14. In addition, the conjunction a"AA.6. 

(but) clearly sets up a contrast between the clauses in 3:15, where the author 

differentiates the heavenly wisdom from earthly wisdom and proposes several features of 

the latter. 14 The word £rc:iycto<; (of the earth) holds the opposite meaning of heavenly, and 

the word \j/DXUCTJ (natural) which contrasts the idea of rc:vcuµauK6<; (spiritual) refers to the 

character of the natural world or whatever belongs to it. 15 The last word 8mµov1ro811<; 

(demonic) indicates the sense of "like a demon's ," which involves a way of life which 

contradicts the wisdom from God. 16 These words provide three features which depicts 

wisdom not from above. Therefore, they should serve the function of collocation in the 

13 Porter, Idioms, 256. 
14 This conjunction involves an adversative usage. See Porter, Idioms, 205. 
15 Dibelius, James, 210-1 ; Hartin and Harrington, James, 193. 
16 Laws, James, 16 l ; Hartin and Harrington, James , 194. 
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author's mind, and the word avm8cv (from above) which holds the opposite meaning 

should be regarded as collocation with these words. 

In 3: 16, there is another relational process which indicates that wherever sflA.oc; 

(envy) and £pt88ia (selfish ambition) take place, there will be aKma<nacria (disorder) and 

nav cpauA.ov npuyµa (wickedness of every kind). Both the carriers (envy and selfish 

ambition) and the attributes (disorder and wickedness of every kind) represent the 

characteristics of earthly wisdom. The idea of sflA.oc; (envy) and £pt88ia (selfish ambition) 

links back to the notion in 3: 14, and the whole discussion remains the scope of wisdom 

from below. Wisdom stands as an evoked entity which echoes the idea in Jas 3: 13 in a 

contrary way, meaning that those who do not perform the behaviours in 3: 14 are people 

who have earthly wisdom. Furthermore, the conjunctive adjunct onou yap ... EKct in 3:16 

indicates the reason of disorder and evil thing so that sflA.oc; (zeal) and £pt88ia (rivalry), 

aKamcrmcria (disorder) and cpauA.ov npuyµa (evil thing) should be collocated. 17 All these 

items provide devices which serve the function of cohesion. 

On the other hand, there is another group of entities which are used to describe 

wisdom from above. People who possess heavenly wisdom will show that their works are 

done with gentleness born of wisdom by their good lives (3: 13). The subject of the finite 

verb fonv in 3: 17 turns the focus to wisdom from above and points out the characteristics 

of the group of wisdom from above. In 3: 18, a passive verb is used where the actor refers 

to the fruit of righteousness and the recipient points to those who make peace. There is a 

contrast between products of wisdom from above and from below. Righteousness and 

peace are products of wisdom from above, whereas the envy and selfish ambition belong 

17 It is proposed that UKUTU<Hacria (disorder) and the word UKUTCXGTUTOV (unstable) are used , and the 
latter word is used to describe people who are double-minded. See Moo, The Letter of James, 174. 
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to the fruit of wisdom from below (3: 14 ). 18 In 3: 18, the predicator cmcipEmt (sow) with a 

passive voice and the complement tv dpftvn (in peace) signal the inferable participant to 

be people who have wisdom from above which is mentioned in the previous verses. 

There are more details of collocation set by the author in this passage. Although 

many words are not in the same semantic domain which trials and temptation belong to, 

we can still find the repetition by collocations in 3:13-18. The terms crncpoc; (32.32, wise), 

£mcrtftµrov (32.27, understanding), KaA.flc; avacripocpflc; (88.4, 41.3, good conducts), 

npaihrin crocpiac; (88.59, 32.32, gentleness of wisdom), avro80v (84.13, from above), 

KatEpxoµat (15.107, come down), ayvft (88.28, pure), dpYJYlKTJ (25 .249, peace), EmEttjc; 

(88.63 , yielding), ED7tEt8ftc; (33.305, obedient), µwTJ1 £Moue; (59.39, 88.76, full of mercy), 

KUp7tffiV aya8mv (88.1 , good fruits), a8taKptt0c; (88.242, unwavering), cXVU7tOKptt0c; (73.8, 

sincere), and 8tKatocr'6vri (88 .13 , righteousness) are collocated together as the first group. 

There are three main reasons to propose the collocation of these terms. Firstly, according 

to Louw and Nida, these words belong to the semantic domains of "understand (number 

32)," "communication (number 33)," and "moral and ethical qualities and related 

behavior (number 88)." Secondly, the relational process in 3:17 (wisdom from above is ... ) 

provides clues that the author of James intends to set up collocations. Thirdly, the 

grammatical structure in 3: 17 npmwv µf:v ... foEtm (is first. .. then) provides another 

access to collocate the words ayvft (pure), dpYJVtKyt (peace), £m01Kftc; (kind), ED7tEt8ftc; 

(obedient), µEcrTJl £Moue; (full of mercy), Kapnmv aya8mv (good fruit), a8taKptt0c; 

(unwavering), and avun6Kpnoc; (sincere). The use of the particle 8E (and/but) shifts the 

discussion to the opposite idea of wisdom (wisdom from below and wisdom from above). 

18 Maston, "Ethical Dimensions of James," 33. 
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This particle signals a contrast between earthly and heavenly wisdom. 19 In addition, the 

prepositional phrase f.v npatirrrn crocpim; (gentleness of wisdom) shows how this behavior 

takes place.20 In this passage, the author expresses that one's wisdom can be proved by 

showing this person's good life. Therefore, the author collocates heavenly wisdom by 

these phrases : CTO<pO<; (wise), f.mcr"Cijµrov (understanding), KUAfj<; UVUCT"CpO<pfj<; (good 

conduct), £pya (works), and npati-rrin crocpia<; (gentleness of wisdom). People with the 

heavenly wisdom will have a pure life, seek for peace, be considerate, be reasonable, 

have true faith, be consistent all the time, and have nothing to hide.21 Besides, the words 

dprivtKlj (peace), f.m£tKij<; (yielding), and £U7t£t8i]<; (obedient) which all start with the 

letter c; represent a similar concept. People who have wisdom from above will seek for 

harmony among people, and preserve the wholeness of community. In addition, the 

phrases µEmil EAEoU<; (full of mercy) and KUp7tffiV aya8ffiv (good fruits ) highlight the 

primary rationale of God' s law, which is to love neighbors as oneself. At last, the words 

UOtUKpt"CO<; (unwavering) and UVU7t0Kpt"CO<; (sincere) which Start with the letter 0. and end 

with Kprroc; denote the consistency of one's inner thoughts and outer behaviours.22 These 

elements indicate the features of people who have heavenly wisdom which can be 

collocated as a group. 

On the other hand, there are terms in the pile of earthly wisdom, which are sf\A.ov 

mKpov (88 .162, 79.41, bitter envy), f. pt8£iav (88.167, selfish ambition) , KamKauxaoµm 

(88.194, be boastful), \j/EDOOµat (33 .253 , lie), KU"CU "tfj<; a A.ri8£ia<; (72.2, against the truth), 

£niy£to<; (1.41, earthly), \JfDXtK6<; (41.4 1, unspiritual) , 8mµovtro8ri<; (12.40, devilish), 

19 Lockett, "God and 'the World ,'" 151 . 
20 Dibelius proposes that two thoughts are invo lved in this imperative: wisdom is shown by a good 

life and is shown in meekness. See Dibelius, James, 209. 
21 Culpepper, "The Power of Words and the Tests of Two Wisdoms," 415-6. 
22 Cheung, "The Practical Wisdom of James," 50- 1. 
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UKU'm<HU0ta (39.34, disorder), and <pUUAO~ (88.116, wickedness) form another 

collocation of earthly wisdom. The reasons for this collocation are similar to those in the 

previous group. In Louw and Nida' s lexicon, many of these words belong to "moral and 

ethical qualities and related behavior (number 88)." ln addition, the words SllAOV mKpOV 

(88.162, 79.41 , bitter envy) , 8pt8tiav (88.167, selfish ambition), and the verbal phrases 

KamKauxaoµm (88.194, be boastful), \j/£Uboµm KaTU 'tfj~ aA.118£ia~ (33 .253, 72.2, lie 

against the truth) depict a picture of those who act according to wisdom from below. 

These processes represent the verbal actions of those who possess earthly wisdom. 

Furthermore, wisdom from below is described by a relational process (wisdom does not 

come from above, but is .. . ) to collocate the terms btiy£to~ (1.41, earthly), \j/DXtK6~ (41.41, 

unspiritual), and 8mµov1c:D811~ (12.40, devilish). In addition, the conjunction yap (because) 

in 3: 16 connects this verse to the previous one. Besides, the subjects in the first clause in 

Jas 3:16 are sflA.o~ (88.162, envy) and 8pt8tia (88 .167, selfish ambition), and the 

relational process in the second clause indicates the terms aKamcrmcria (39.34, disorder) 

and cpauA.o~ (88.116, wickedness). In addition, the conjunction yap (because) and the 

pattern onou ... EKct (where ... there) also provide the relevant connection between earthly 

wisdom and cpauA.ov npCiyµa (evil thing).23 Therefore, these two terms aKammacria 

(39.34, disorder) and cpauA.o~ (88.116, wickedness) will also be collocated into the group 

of earthly wisdom. Consequently, we can discover that there are collocations in the 

23 In particul ar, the conjunction yap indicates the outcome of earthly wisdom. On the other hand , the 
67rou ... EKE\ is used in Matt 6:21 , 24:28, Luke 12:34, 17 :37, and John 12:26. The usage in these verses is 
regarded as aphoristic sentences and represents the relationship between cause and effect as we ll. 
Regarding the case in Matt 6:2 1, the words "where" and "treasure" connect the c lauses. The say ing in Matt 
6:21 which is parallel to Luke 12:34 indicates the uni versal application of the exhortation with a proverbial 
saying. Besides, the saying in Matt 24:28 which is parallel to Luke 17:37 is also a proverbial usage. See 
Bauckham, James, 42; Cheung, The Genre, Composition and Hermeneutics of James, 145; Aune, "Ora l 
Trad ition and the Aphorisms of Jesus," 232; Harrington, The Gospel of Matthew, I 0 I; Marshall, The 
Gospel of Luke, 532; Bock, Luke, 1167. 
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author's mind based on the categorization of these two different participants, although 

many words do not fall in the same semantic domains of Louw and Nida's theory. 

In addition, Mitton correctly states that "[Purity] means that one who claims to be 

serving God is wholly serving Him and not, at the same time, seeking to further some 

private interest. .. "24 Therefore, the idea of ayvtj (pure) is free from mKpov (bitter envy) 

and £pt8£ia (selfish ambition). In other words, these terms hold opposite meanings. The 

word dp11vtK6s (peaceable) is used twice in the New Testament, only here and Heb 12:11. 

The usage of this term in Hebrews indicates divine chastening, which implies that this 

term may be opposite to the idea of £niy£t0s (l.41, earthly), \j/DXtK6s (41.41, unspiritual), 

and 8mµovtc0811s (12.40, devilish). Besides, the idea of being peaceable holds the 

contrary idea of combative, disorder and wicked.25 Gentleness represents the willingness 

of submitting, in contrast to selfish ambition.26 Mercy is the combination of love and 

grace, and good fruits are "the practical expressions of mercy."27 For James, knowledge 

of love is not enough, but the author encourages hearers/readers to practice love to others. 

On the contrary, people who possess wisdom from below may boast their intelligence 

quotient. The idea of a8t6.Kpnos (unwavering) indicates the contrary situation of 

partiality in 2:4 and avun6pKtWs (sincere) holds the opposite idea of lying. Many words 

in these two group stand as antonyms or hold contrasting concepts, and therefore, these 

words can be regarded as collocation. The fruit of righteousness is the reward for the 

peacemakers which is the promise of the true wisdom, and no one is able to pursue peace 

24 Mitton, The Epistle of James, 140. 
25 Blomberg, James, 176. 
26 Blomberg, James, 176. 
27 MacGorman, "An Exposition of James 3," 36. 
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if this person is full of envy and selfish ambition.28 Showing mercy or showing partiality 

indicates one' s true or false faith which results from wisdom from above or wisdom from 

below. Therefore, we can identify the author's concept of collocation in this passage as 

that there are two piles which concern heavenly and earthly wisdom. Since there are 

antonyms of each section, the contrast between the two kinds of wisdom is established. 

The descriptions of these two kinds of wisdom are grouped not only by lexis which is in 

the same semantic domains but also by items which the author of James identifies as the 

same set. In terms of grammatical patterns, the author uses the particle µT] (not) in 3: 14 to 

differentiate what follows from the discussion in 3:13 . The particle µf:v (on the one hand) 

in 3: 17 performs a similar function to mark out a new point of departure which sets up a 

separation from the discussion in 3: 14-16. The contrast in the µf:v ... 8£ (on the one 

hand . .. on the other hand) construction helps us detect how the author associates words 

which are organized into two different but related groups: heavenly wisdom and earthly 

wisdom. 

With all these elements, we may conclude that the author of James proposes the 

argument within a framework of two kinds of wisdom: earthly and heavenly wisdom. By 

tracing the participants in J as 3: 13-18 we can recognize that two types of participants are 

pointed out. The first party refers to those who show that their works are done with 

28 Laws indicates that the pass ive verb am:ipi:rnt (is sown) in 3 : 18 serves the function of denoting the 
agent and further argues that wisdom is peaceable. Bes ides, there are two views about the interpretation of 
the Kapnoc; ... OtKmocruvri c; (fruit of righteousness). The first view understands the term 8tKmocruvric; 
(r ighteousness) as a geniti ve of definition, which means that righteousness "emerges fro m the context of 
peaceable actions by peacemakers." Nevertheless, the use of Ka pn6c; (fruit) does not have purpose or 
meaning in Proverbs. The term OtKmoauvri c; (righteousness) should invo lve eschatologica l implications 
with righteous actions. The second view understands the term 81Kmocruvri c; (ri ghteousness) as a "genitive of 
possess ion." Laws strengthens this point of view because she thinks that "wisdom" and "fruit of 
righteousness" are interchanged in Prov 3: 18 and 11 :30. Baker fo llows Laws' idea and proposes that 
"wisdom (the frui t of righteo us behaviour) is sown peacefull y by peacemakers." See Davids, James, 155 ; 
Mitton, The Epistle of James, 144; Hort, The Epistle of St James, 87; Dibelius, James, 2 15; Adamson, The 
Epistle of James, 156; Laws , James, 165- 6; Perkins, First and Second Peter, James, and Jude, 88; Baker, 
Personal Speech-Ethics, 176. 
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gentleness born of wisdom by their good lives (3: 13), have wisdom from above which 

produces peaceableness, gentleness, willingness to yield, fullness of mercy and good 

fruit, without a trace of partiality or hypocrisy (3: 17), and a harvest of righteousness 

which is sown in peace (3: 18). The second party indicates those who exhibit traits 

opposite to these virtues; they have bitter envy and selfish ambition in their hearts (3: 14), 

and are earthly, unspiritual, and devilish (3:15). The two groups are anchored in the 

contrast between those who prove their wisdom by demonstrating a good life and those 

who practice envy and selfishness. On the one hand, people who are pure, peaceable, 

gentle, willing to yield, full of mercy and good fruits, and without a trace of partiality or 

hypocrisy are those who receive wisdom from above. These people will show their good 

lives that their works are done with gentleness and will produce righteousness which is 

sown in peace. On the other hand, people who have bitter envy and selfish ambition in 

hearts, being boastful and lying against the truth are those who hold earthly, unspiritual, 

and devilish wisdom. These people will practice disorder and wickedness of every kind 

out of envy and selfishness. 

3.3. Wisdom From Above and Wisdom From Below 

The semantic chains of "understand (number 32)," "communication (number 33)," and 

"moral and ethical qualities and related behavior (number 88)" interact with one another. 

These interactions manifest the connection between wisdom and certain behaviours or 

attitudes. In this passage, wisdom places extra emphasis on the ethical character rather 

than the intellectual issue.29 Combining collocations and the continuity of the 

29 McCartney proposes that the idea of wisdom in James focuses on ethical rather than intellectual 
quality. He states , "Knowledge, ' savvy,' cleverness, and wit may all be considered forms of wisdom, but 
these can be used for impure purposes. They may easily become both the grounds and means of boasting. 
But ethical purity, if it boasts , ceases to be purity, and hence a wisdom that is contentious or boastful ceases 
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participants or entities, we may identify that in this passage, there are two groups who 

possess different kinds of wisdom. The first role refers to those who show that their 

works are done with gentleness born of wisdom by their good lives (3 :13).30 They have 

wisdom from above which produces peaceableness, gentleness, willingness to yield, 

fullness of mercy and good fruit, without a trace of partiality or hypocrisy (3: 17), and a 

harvest of righteousness which is sown in peace (3: 18). The first character of wisdom 

from above is purity, which is a way to flee from jealousy and selfishness.31 Secondly, 

the concept of being peaceable represents the opposite notions of division and alienation. 

Gentleness and openness to reason are two features which contrast to sticklers but 

manifest one's flexibility to change the mind after careful consideration. 32 In 3: 18, there 

is a material process with a passive verb where the actor refers to the fruit of 

righteousness and the recipient points to those who make peace. These elements indicate 

the features of people who have heavenly wisdom. 

The second group of entities indicates those who exhibit traits opposite from these 

virtues; they have bitter envy and selfish ambition in the hearts (3 :14), and are earthly, 

unspiritual, and devil ish (3 : 15). The issue of work (3 : 13) evokes the discussion in chapter 

2 whereas the concepts of envy and selfish ambition depict the opposite of wisdom from 

above. 33 Furthermore, the lexis aA.ri8ioiac; (truth) in 3: 14 is an inferable entity which 

to be wisdom. Because of this basic quality of purity, true wisdom produces its other ethical fruit: 
peacemaking, gentleness, etc." See McCartney, "The Wisdom of James the Just," 56. 

3° Cheung proposes that these characteristics indicate submiss ion to God. See Cheung, The Genre, 
Composition and Hermeneutics, 160. 

31 Tasker indicates that the idea of "pure" is "free from such defilements as have been mentioned." 
See Tasker, The General Epistle of James, 82. 

32 According to MacGorman, "It [open to reason] allows the poss ibility of a change of mind after 
careful further consideration." See MacGorman, "An Expos ition of James 3," 36. 

33 The connection between 3: 13- 18 and chapter 2 will be discussed in the next chapter of this thesis. 
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belongs to the group of wisdom from above. 34 In other words, those who lie to the truth 

belong to the group of people who have wisdom from below. 

3.4. Summary 

The contrast between earthly and heavenly wisdom represents the contrary consequent 

behaviours: "pure" and "jealousy and selfish ambition." Wisdom from above is "pure" 

because its origin is God, whereas wisdom from below results from human beings with 

jealousy and selfish ambition. True wisdom can be known in humility and meekness, 

which contrasts to a life of jealousy and selfishness, but false wisdom which James 

speaks of is related to zeal and rivalry. 35 The source of wisdom from below is the devil, 

and therefore, people who possess this type of wisdom may do what the devil delights 

in.36 From these two lists, we can recognize that earthly wisdom involves features of 

characteristics, whereas wisdom from above is full of characteristics. 37 In summary, 

people who possess wisdom from below may act according to certain ways which cause 

disordemess and wickedness. Wisdom from above is described in the book of James as 

the gift of God to the group of faith who has the duty to practice through one's daily 

life. 38 

34 In the book of James, the term aA.ri8Eiac; (truth) is used three times. In Jas I: 18, the concept of 
"truth" refers to the agent by which God gave believers birth. In Jas 5: 19, truth is a way of life in Judaism. 
(Ps 25 :4-5, 26:3, 86: 11 , etc.) Both these two verses use the idea of truth as a heavenly gift, or more 
specifica ll y heavenl y wisdom. Therefore, we can infer that the concept of truth in Jas 3: 14 may refer to the 
same entity. See Wall, Community of the Wise , 184; Davids , The Epistle of James, 199. 

35 Lockett, "Strong and Weak Links," 395-6; Batten, "God in the Letter of James," 270; Carr, 
General Epistle of St. James , xxxviii ; Sidebottom, James, Jude, 2 Peter, 49. 

36 Barclay, The Letters of James and Peter, 94. 
37 Hodge, "Wisdom," 2 17. 
38 Tollefson, "The Epistle of James as Dialectical Discourse," 68 . 



We may conclude the two groups of people who have wisdom from below and 

wisdom from above in this passage as the chart which follows: 

Chart 9: Wisdom From Above and Wisdom From Below 

Wisdom From Above 

crocp6<; 

£mcrTr'j µrov 

KUAfj<; avacrTpocpfj<; 

£pya 

npaihrin crocpia<; 

<'ivro8t:v 

Ka-rlpxoµm 

ayviJ 

dprivtKr'] 

£mt:tKr']<; 

dmt:t8i]<; 

µt:crT~ £A.fou<; 

Kapnffiv aya8ffiv 

a8t6xpno<; 

clVU1l:OKptTO<; 

8tKmocruvri 

Wisdom From Below 

SflAOV 7nKpOV 

£pt8ciav 

KawKauxtfo8t: 

\j/cUbccr8c KUTU Tfj<; aA.ri8cia<; 

£niyt:t0<; 

\j/DXtKiJ 

8mµov1c08ri<; 

sflA.o<; 

£pt8cia 

clKUTU<JTacria 

nilv cpauA.ov npilyµa 
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CHAPTER 4: JAMES 1:2- 3:12 

4.1. Jas 1:2-18 

Different scholars hold diverse views to interpret this passage. Dibelius, for instance, 

separates this passage into many different units and proposes that 1 :2-4 provides the first 

saying, 1:5-8 deals with prayer, 1 :9-11 concerns the topic of rich and poor, 1: 12 is an 

isolated verse, 1: 13-15 again deals with the issue of trials, and 1: 16-18 serves as an 

evidence for the idea that "evil cannot come from God." 1 In addition, Taylor indicates 

that there are cohesion shifts between 1:8 and 1:9, before and after 1:12, before and after 

1: 16, and between 1: 18 and 1: 19. 2 Blomberg and Kam ell, on the other hand, indicates 

that this passage can be interpreted as a whole and states that "Christians should respond 

to trials by rejoicing at the maturity they can foster, by asking God for wisdom, and by 

viewing them as leveling experiences that often invert the roles of rich and poor."3 

Therefore, it is necessary to trace the cohesion of this passage through grammatical and 

lexical devices. 

4.1.1. Analysis of 1:2-18 

In this passage, there are several reiterations worth noting. We cannot ignore that there 

are several semantic domains which glue the whole passage 1:2-18 together.4 In this 

passage, there are semantic chains which belong to the fields of "attitudes and emotions 

(25)," "learn (27)," "processes, transfer, exchanges (57)," "aspect (68)," and "moral and 

ethical qualities and related behavior (88)." Firstly, there is a semantic chain which is 

formed by terms of "happy, glad, and joyful (25 .116-134)." This chain is linked by items 

1 Dibelius, James, 70-1. 
2 Taylor, A Text-Linguistic Investigation into the Discourse Structure of James, 46-50. 
3 Blomberg and Kamell , James, 44. 
4 Taylor states that the catchwords are used in l :3-6, but there is a shift between l :8-9. See Taylor, A 

Text-Linguistic In vestigation into the Discourse Structure of James, 47. 
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of xapav (25.123,joy) in 1:2 and µaKaptoc; (25.119, blessed) in 1:12. In addition, there is 

a semantic chain which is formed by trials or temptations. The words n:c:tpacrµ6c; (27.46, 

temptation) and 8oldµtov (27.45, testing) in 1:2, 3, and 1:12 are used in parallel with each 

other, and the verb of n:c:tp<isco (27.46, test) along with the antonym an:Eipacrrnc; (88.309, 

unable to be tested) are used in 1: 13-14. 5 These terms form a semantic chain which 

produces cohesion and glues the section together.6 The words 8i8coµt (57.71, give), 

an:A.&c; (57.107, generously) in 1:5, Mme; (57.73, giving) and 8c0p11µa (57.84, gift) in 1: 17 

also establish a chain. This chain belongs to the domain of "give (57.71-124)." Besides, 

the concept of becoming, 1€A.c:tov (68.23, perfect) in 1:4 and receiving 8c0p11µa 1€A.c:tov 

(57.84, 68.23 , perfect gifts) in 1: 17 sets up another semantic tie which provides cohesion. 

The repetition of the word mn:c:tv6c; (88.51, humble) in 1 :9 and 1: 10 reveals another 

connection, and aµap1ia (88.289, sin) in 1: 15 which share the same semantic domain of 

"sin, wrongdoing, and guilt (88.289-318)" also establish a semantic chain. Taylor may 

wrongly propose that there is a cohesion shift in 1: 8-9 because the topic changes from 

"asking God for wisdom" to "the humble believer/rich person," and the actor, subject, 

and mood also shift here.7 Nevertheless, these chains may provide evidence of 

cohesiveness in this passage. 

Chart 10: Words of Semantic Domains in 1:2- 18 

Field/Verse 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
25 1 1 
27 1 1 1 3+1 1 1 
57 2 2 
68 1 1 
88 1 1 

5 Westfall , "James l : 1-27," 11. 
6 Although arrEipaarnc; and m:1paaµ6c; are not in the same semantic domain accord ing to Louw and 

Nida, they can sti ll belong to the same category as antonyms. See Laws, James, 13; Davids, "James l : 13," 
386-92 ; Westfall , "James I : 1-27," 11 ; Julian, "A Perfect Work," 42. 

7 Taylor, A Text-Linguistic Investigation into the Discourse Structure of James, 47. 
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Besides the semantic chains, there are two apparent identity chains in this passage, 

regarding participants who receive positive and negative evaluation. These two types of 

participants can be inferred in processes and certain grammatical patterns. In the book of 

James, it is worth noting that the use of imperatives is a significant grammatical pattern 

which highlights important elements. 8 In 1 :2, the author of James uses a 2nd person plural 

imperative to encourage readers/hearers to consider trials nothing but joy. This is a 

marked imperative where the addressees are indicated as a8£A.<poi µou (my brothers), who 

are used repeatedly in 1:3, equaling the subject of ytvc0crKOVT£<; (knowing) and the 

pronoun uµmv (your). Besides, the phrase a8cf...cpoi µou ayanriwi (my beloved brothers) 

in 1: 16 with an imperative refers to the same participant. This participant receives 

positive evaluation because they know that the testing produces endurance which will 

cause them to be mature and complete, lacking of nothing (1: 3-4 ), and the repetition of 

this participant forms a chain which serves as a device of cohesion. 

The verb i)yfoµm (think) in 1 :2 involves two groups of people: the first is the 

speaker whereas the second refers to readers/hearers in the imperative who are also the 

subject of this verb. The subjunctive verb n£pmimro (encounter) enhances the finite verb 

i)yfoµm (think), being combined by the conjunction omv (whenever) which serves to 

indicate the "time at which."9 The modifying clause indicates that the author urges 

readers/hearers to rejoice in every circumstance, which represents a type of attitude. The 

subjects of the imperative (i)yfoµm) and of the subjunctive (ncpmimro) both refer to 

readers/hearers , and because of the 2nd person plural usage of these verbs, it is inferable 

that the participant is a group. The next verse 1 :3, however, starts with a participial 

8 Varner indicates the number of imperatives in each book, and the ratio of the imperatives in James 
is 3.387% which is the highest in the New Testament. See Varner, The Book of James, 50. 

9 Porter, Idioms, 240. 
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phrase ytVW<JKOVTC:<; on (knowing that) which describes the reason for rejoicing, 

modifying the main verb. This clause serves the function of the object of knowing by the 

particle on (that), and involves a subject ooKiµwv (27.45, testing), which shares the same 

semantic domain with the subject nc:1pa0µot:s (27.46, temptation) in the previous clause. 

These elements help us understand that the author glues these verses by lexical items and 

personal reference which points to readers/hearers. 

The object imoµovij (steadfast) of the verb Ka-rc:pya~oµm (produce) becomes the 

subject in 1 :4. In this verse, the lexical item -rD.,c:ws (perfect) serves as both the object of 

the major verb £xm (have) and the subject of the participle A.c:m6µc:vo1 (leaving). The 

word -r£A.c:ws (perfect) which can be achieved through the means of wisdom is the 

outcome of endurance in both the main clause and the subordinating clause in 1 :4, and 

the verb ~re: which embeds the 2nd person plural addressee in 1 :4 indicates the participant 

who holds a positive attitude through trials .10 Two choices, therefore, are implied in 

these clauses: either enduring through tests to become mature and complete or not. 11 By 

the same token, two types of participants in this verse can be pointed out, referring to 

those who regard trials as joyful experience or not. In this command, therefore, the 

contrast is established by those who hold these two types of attitudes through trials. The 

implied participant in these clauses refers to the same group of readers/hearers in the 

imperative clause, those who consider trials nothing but joy. Therefore, the consistency 

of participants, entities, and contrasts highlight the cohesion within these verses. 

A further command is indicated in 1:5 where the author presents the case by the 

1° Kloppenborg, "James I :2- 15 and Hellenistic Psychagogy," 41. 
11 Gowan argues that the concept of wisdom in Jas I :2-5 can be found in 4 Mace, where wisdom is a 

divine gift which may help one successfully endure trials and lead to perfection. See Gowan, "Wisdom and 
Endurance in James ," 145- 53. 
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verb A.chrco (lack). This verb is used repeatedly in 1:4 and 1:5 and establishes a 

connection. In 1 :4, the result of endurance through testing will be perfection, lacking in 

nothing. In 1 :5, however, the author employs a 1st class conditional phrase to illustrate a 

true hypothesis .12 James states that if one is lacking in wisdom, this person can ask God 

and wisdom will be given. In other words, asking God for wisdom is the further 

explanation of the promise of lacking in nothing in 1 :4. The 3rd person imperative clause 

with the verb ah£co (ask) serves to urge those who lack in wisdom to ask God in faith 

without doubts. The following imperative in 1 :6 uses the same verb ah£co (ask) and the 

conjunction yap (because) illustrates that people who ask with doubt are like waves of the 

sea to emphasize the perishable outcome as the surf or rough water. The use of the same 

verb serves as a lexical repetition and the causal conjunction yap (because) indicates the 

logical relationship. In addition, the imperatives of atrnhco (ask) are unmarked 

imperatives in which the addressee is not indicated but can be inferred as those who are 

lacking in wisdom. The repetitions of the lexical item and the participant, and the 

grammatical item of conjunction serve as devices to point out how the texts are glued 

cohesively. There is another link between a8taKpnoc; (unwavering) and 8taKpivco (doubt) 

which also provides connection between this passage and 3:13-18. In Jas 1:5-6, the 

author indicates that people who ask for wisdom with doubt fail to communicate with 

God, whereas in J as 3: 17, "unwavering" is in the list of the features of heavenly 

wisdom. 13 

The comparison between ain:hco (ask) - f,v nicrrct (in faith) and µii ov£t8isovwc; 

(not reproach) - µrio£v 8taKpiv6µ£voc; (without any doubt) manifests the attributes of the 

12 Porter, Idioms , 256. 
13 Spitaler, "James I :5-8," 573-4. 
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divine and human beings. The negative particle µ1188" (without) indicates a contrast 

between two different attitudes of praying. One may ask God in faith and without doubts, 

or on the contrary, one may ask God in doubt without faith. The contrast is established 

between these two groups of people. 

Chart 11: Contrast between Human Beings and God 

Human bein_g_s God 
ah£hm (ask) ·wu 8t86vroc; ... naow anA.mc; 

(g_ive to all _g_enerous~ 
£v nicn£t (in faith) µiJ. 6v£t8i~onoc; (not re..2_roach) 
µ118£v 8taKptv6µ£voc; 
(without any_ doubt) 

God will answer the request for wisdom without reproach. 14 In the last clause in 

1 :6, the author turns to describe people who doubt, where the use of the conjunction 8£ 

(and/but) represents the connection of faith and not asking, and the unmarked imperative 

in 1:7 serves to modify these people. 15 The addressee, therefore, is not pointed out either 

but can be inferred to be those who do not ask in faith and are further described in 1 :8. 

These verses represent two groups who lack wisdom, and there is a contrast between 

these two: one group asks for wisdom with faith whereas the other asks with doubt. The 

contrary situation of asking for wisdom from God with faith or not is expressed by the 

word 8taKptv6µcvoc; (doubt) and is metaphorized as a wave of the sea. These doubters 

will not receive anything from God, and they are depicted as double-minded 6 <'iv8pwnoc; 

(the person) in 1:7 and avtip (man) in 1:8 where the picture of those who are 

double-minded is depicted further. 16 In other words, one who asks God for wisdom in 

14 Spitaler, "James I :5-8," 565 . 
15 Varner, The Book of James, 55 . 
16 The terms av~p and av0pwrroc; seem to reflect the same thing, especially within the LXX in the 

Psalms and in the Wisdom literature and are both related to the word t:l1~ (human being). See Dibelius , 
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faith becomes a friend of God and the attitude of the double-minded will not receive 

wisdom from above. Therefore, people who receive devilish wisdom do not belong to the 

community of God's friends as the opposite group. 17 In 1:5-6, the phrase n<; uµwv 

(someone of you) is used to signify the characteristics of a certain person by the pronoun 

mhc'(> (to him) and serves as the subject of ain:hffi (ask) in 1 :6, who belongs to the same 

participant as those who are not friends of God. These clauses address the same group of 

participants who evoke the previous categories and on the contrary, the wise people are 

regarded as those who count temptations all joy. The key of this differentiation is the way 

of asking for wisdom, either in faith or with doubts. The author urges readers/hearers to 

choose correctly and become wise people, rather than becoming those who lack wisdom 

and ask for it doubtlessly. Therefore, the participant remains the same and the entities of 

wisdom, trials, and faith/doubts are used throughout the whole discussion, which provide 

evidence of cohesion. 

In 1 :9-11 , a parallel beteen the rich and the poor is further described by the 

circumstantial elements which metaphorize people to be like the grass and shall pass 

away very soon. The indicatives of the 3rd person singular, however, refer to people who 

hold a positive point of view of the circumstances of changing from low to high or high 

to low positions. This viewpoint is similar to the way of treating trials as joy in whatever 

circumstance (1 :2) . With the same attitude, these people are evoked participants who 

consider trials joy in the previous verses. 18 The concept of boasting also reveals the idea 

of one's point of view while facing different situations. The teaching in Jas 1:9 expounds 

James, 82. 
17 Batten, Friendship and Benefaction in James, 118-20. 
18 The words avm£Uw (cause to rise) and ~ripaivw (dry up) form material processes whereas 

EKnirnw (fall away) and an6Uuµ1 (perish) establish behavioural processes. 
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that the humble can boast because it is God's work to exalt the lowly. The word 

Kauxaoµm (33.368, boast) is customarily used for a negative perspective but it is not 

always wrong to boast. The problem is what one boasts in, or takes pride in. 19 Christians 

should boast only because of God's work but not KamKauxaoµm (88.194, boast against) 

because of envy and selfish ambition which are stated in Jas 3: 14 to represent the 

perspective from earthly wisdom. 20 This command of boasting links the concepts of both 

the positive view through trials and the negative motive of pride. In 1:10-11, the rich are 

described as perishing in the midst of their pursuits like grass or flower in the field. These 

verses imply two groups: one group takes pride in both exaltation and humiliation 

whereas the other group does not. It is inferable that the second group involves the rich 

people who do not have the same joy of trials as the first group, holding a negative 

viewpoint of life, and probably these people are deceived, not realizing God' s 

generosity.21 The imperatives in 1:9-10, however, are marked ones in which the 

addressees refer to both the poor and the rich. In addition, the attribute of those who 

endure temptation in 1: 12 indicates the same participant who is described in 1 :2-4. The 

author continues the theme of asking for wisdom with faith from 1 :5 and asserts that a 

double-mind person will be unstable in both the ways of being raised up and being 

brought down. In other words , the double-mind people are those who lack wisdom and 

ask for it with doubts, and the consequence of their asking is that they will not receive 

wisdom from God. On the contrary, those who remain steadfast through trials no matter 

from high to low positions or vice versa are people with wisdom from God because they 

ask for it with faith . The contrast between these two groups of people threads throughout 

19 Moo, James, 65 . 
20 Hartin, James, 62; Varner, The Book of James, 63. 
21 McCartney, James, 95-6. 
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the whole passage which sets up a discourse collocation to establish cohesion. 

Furthermore, there is a prohibition against saying one is tempted by God in 1: 13 

with a 3rd person singular imperative to warn people against being deceived in thinking 

that God is not good in 1:16-18. In 1:13, the author indicates that the participants who are 

lacking in wisdom will misread the source of temptations as being from God. 

Nevertheless, God cannot be tempted by evil and does not tempt anyone,22 and the 

passive expressions in 1:14-15 explain the real origin of temptations. The imperative in 

1: 16 serves the function of encouraging the addressee to understand the idea in the 

previous verses so that readers/hearers may be able to obey the command of rejoicing. 

This marked imperative, in which the addressee is the "beloved brothers," makes a clear 

comparison to the unmarked addressee in 1: 13 . Therefore, the contrast is not made 

between the rich and the poor but between those who think about God correctly or 

wrongly. In addition, the contrast is also made by the verb anoKtw (13.12, give birth) in 

both 1:15 and 1:18. The former usage indicates the process of desire, sin, and death, 

whereas the latter points out people who are given birth by the word of truth. In addition, 

the "desire" in 1:14-15 seems to be personalized and serves as the source of temptations, 

being described by participles t~i::A.K6µcvo<; (being lured) and 8i::A.i::as6µi::vo<; (being 

enticed). God, on the other hand, plays the role of the other participant who provides 

good gifts. The patterns of "desire - sin - death" and "God - word of truth - first fruits" 

set up the same contrast between the origins from God or not. These types of participant 

chains and grammatical patterns are indicated throughout the whole passage, and form a 

clear contrast, as well as the repetition of A.i::m6µi::vot (lack). Besides, the concept of being 

22 There are two processes in this subordinating clause after the conj unction yap: a relational process 
which is formed by the verb fonv and a material process with the verb rri:1p6.sco (tempt). 
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perfect and complete points out the theme of wisdom more obviously.23 People who 

have wisdom from below may be boastful and false to the truth (3: 14) who become the 

opposite group of those born by the word of truth ( 1: 18). The contrasts between error and 

truth, meekness and anger (1 :20-21) represent the differences between wisdom from 

above and from below.24 We may see that the themes of a positive and a negative view 

of wisdom and the choices of becoming one of the two groups continue throughout the 

whole passage. 

In 1: 17, the text says that every generous act of giving, with every perfect gift is 

Kata~al:vov (15.107, coming down) avco8tv (84.13 , from above). A similar expression is 

used in 3: 15, where the text represents that there is a kind of wisdom which is 

Kam~al:vov (15 .107, coming down) avco8£v (84.13 , from above). 25 Since the pattern is 

almost the same, it is inferable that the gift from above includes wisdom as a major 

component and as a prototype of everything which is good and perfect. 26 There is a clear 

contrast between these two groups. One group involves those who face tests with desires 

which give birth to sin and death (1:15). The other group refers to people who receive the 

word of truth by which God gave believers birth (1 : 18). In the wisdom tradition, it is said 

that God uses trials to equip people to obtain wisdom by being patient.27 God who gives 

to all generously and ungrudgingly will give wisdom to people who ask in faith , never 

23 Dibelius thinks that the pericopes of l :2-4 and 1:5-8 are unrelated and there is o nl y a catchword 
"lack" in these passages . Nevertheless , the theme of wisdo m and perfection serves as another important 
connecti ve element. Further discuss ion See Varner, James, 54; Dibelius, James, 77; Hartin, James and the 
Q Sayings of Jesus, 86. 

24 Johnson, "An Introduction to the Letter of James," 161. 
25 In 3: 15 , the text represents the oppos ite type of wisdom, which is from below. Wisdom from above 

is further described in 3: 17- 18. The verb 'i<JTE in l : 19 depicts the principle of previous verses and the 
purpose that James makes the pronouncement is to po int out the traditional wisdom. See Johnson, James, 
199; Reicke, James, Peter, and Jude, 20; Verseput, "James l: 17 and the Jewish Morning Prayers," 189. 

26 The perfect gift is indicated to be the word of truth, and it is suggested that "wisdom" and "word 
of truth" should be related. According to Moo, wisdom provides an '"[i]nsight' into the will of God and the 
way it is to be applied in life." See Moo, Ja mes, 62; Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora, 86. 

27 Luck, '"Weisheit ' und Leiden: Zurn Problem Paulus und Jakobus," 253-8. 
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doubting, and those who ask for wisdom should expect that God will send trials for them 

to gain wisdom. Cohesion can be detected in these verses through the uses of the 

contrasts which can be categorized into Jas 3:13-18. 

There are also several grammatical patterns which produce cohesion. Firstly, the 

use of aoi:>/i.cpoi (brothers) with imperatives forms a significant discourse collocation of 

pattern in James. Secondly, imperatives are frequently used in this passage, and the 

analysis of the imperatives focuses on the idea of contrast between two different groups. 

Thirdly, the conditional clause is used here, which highlights the encouragement of 

asking for wisdom from above. This pattern is used only once in this passage but it can be 

seen that it is employed in many places throughout the whole book.28 

The List of Imperatives in 1 :2-18 

1:2 1:5 ain:iTro 1:6 ain:iTro 
1:7 1: 13 A.t faro 1: 16 

In addition, the lexical catchwords of "lacking" and "lack" in 1 :2-4 also serve as 

a connective device.29 These people appear again in 1 :9 to be those who boast of being 

raised up or brought low in 1:9-10. In 1:12, the phrase µaxapto<; avf]p (blessed man) 

echoes those who rejoice in trials in 1 :2 because they can gain the crown of life after tests. 

As we can see in 1: 17-18, these people are not misled, knowing that every good and 

perfect gift is from God, the father of lights . Therefore, people who think that they are 

tempted by God are inferable participants in the category of those who lack wisdom 

because they are deceived, misunderstanding that God is good and perfect. 

On the contrary, those who clearly discern the origin of temptations are regarded 

28 This pattern will be discussed in the analysis of the following passage. 
29 Dibelius , James, 70. 
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as people who hold heavenly wisdom. The participant and semantic chains in this passage 

highlight the problem of trials and temptations. The contrast between the rich and the 

poor, however, is identified in this passage where poverty can be regarded as one of the 

issues of trials. We can see a chain-like structure here: trials - testing - faith -

steadfastness - perfection and completeness.30 The method that readers/hearers can use 

to be joyful through all these is to ask for wisdom from God who will give it for those in 

faith. 31 In addition, the contrast between the different attitudes towards the trials or 

temptations threads throughout the whole passage which can be regarded as a cohesive 

unit. 

4.1.2. Central Token in 1:2-18 

The interaction between the semantic chains of "attitudes and emotions (25)," "learn 

(27)," "process, transfer, and exchange (57)," "aspect (68)," and "moral and ethical 

qualities and related behavior (88)"and participant chains of two groups serves the 

function of identifying the central token in this passage. These interactions provide a 

framework of showing how the whole passage is glued together by these words or 

phrases. In 1:4, the verbs £xw (have) and A-Einw (lack) point out that the effort of 

endurance refers to the concept of "perfect." The same term Af:inw (lack) is used again 

with other words: Oi8wµt (give) and anA-ro~ (generously) in 1:5 point to God's giving, and 

in 1:7 the word A-aµ~avw (receive) is used to make a contrast between people who ask in 

faith and those who doubt. These verbs belong to the semantic domain of "process, 

transfer, and exchange (57)," and highlight the central tokens of a proper and improper 

ways of facing trials. Regarding the nature of trials, death will be produced by the 

30 Garland, "Severe Trials, Good Gifts, and Pure Religion," 384. 
31 Westfall , "James 1: 1-27," 17-8. 
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internal desire and the external tests and trials, and wisdom stands as the ability to save 

one's soul from this death.32 The author encourages readers/hearers to ask for wisdom 

from God, rather than to earn wisdom through trials .33 In other words, wisdom serves the 

function of enabling people to withstand persecution and provides insights to understand 

the significance of the virtue of endurance.34 The idea of being perfect is the reason for 

people to rejoice through trials which belongs to people who ask wisdom from God. 

Therefore, the concept of wisdom which helps people endure and rejoice through trials is 

highlighted in these verses and serves as the central theme. 

The teaching in Jas 1:9 expounds that only the humble can boast because it is 

God's work to exalt the lowly. The word Kauxaoµm (33.368, boast) is customarily used 

for a negative perspective but it is not always wrong to boast. The problem is what ones 

boast in, or takes pride in. 35 Christians should boast only because of God's work but not 

KU'taKauxaoµm (88.194, boast against) because of envy and selfish ambition which is 

stated in Jas 3: 14 to represent the perspective from earthly wisdom.36 In addition, the 

adjective nA.oumoc; (rich) occurs in 1: 10 and 11, pointing to the contrast between the rich 

and the poor. After that, the concept of one's own desire is indicated by the terms, t8t0<; 

£m8uµia (one's own desire), whereas the words 86crt<; (giving) and 8c.Op11µa (gift) indicate 

the concept of the gifts from God in 1: 17. The interaction between this chain and the 

chains of temptation and attitudes leads readers/hearers ' attention to a contrast between 

positive and negative viewpoints in trials, and the reflection and source of the two types 

32 Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora, 65, 91 . 
33 Cargal proposes the idea of earning wisdom through trials, but the text leads us to understand 

wisdom as a gift from above. See Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora , 65 ; Donald W. Burdick, James, 168-9. 
34 Poirier, "Symbols of Wisdom in Jas I: 17 ," 74-5 . 
35 Moo, James, 65. 
36 Hartin, James, 62; Varner, The Book of James, 63 . 
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of standpoints. In 1: 17, the text says that every generous act of giving, with every perfect 

gift is Kma~at:vov (15.107, coming down) iivffi8£v (84.13, from above). A similar 

expression is used in 3: 15, where the text represents that there is a kind of wisdom which 

is Kma~atvov (15.107, coming down) iivffi8£v (84.13, from above).37 Since the pattern is 

almost the same, it is inferable that wisdom from above is the gift in 1: 17 which serves as 

the master key for enduring trials well. 

One who asks Go for wisdom becomes a friend of God and the attitude of the 

double-minded will not receive wisdom from above. Therefore, people who receive 

devilish wisdom do not belong to the community of God's friends as the opposite 

group.38 Since the author indicates that asking God for wisdom is the central token of the 

passage, the theme of different types of wisdom is provided by Jas 3: 13-18 where the 

discussion breaks down to earthly and heavenly wisdom. This theme is provided by Jas 

3:13-18 where the discussion breaks down to earthly and heavenly wisdom, and the key 

term "wisdom" connects 3: 13-18 and 1 :2-17. The connection between these two 

passages is revealed and the theme of the discussion can be found in 3: 13-18. Wisdom 

stands as the fruit of a mature Christian who is tested, and only this kind of people will be 

qualified to be teachers. Believers should grow in maturity and wisdom through trials, 

and in these days it is important for Christians to learn wisdom. 39 Human beings cannot 

be perfect with their own strengths, but they need God's wisdom which is given from 

above.40 

Furthermore, the theme of endurance through trials is connected to the idea of 

37 In 3: I 5, the text represents the opposite type of wisdom, which is from below. Wisdom from above 
is further described in 3: 17-18. 

38 Batten, Friendship and Benefaction in James, 118-20. 
39 Julian, "A Perfect Work," 46-9. 
4° Cheung, "The Practical Wisdom of James," 48. 
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asking for wisdom from God by several words which are in the same semantic domain of 

"process, transfer, exchanges (57)" and repeated many times in this passage. Regarding 

the nature of trials, death will be produced by the internal desire and the external tests and 

trials, and wisdom stands as the ability to save one's soul from this death. 41 The 

connection between these two passages is revealed and the theme of the discussion can be 

found in 3: 13-18. The wisdom here is not an accumulation of experience and marshalling 

of facts, but a gift from God.42 The participants in this passage are probably surrounded 

within the community of believers who are indicated in 1: 1. Therefore, the topic of this 

passage is fit around the description of wisdom from above and from below in 3: 13-18. 

4.1.3. Summary 

After tracing the grammatical and lexical devices, the cohesion of this passage is detected. 

The repetitions of different lexical items and the continuity of the identity chains provide 

evidence to prove the cohesion of this passage. In addition, the repetition of grammatical 

patterns also establishes discourse collocation which sets up cohesion. We can conclude 

that this passage is cohesive and the important themes in this passage are fit around the 

system of two types of wisdom. Following the discussion above that there are positive 

and negative points of view through trials, we can recognize that the author of James 

encourages readers/hearers to make a choice of holding the positive evaluation in the face 

of temptations. The pattern of imperatives in this passage is highly related to the attitude 

which people hold in tribulations and tests. The author urges readers/hearers to ask for 

wisdom which is a gift from God so that they can rejoice in trials. 

41 Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora , 65 , 91. 
42 Gideon, "An Exposition of James I," 13. 
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In this passage, God is described as the one who gives without reproaching.43 The 

interaction between the chain of "temptation (learn)" and the chain of "attitudes and 

emotions" threads throughout the whole passage and demonstrates how those who 

correctly understand God's generous act of giving will react positively through tests and 

trials without any hesitation.44 Joy can be a consequence of facing trials for those who 

know that the testing of faith can produce endurance which has its effect in perfection, 

lacking in nothing and this insight is from heavenly wisdom. People who are lacking 

wisdom will hold an inadequate perception of trials and misunderstand the Creator's 

plans for them. Therefore, to ask for wisdom from above is the best way of passing the 

test of faith, and wisdom serves as the subject of the whole passage.45 Asking God for 

wisdom through trials with a proper attitude serves as the major theme of this passage 

where the contrast between different attitudes through trials stands as the significant 

descriptions. 

Trials/temptations stand as the central token which mns through the passage, and 

asking for wisdom from above with faith will cause people to become mature and 

complete. This is a manifestation wisdom which serves as the reason of rejoicing through 

trials. We saw that wisdom stands as the fmit of a mature Christian who is tested. Human 

beings cannot be perfect with their own strengths, but they need God's wisdom which is 

given from above.46 The author encourages readers/hearers to ask for wisdom from God 

43 This idea is similar to that in the Jewish wisdom tradit ion: God is the one who gives without any 
form of grumbling. Hartin, James and the Q Sayings of Jesus , 87. 

44 Dibelius, James, 77-9. 
45 In addition, the concepts of perfection and enduring trials are related to wisdom literature, Sir 4: 17, 

and Wisdom l 0:5. See Wall , Community of the Wise , 5 1-2; Davids, The Epistle of James , 71; Moo, James, 
57. 

46 Cheung, "The Practical Wisdom of James," 48. 
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when they experience trials or temptations.47 In other words, wisdom serves the function 

of enabling people to withstand the situation of being tempted to sin and other difficulties 

in life, and provides insights to understand the significance of the virtue of endurance.48 

Those who receive true wisdom can rejoice while encountering temptation 

because they will be blessed if they endure. Besides, there are two different ways to show 

how people react in trials and temptations. Since asking God for wisdom with faith is the 

master key for people to become mature and complete through trials, the characteristics 

of wisdom from above or from below will serve as diverse ways when people are in 

difficulties. There will be a group of people who show their wisdom by Ka/...:fic; 

avacnpocpfjc; (88.4, 41.3 , living well) with npaihrrn crocpiac; (88.59, 32.32, gentleness born 

of wisdom). The features of heavenly wisdom will help them to endure when they face 

trials. Wisdom from above entails a measure of reality from the perspective of God who 

bestows this perfect gift on humanity.49 On the other hand, there are another group of 

people who hold different attitude while facing trials. They have sfjA.ov mKpov (88.162, 

79.41 , bitter envy) and £pt8da (88.167, selfish ambition), and KmaKauxifo8E (88.194, be 

boastful) to the truth. Therefore, the themes in Jas 1:2-18 can be understood on the basis 

of the framework of wisdom from above and wisdom from below in Jas 3: 13-18. 

4.2. Jas 1:19- 27 

In this passage, I am going to indicate the cohesion of this passage and to argue that the 

system of wisdom from above and wisdom from below fits well to the discuss ion in Jas 

47 Cargal proposes the idea of earning wisdom through trials, but the text leads us to understand 
wisdom as a gift fro m above. See Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora, 65 ; Donald W. Burdick, James, 168-9. 

48 Poirier, "Symbols of Wisdom in Jas I : 17 ," 74-5. 
49 Wilson, "Sin as Sex and Sex with Sin," 158; Isaacs proposes that the language of "trial, testing, 

and perfection or being bro ught to God's intended goal is part of the vocabulary of first-century 
eschatology and refl ects traditional Judaeo-Christian beliefs about the purpose of God which will be 
bro ught to their ful fil lment in an imminent end-time." See Isaacs, "Suffering in the L ives of Christians," 
185. 
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1: 19-27. Although different approaches are adopted, more scholars agree to the unity of 

this passage. Dibelius, for instance, states that this section "is far more unified than was 

the first section." He indicates that 1: 19b provides a three-part saying: quick to hear, slow 

to speak and slow to anger. In addition, 1:20 serves as an appendix and the unit 1:21-25 

is "an elaboration about hearing and doing." Furthermore, 1 :26 is "connected with the 

second part of this 'triplet,'" and 1 :27 serves as a "supplement attached to 1 :26."50 

Blomberg and Kamell propose that this passage which serves to remind hearers/readers 

that wisdom requires obedience "ties with its immediate context" to elaborate the 

themes. 51 In addition, McCartney indicates that this passage "could function 

independently of context [which is provided by 1:19] .. .lt is the word that ties all these 

things together."52 Wall, on the other hand, proposes a similar but not exactly identical 

interpretation of this passage. He states that 1: 19 summarizes the discussion in 1 :22-5 :6 

as "quick to hear, slow to speak, [and] slow to anger," and the passage 1 :22-2:26 serves 

to discuss the topic of "quick to hear."53 These conclusions are alike except for slight 

differences due to distinct approaches. Nevertheless, most scholars interpret this passage 

on the basis of 1:19 where the three themes are indicated: quick to hear, slow to speak, 

and slow to anger, whereas some of them indicate the emphasis of the "word."54 In what 

follows, I am going to employ the model of SFL to provide evidence of cohesion in this 

passage and to argue for the relationship between this passage and J as 3: 13-18. 

50 Dibelius, James , l 08. 
51 Blomberg and Kamell , James, 81-2. 
52 McCartney, James, 11 4 . 
53 Wall , Community of the Wise: The Letter of James, 75. 
54 Varner, The Book of James, 72; McCartney, James, 114; Hartin, James, I 06. Brosend, however, 

proposes that the theme of this passage is: actions speak louder than words. In other words, the author shifts 
the focus from words to actions. See Brosend, James and Jude, 48. 
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4.2.1. Analysis of 1:19-27 

There are several semantic chains which serve to establish cohesion in this passage, 

including chains of "communication (33)," "do and perform (42)," and "moral and ethical 

qualities and related behavior (88)." The semantic chain of "Speak and Talk 

(33.69-108)" is found in this passage by the words A.aMro (33.91, say) in 1: 19 and A.6yoc; 

(33.98, word) in 1:21, 22, and 23. In addition, the words £pyasoµm (42.41, work) in 1:20 

and Epyov (42.42, work) in 1:25 form another chain of "Work and Toil (42.41-50)." 

Furthermore, the repetition of 7totT]Tf]c; ( 42.20, doer) in 1 :23 and 1 :25, along with the word 

noirimc; (42.7, doing) in 1:25, also indicates the semantic chain in the domain of "Do and 

Perform (42.7-28)."55 The repetitions of these terms provide lexical evidence of 

cohesion. Besides, there is another semantic chain which belongs to the semantic domain 

of "Moral and Ethical Qualities and Related Behavior (88)." The words 6pyi] (88.173, 

wrath) in 1:19 and 1:20, OtKato<JUvri (88.13, righteousness) in 1:20, punapia (88.256, 

vulgarity), Karia (88.105, evil), and npaihric; (88.59, gentleness) in 1:21, napaA.oyts6µm 

(88.153, deceive) in 1:22, xaA.tvayroy£ro (88.85, bridle) in 1:26, and acrmA.oc; (88.33, 

spotless) in 1 :27 belong to this field and form another semantic chain. These different 

chains serve as cohesive devices to identify the cohesion in this passage. 

Chart 12: Words of Semantic Domains in 1:19- 27 

FieldNerse 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
33 1 1 1 1 
42 1 2 
88 1 2 3 2 1 1 

Apart from different semantic chains, the entities and participants in this passage 

55 This chain can be traced in l :2-18 as well, by the words £pyov (42.42, work) in I :4 and Kncrµarniv 
(42.38, creature) in I: 18. 
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which indicate clues of how the text is glued together, and the use of conjunctions may 

also serve as a device to detect cohesion. The marked imperative in 1: 19 is formed by the 

verb t<HE (know) where the addressee is a8£A<p0t µou ayamrroi (my beloved brothers) .56 

The term a8i:>A.<poi (brothers) is used many times in James, which refers to readers/hearers, 

and the other group of participant can be inferred here as the writer(s)/speaker(s) . 

Scholars propose different views to understand the conjunction 8£ (and/but) in 1:19. 

Dibelius, for instance, indicates that this conjunction serves as a genuine reading which 

disrupts the continuity.57 Cheung who follows Baker may rightly argue that this 

conjunction is used 37 times in James to serve the function of a continuative sense. 58 In 

addition, the participant of this clause shifts from brothers to rra~ av8pwrro~ (every human 

being) which refers to people in general in 1: 19, and this clause serves to urge 

readers/hearers to be quick to hear, slow to speak and slow to anger.59 The participant in 

these verses, however, is still limited within the group of readers/hearers because they 

were the people who may have opportunities to read/listen to these teachings. The 

consistency of the participant provides evidence of cohesion in this passage. 

After explaining the reason for the command in 1 :20, the author further employs a 

2°ct person plural imperative to describe the proper attitude to welcome the message in 

1:21. In this verse, there are two participial clauses, modifying the imperative and 

representing the proper ways of receiving God's word. The conjunction 816 (wherefore) 

56 There is a textual issue here. The Textus Receptus replaces the word \cm: with warn, whereas the 
Alexandrian and Western manuscripts read it as tcrTc. It is proposed that the use of &crTc could be due to the 
smoother transition from I : 18 to I : 19. The word tcrTc can be read as either a perfect imperative or a perfect 
indicative. When the passages I: 16-18 and I: 19-21 are compared, the structure seems to support the use of 
imperative. Therefore, an imperative is preferred here. See Varner, The Book of James, 74; Hartin, James, 
95. 

57 Dibelius, James, 109. 
58 Baker, Personal Speech-Ethics, 85; Cheung, The Genre, Composition and Hermeneutics, 66. 
59 In this case, the speakers and readers/hearers are probably included to be a part of "every people." 
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in 1 :21 serves to indicate the reason of the statement in 1 :20 and concludes the discussion, 

which means that the imperative in 1:21 is the method of producing God's 

righteousness.60 In this imperative, we can infer the participants to be the same group of 

readers/hearers in 1: 19, namely the actor remains the same from the beginning of this 

section. 

The author of James equates the action of being quick to listen with the attitude of 

receiving God's word with meekness.61 In other words, the items aKoucrm (hear) in 1:19 

and aKpoami (hearers) in 1:22 should be regarded as elements which represent the same 

concept. Furthermore, the author turns to discuss the practical methods of receiving the 

word with another imperative in 1 :22. The participant remains to be the same group of 

people who receive the word because they are encouraged to become the doers of the 

word. On the contrary, there is another party of participant implied in the clause which 

belongs to the group of merely hearers but deceiving themselves. The contrast between 

doers of the word and merely hearers is made within the imperative in 1 :22. Furthermore, 

the clause in 1:23 explains the reason for the imperative in 1:22. The participant in these 

clauses is inferable to be those who do not obey the command of 1 :22. Those who merely 

hear without action are described in 1 :23 by a metaphor and these people are illustrated 

as those who look at themselves in a mirror.62 The clause in 1:24 further describes the 

60 The idea of God's righteousness represents what God commands, since the author of James 
connects actions of human beings and God's righteousness together by the verb tpyai;oµm (work). See 
Hartin, James , 96 ; Moo, The Letter of James, 84; Varner, The Book of James , 74. Osburn states that the 
conjunction 8t6 (wherefore) " introduces the comparison of worthless and genuine religion," and 1:21-22 
indicates the rejection of all impure lifestyle which is commented by l :23-25, " illustrating doing as a 
lifestyle rooted in Lev 19. For James, the basis of these teachings is love. See Osburn, "James, Sirah, and 
the Poor," 117. 

61 Taylor recognizes a cohesion shift between l :20 and l :2 1 due to the cohesion field. Nevertheless, 
the semantic relationship must be taken into account which produces cohesion. See Taylor, A 
Text-Linguistic Investigation into the Discourse Structure of James, 51 . 

62 In Wis 7:26, the text says that: arrauyacrµa yap fonv <pWTO~ a18iou Kai foorrrpov aKriA.i8wrnv T~~ 
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reason for this metaphor, namely looking at themselves, going away, and immediately 

forgetting what they were like. The conjunction yap (because) in 1:24 represents the 

reason of depicting those who look into a mirror, and the adverb cu8£coc; (immediately) 

highlights the contrast to the people described in the following verse within a declarative 

clause. The verbs Karcvo£co (observe), cm£pxoµm (go away), and bnA.av8avoµm (forget) 

refer to the opposite participant from that in 1 :22. The use of conjunction and the 

consistency of the participant serve as cohesive devices in this passage. 

The metaphor of the mirror can be understood as the following chart: 63 

Chart 13: Hearers and Doers 

Hearers Doers 
Hearers on~ 
Deceive themselves 

Like a man who 
Sees Gazes 
Natural face Perfect law of freedom 

In a mirror 
Goes awa_y_ Remains 
Forg_ets Does not forg_et 

Doer of the word 
H~ in the doin_g_ 

In 1:25, there are three participial clauses which indicate a group of people who 

plays the role of taking the law seriously, meaning those who accept the command in 

1 :22. They will look into the law and persevere in it, and the consequence of their deeds 

is to be blessed. In addition, the participant in 1 :25 is regarded as the blessed ones 

because people of this group are not hearers who forget but doers who act. 

The participant in the clauses in 1 :26 returns to the same party of the participant 

TOU 8£0u Ev£py£im; Kai dKWV T~c; aya86n110c; UUTOU (For she [wisdom] is a reflection of eternal light, a 
spotless mirror of the working of God, and an image of his goodness). Th is verse may provide element for 
the metaphor of mirror. See Johnson, "The Mirror of Remembrance," 640. 

63 Johnson, Brothers of Jesus, Friend of God, 169-70. 
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in 1:22b-24. In 1:26-27, pure and undefiled religion is recognized by three actions: 

controlling one's tongue, caring for the orphans and widows in their distress, and keeping 

oneself unstained by the world. In 1 :27, a relational process is established to recognize 

pure and undefiled religion.64 These two elements stand for the tokens of the process 

whereas two infinitives become the values which specify the abstract concept of being 

pure and undefiled with verbal elements. These entities in this verse indicate the inferable 

participant who evokes the concept of observing the law in 1 :25. In other words, the 

participant in 1 :27 points back to the same group who obeys the commands in 1 :21, 1 :22a 

and 1:25, contrasting to the participant in 1:22b-24 and 1:26. 

Grammatical patterns also serve as another important device of cohesion. There is 

a grammatical pattern used by the pronoun nc; (anyone) and the particle d (if), which is 

used repeatedly in 1:5, 1:23, and 1:26. This type of pattern establishes a discourse 

collocation and concerns the idea of condition in which the hypothesis here focuses on 

the religious performance to lay stress upon the contrast between the participants in these 

verses.65 The contrast, therefore, between people who hold a proper attitude toward the 

word and people who are merely hearers threads throughout the whole passage, resulting 

in different consequences of action. 

64 In addi tion, pure and undefiled religion controls one's conduct to be demonstrated by the glory of 
Jesus Christ. See Smit, "Show No Partiality . . .," 62 

65 The variant readings of this text make a connection. According to Dibelius , " the ot (but) which 
follows the Ei (it) in some manuscripts is an attempt to bring this saying into better contrast with the 
preceding, while the £v uµ\v (among you) after i::lvm (to be) in other manuscripts tries to effect a better 
adaptation of the say ing to the tone of a letter." See Dibelius, James, 120. 
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Chart 14: Grammatical Pattern in 1:19-27 

1 :5 Ei OE l'ti:; uµ&v AElTCETat crocpia<; 
If any of you is lacking in wisdom, 

1 :23 El ni:; aKpoatl)<; A.6you tcrtlv Kai OU 
TCOl Tl Tij <; 
If anyone is a hearer of the word and 
not doers 

1 :26 Ei Tti:; ooKd 8p11crKo<; dvm µ1) 
xaA.tvaywy&v yA.&crcrav auwu aA.A.a 
arcat&v Kapoi.av aUTOU 
If anyone thinks himself is religious, 
and does not bridle his tongue, but 
deceives his own heart 

ah£hffi rcapa TOD OtOOVTO<; ewu m'icrtv 
arcA.&c; Kai µ1) OVElOlSOVTO<; Kai 
008Tjcr£Tat aUTql 
let him ask of God, who gives to all 
generously and ungrudgingly, and it will 
be given to him 
ODTO<; EolKEV avopi Katavoouvn TO 
rcp6crwrcov rile; ycvfocw<; auwu tv 
tcr6rctpc:p 
he is like a man who looks at his natural 
face in a mirror 
wuwu µ6.rnwc; Ti 8p11crK£ia 
this person's religion is useless 

Contrast is another grammatical pattern which establishes discourse collocation 

and provides evidence of cohesion. The verse 1 :25 represents the proper attitude toward 

the word which is addressed earlier, and the contrast is recognized by the comparison 

between the "forgetful hearers" and "effectual doers."66 A similar pattern of the contrast 

between worthless and true religious is further stated in 1:26-27, in which the subject is 

described as people who µ1) xaA.1vaywy&v yA.&crcrav (not binding the tongues), pointing 

back to the idea in 1:19.67 In sum, there are three contrasts worth noting in this passage. 

The first contrast represents the behaviours of quick to listen, slow to speak, and slow to 

anger where the action of listening is regarded as positive, whereas speaking and being 

66 The author depicts a picture of "the implanted Word" which controls all our activities. See Perkins, 
First and Second Peter, James, and Jude, 106. 

67 The words 0pflCJK6~ (5 3.6, religious) and 0pflCJK£ia (53 . 1, religion) are rare in the New Testament. 
These words refers to worship in general, and in the Jewish tradition, the words indicate cu l tic worship. The 
author of James deliberately uses these terms to sharpen his point. See Moo, The Letter of James, 96. 
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angry are considered to be negative.68 The second contrast is established between those 

who practice the word and those who deceive themselves by being merely hearers. The 

third contrast highlights the worthless religion and pure religion. The difference between 

these two types of people is the way people control their tongues and the attitude towards 

the needy.69 These grammatical and lexical elements exhibit how the text is glued 

together and provide evidence of cohesion. 

4.2.2. Central Token in 1:19-27 

This passage continues the themes which are addressed in the previous section. 

Nevertheless, the interaction between the chains of "communication (33)" and "work 

(42)" turns the discussion to focus on the way of practicing the word. The participants in 

this passage remain within the community of the "brothers." It is inferable that there are 

two types of participants in this passage: on the one hand, there is a participant who 

practices the word and is identified as the doer of the law; there is another participant, on 

the other hand, who listens to the word but never observes what is taught. The 

participants in this passage remain within the community of the "brothers." There are two 

types of participants in this passage: on the one hand, there is a participant who practices 

the word and is identified as the doer of the law; there is another participant, on the other 

hand, who listens to the word but never observes what is taught. The contrast is 

established in 1 :21 by the usage of the participle ano8£µcvot (lay aside) which modifies 

the main verb 0£~acr8E (receive). 70 The objects of these two verbal items hold the 

68 Perkins indicates that " (a]ngry speech is a sure sign that a person lacks wisdom in both Jewish and 
non-Jewish moralists (Prov 15: I). See Perkins, First and Second Peter, James, and Jude, I 03 . 

69 Westfall , "James 1:1- 27," 13-4. 
70 The verb arro1i8riµ1 (lay aside) ind icates the ideal of total conversion. James, however, does not 

use the image of "put on" to contrast the idea of the previous command. Instead, he employs the verb 
o£xoµm (receive) and shifts the focus to the issue of the influence of God's word, rather than the moral 
teachings. See Davids, James , 94; Moo, Tlze Letter of James , 86-7. 
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opposite meanings which support the categorizations of these two participants. 

Furthermore, the prepositional phrase f;v npaihrrn (with meekness) which is indicated in 

3: 13 to serve as a manner of showing one's wisdom is an antithesis to "anger," echoing 

the commands in 1: 19. 71 In addition, the metaphor in 1:23 also serves to highlight the 

contrast between these two participants. The first party stands as those who listen to 

God's word but forget immediately, whereas the other party refers to people who 

preserve and practice the word. The specific items of practicing the word include the way 

of controlling one's temper, bridling one's tongue, and caring for orphans and widows in 

their distress. Therefore, the ways of practicing God's word become the central token in 

this passage. 

The author encourages readers/hearers to receive the word of truth which is 

implanted by God (1:21) and the specific ways of observing the word is to become a 

hearer and a doer of God's truth. Three illustrations are indicated further in the following 

verses: controlling one's tongue (1:26), taking care for the needy (1:27), and keeping 

oneself unstained by the world (1:27). 72 Since these three contrasts qualify each other, 

this passage is a cohesive unit where the way of acting stands as the significant issue. 

People who receive God's word with meekness practice the word of God and attempt to 

meet the requirement of God's righteous commands. The contrary actions of responding 

the word manifest the nature of one's religion and this contrast continues throughout the 

following chapter. Therefore, the themes in this passage can be recognized as the way of 

71 Dibelius, James, 112. 
72 Blomberg and Kamell propose that "care in speaking coincides with empathy in listening and wi ll 

help us be slow to anger as wel l. " In other words, controlling one's tongue is related to how this person 
listens and shows his or her anger. See Blomberg and Kamel I, James, 99. Besides , "true religion has more 
features than James has mentioned. The emphasis here is that for God to accept our worship it must be 
accompanied by loving ministry and a holy life." See Lea, Hebrews and James , 267. 
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reflecting the word of God. People can behave as if God's word has nothing to do with 

them or they can decide to receive it with meekness. They can practice all these 

commands if they possess wisdom from above. The practice of God's word within God's 

community remains the focus in the Torah where the moral actions towards the needy are 

understood as the imitation of God's deeds.73 

Furthermore, the terms Ka8ap6<; (clean) and aµiavrn<; (undefiled) in 1:27 refer to 

the concept of cultic purity and bring the acceptance to God, connecting with the 

overarching quality of the element ayv6<; (pure) in 3: 17. 74 In addition, the pure and 

undefiled before God are described as caring for the orphans and widows in their distress, 

and keeping oneself unstained (acrmAo<;) by the world.75 The practice of keeping oneself 

unstained by the world is related to the concept of purity, both of which belong to the 

same semantic domain of "holy and pure (88.24-35)," whereas the practice of caring 

refers to being full of mercy (µrnTii sAiou<;). These two concepts are described as the 

characteristics of wisdom from above in 3: 17. The two types of wisdom manifest 

themselves in "social interaction," and the word axamcrmcria (restlessness) is a character 

of earthly wisdom which represents one's "double soul" and "lack of internal integrity."76 

Besides, the wisdom tradition always connects wisdom and observing the law together.77 

The author further depicts the characteristics of these two types of people and encourages 

readers/hearers to keep themselves unstained from the world by acting according to the 

teaching of the truth, which represents the characteristic of being pure. Then the themes 

of bridling one ' s tongue and caring for the needy are further introduced under this 

73 Hartin, James, 109. 
74 Cheung, The Genre, Composition and Hermeneutics of James, I 42- 3. 
75 Gray, "Points and Lines," 414. 
76 Spitaler, "James I :5-8," 574. 
77 Perkins, First and Second Peter, James, and Jude, I 05 . 
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framework, which indicates the concepts of £U7t£t8i)c; (obedient) and avun6Kptwc; 

(without hypocrisy). People who care for the needy represent the feature of mercy and 

without partiality. 

In addition, the ways of practicing the law in 1:22-25 can also be regarded as one 

of the features of wisdom from above. Although the theme of work is developed later on 

in the following chapter, in the last section of chapter 1, the contrast between doing and 

merely hearing is highlighted. People who have wisdom from above, however, are urged 

to show it by the good life in which the work is done with gentleness. The verse 1 :25 

represents the proper attitude toward the word which is addressed earlier, and the contrast 

is recognized by the comparison between the "forgetful hearers" and "effectual doers ." 78 

A similar pattern of the contrast between worthless and true religious is further stated in 

1 :26- 27, in which the subject is described as people who µT] xa/.....1vayroyG:w y/.....wcrcrav (not 

binding the tongues), pointing back to the idea in 1: 19.79 In addition, God's 

righteousness (8tKmocruvl)) serves as the foundation of the imperatives in the first few 

verses. The author encourages readers/hearers to be quick to listen, slow to speak, and 

slow to anger. The clause in 1 :20 explains the reason of slow to anger which is that the 

anger of human beings will not produce God' s righteousness . In 3:18, wisdom from 

above will produce a harvest of btKatOcrUVl) (righteousness) which is sown in peace. 

These two concepts point to the same source of the true righteousness which is from God. 

People who have wisdom from above will produce the fruit of righteousness, which will 

be practiced as the achievement of what God requires. Therefore, this theme of doing 

78 The author depicts a picture of "the implanted Word" which control s all our acti vities . See Perkins, 
First and Second Peter. James, and Jude, 106. 

79 The words 0pf10K6c; (53.6, religious) and 0pf1CJK£ia (53. 1, religion) are rare in the New Testament. 
These words refer to worship in general, and in the Jewish tradition, the words indicate cul tic worship . The 
author of James deliberatel y uses these terms to sharpen his po int. See Moo, The Letter of James, 96. 



what is heard is also constrained by the framework of heavenly wisdom and earthly 

wisdom. 

4.2.3. Summary 
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The lexical and grammatical elements indicate cohesion of this passage, and the use of 

different conjunctions and contrasts also helps us identify cohesion. The author further 

indicates God's righteousness as the reason for obeying the prohibition of being angry 

easily. Those who understand God's righteousness will be quick to hear, slow to speak 

and slow to anger. Besides, two groups of people can be detected in this passage: hearers 

and doers. People who are merely hearers will not practice what they hear, whereas doers 

will sincerely obey the word of God. Those who are not just hearers will control their 

tongues, imitate God's actions of caring for the needy, and keep themselves from the 

unclean world. The contrary actions of responding the word manifest the nature of one's 

religion and this contrast continues throughout the following chapter. Therefore, the 

themes in this passage can be recognized as the way of reflecting the word of God. 

People can behave as if God's word has nothing to do with them or they can decide to 

receive it with meekness. Therefore, the author challenges readers/hearers to show by 

their good behaviours their deeds in the meekness of wisdom (3: 13 ). 

The author further depicts the characteristics of these two types of people and 

encourages readers/hearers to keep themselves unstained from the world by acting 

according to the teaching of the truth. Then the themes of bridling one's tongue and 

caring for the needy are further introduced under this framework. The series of contrasts 

between two different attitudes towards the word of God represents important themes in 

this passage. Wisdom from above, however, is pure and full of mercy. In other words, 
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people who possess heavenly wisdom will care for orphans and widows in their distress, 

but will not be tainted by the world. Both these two actions are based on the willingness 

of observing God 's word with wisdom which is a gift from Him. The series of contrasts 

between two different attitudes towards the word of God represents important themes in 

this passage, and these themes can be interpreted under the framework of wisdom from 

above and wisdom from below. 

4.3. Jas 2:1-13 

Most scholars agree that the themes in this passage concern the issue between the rich 

and the poor, but some scholars suggest that this passage is the prelude of 2: 14-26 where 

the topic is regarding the relationship between faith and works. For instance, Dibelius 

states that 2: 1 is the introductory admonition which serves as the thematic admonition, 

and the following verses will develop the theme of that section. 80 Polhill proposes a 

similar structure of this passage. He states that 2: 1 points out the thesis and 2:2-4 

provides illustrations. 2:5-7 indicates the absurdity of partiality, and 2:8-9 emphasizes 

the importance of love. 2: 10-11 proposes that favoritism will produce lawbreakers, 

whereas the author encourages hearers/readers to return to the royal law of love and 

mercy.81 Hartin proposes that the author begins the discussions with a concept of the 

theme of rich and poor ( 1 :9-11 ), and 2: 1-13 involves features of the Greek diatribe. 82 

Blomberg and Kamell propose that this passage elaborates the discussion of the theme of 

the rich and poor. The unit: 2:2-4 provides an example of the discussion in 2: 1, and the 

80 Dibel ius, James, 124. 
81 Polhill, "Prejudice, Partiality, and Faith," 395-6. 
82 Hartin indicates that th re are features of the Greek diatribe: "direct address to the reader (2: I, 5, 

14), use of apostrophe (2:20), use of rhetorical questions (2:4, 5, 7, 14, 20) and hypothetical examples 
(2:2-3, 15-16). See Hartin, James, 124-5. The diatribe is "a form in which the speaker confronts and 
debates with an imaginary addressee in order to instruct his audience. See Bailey, Literary Forms in the 
New Testament, 38. 
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unit 2:5-11 gives three reasons for the conclusion: ( 1) the poor people more often 

become believers; (2) the rich often persecute the church; (3) the claims to love ring 

hollow. 83 Varner states that "the inconsistent practice of 'partiality' in 2: 1 is the topic 

and the rest of the section is the comment on that topic."84 For Taylor, on the other hand, 

the topic shifts from "partiality to the relationship between faith and works" in 2: 14, and 

the genre also shifts from "the proverbial statement regarding judgment/mercy to a return 

to the diatribe style employing the imaginary interlocutor."85 McCartney indicates that 

this passage addresses the "attack on dysfunctional, hypocritical 'dead faith ' that James 

will develop in 2: 14-26."86 Therefore, I will employ the model of SFL to prove the 

cohesion of this passage and to argue for the relationship between this passage and J as 

3:13-18. 

4.3.1. Analysis of 2:1-13 

The author employs several lexical items repeatedly which are either the same word or 

the words belong to the same semantic domains to provide cohesive devices in this 

passage, including the fields of "attitudes and emotions (25)," "communication (33)," and 

"moral and ethical qualities and related behavior (88)." The words in the semantic 

domain of "love, affection, and compassion (25.33-58)" are used in this passage, 

including ayan:rrroc; (25.45, beloved) in 2:5, and ayamico (25.43, love) in 2:5 and 2:8. 

Regarding the domain of communication (33), the repetition of A£yco (33 .69, say) twice in 

2:3 and 2:11 , and the word 'Aa'Af.co (33 .70, speak) in 2:12 establish a semantic chain of 

"speak and talk (33.69-168)." The words 6voµa (33.126, name), and £mtlf.co (33 .131 , 

83 Blomberg and Kamell , James, 101-4. 
84 Varner, The Book of James, 83 . 
85 Taylor, A Text-Linguistic Investigation into the Discourse Structure of James, 52-3. 
86 McCartney, James, 133. 
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call) in 2:7 provide another chain of "name (33.126-133)." These chains which are used 

throughout the whole passage can be detected and provide lexical evidence of cohesion. 

In addition, the word npocHonoA.riµmfao (88.238, partiality) is used repeatedly in 2: 1 and 

2:9, as well as the word the word µ01xi::uro (88.276, commit adultery) twice in 2: 11. These 

words represent important chains formed by the same lexical items. In addition, when the 

words in the same semantic domain are taken into account, the word av£Ai::oc; (88.82, 

merciless) and the word £A.we; (88.76, mercy) are used twice in 2: 13 which establish 

another semantic chain of the domain of "mercy and merciless (88.75-82) ." Besides, the 

words aµap-ria (88 .289, sin) in 2:9, nmiro (88 .291, stumble) and £voxoc; (88 .312, guilty) 

in 2: 10 form a chain of the domain of "sin, wrongdoing, and guilt (88.289-318)." These 

chains provide lexical evidence of cohesion. 

Chart 15: Words of Semantic Domains in 1:19-27 

Field/Verse 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
25 2 1 
33 2 1 2 1 
88 1 1 2 

Beside the usage of semantic chains, the participants or entities and the uses of 

conjunctions in this passage can be traced as chains which establish cohesion. In 2: 1, the 

addressee is indicated to be aoi::A.cpoi µou (my brothers), referring to those who have faith 

in Jesus .87 Therefore, the discussion focuses on those who have faith, namely, Christians. 

The action in this verse is formed by a marked imperative with a negative particle µft (not) 

87 
There are different interpretations of the phrase £xi::n: T~v 11:icrnv mu Kupiou ~µ&v 'lricrou Xptcrrnu 

T~ c; 86~11c; (have the faith of our glorious Lord Jesus Christ). The phrase T~c; 86~11c; can stand in apposition 
to 'Iricrou Xptcrrnu (Jesus Christ), or serve as the genitive of quality to describe mu KUpiou ~µ&v 'Iricrou 
Xptcrrnu (our Lord Jesus Christ). Taking the constituent order into consideration, we can accept the second 
understanding of this phrase. See Hartin, James and the Q Sayings of Jesus, 95; Dav ids, The Epistle of 
James, I 06; Dibelius, James, 128 ; Ropes , A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Epistle of St. 
James, 187. 
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and the addressee, and two subjunctives in 2:2 attest the cases of practice. The 

prepositional phrase £v npo0wnof..:r1wvimc; (with partiality) indicates the scope of this 

action, and the negative particle µi] (not) transforms the imperative into a prohibition with 

polarity, which means that this prohibition involves two groups: one shows favoritism 

and the other does not, and a contrast is established by this polarity. 

In addition, the author proposes examples of the hypothesis in 2:2 by the phrase 

£av yap (for if) which are connected by the conjunction 88 (and). 88 There are two 

inferable participants in this verse, the rich and the poor. The reaction towards the 

hypothetical situation is pointed out in 2:3 by the verbs f.m~AE\j/'f1't£ (look on) and ct1tllt£ 

(say). It is deducible that the participant of these two actions is the same as the one who 

rejects the prohibition in 2: 1. The author uses this illustration to deal with the issue of 

discrimination against the poor which represents the attitude of partiality. 89 Three 

marked imperatives in 2:3 are the content of speech with the addressee being the rich and 

the poor. The contrast is pointed out here in two ways: ( 1) different finite verbs, Ka8ou 

(sit) and 0nWt (stand), make a clear contrast; and (2) distinct prepositional phrases, c18i:: 

Kaf...wc; (here a good place) and uno to unon68t6v µou (by my footstool), with the same 

verb Ka8ou (sit), provide a contrast as well. The statements of "sit here" or "stand there" 

represent the wrong responses to these groups. Following this respect, the reason for 

honoring or dishonoring the poor is that either views them from the perspective of the 

world or of God. In fact, the definition of poor or rich is evaluated from an earthly view 

point. 

88 Davids, The Epistle of James, 107. 
89 Felder, "Partia lity and God's Law," 54. 
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Chart 16: The Rich and The Poor 

The Rich The Poor 

Ka8ou (sit) crrfj8t (stand) 

c08i::: KaA.&c; (here a good place) TO unon68t6v µou (by my footstool) 

The interrogative in 2:4 involves the particle ou (not) which indicates that the 

author expects a positive answer to identify those who act like people in 2:3 as judges 

with evil thoughts. The participant in 2:4 refers to the same group in the previous verse, 

and the next clause equates the ones who treat the rich and the poor differently with those 

who become judges of evil motives by practicing the action in 2:3 .90 In this passage, the 

author proposes that God has chosen the poor to be rich in faith, which means that from a 

heavenly perspective, there will be different criteria to evaluate the rich or the poor from 

those of an earthly viewpoint. In the ancient Mediterranean world, favoritism was the 

prerequisite for success and those who treated others according to their appearance in the 

world were regarded as those who have earthly wisdom. People were combined within 

"patron-client relationships ," and therefore it was natural for people to show partiality.9 1 

Therefore, the proper way of treating others can be understood under the framework of 

heavenly wisdom because those who have wisdom from above will have the correct 

understanding of valuing one's status . 

In addition, a marked imperative is used in 2:5 where the participant is indicated 

to be a8i:::A.cpoi µou ayam1wi (my beloved brothers), pointing back to 2: 1 (as well as 1 :2, 

1:9, 1: 16, and 1: 19) where the same participant is addressed, referring to the same group 

90 This process is fo rmed by the verb 8ti:Kpi8rrri: (j udge) and the relation process is formed by 
i::ytvrn8E (become). 

91 Hartin, James, 146. 
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of the poor who are indicated earlier. God is the one who practices the action of "choose" 

in this verse and the ones who are chosen are the poor people, being described by three 

phrases: rich in faith, being identified as the heirs of the kingdom, and loved by God. The 

negative particle ou (not) is also used in the content of the command in 2:5 which 

represents an expectation of a positive answer. In other words, the interrogation here 

confirms that God indeed has chosen the poor in the world to be rich in faith. The wicked 

treatment towards these poor people, therefore, manifests a hostile attitude to God. 

Therefore, the contrast between a proper and an improper attitude towards the rich and 

the poor is emphasized here by the same grammatical pattern: imperative + adverbs, and 

the three questions highlight a different way of evaluating rich and poor. 

Furthermore, the participant in 2:6 remains the same as that in 2:3-4 where the 

use of the word Kpntjpta (56.1, court) continues the chain of "Kpt-lexemes," and expands 

the teaching of judges.92 The interrogatives in 2:6-7 imply that if readers/hearers practice 

the same processes as the rich, their behaviours will lead them to fall into the category of 

the participant who blasphemes the excellent name.93 The first class conditional clause in 

2:8 indicates the opposite ide of the participant who will really fulfill the law,94 and the 

author states a positive comment to eulogize those who practice love. The conjunction 

µ8vrot (yet) can be categorized as the adversative usage of the extension, and serves the 

function of signaling that the discussion in the following verses should be connected to 

the preceding text.95 The participants of the poor and the rich are indicated throughout all 

92 Varner, The Book of James, 88. 
93 The wording here indicates that James seems to quote the usage from Amos 9 to describe the name. 

See Varner, The Book of James, 96. 
94 Porter, Idioms, 256. 
95 Dibelius indicates that this conjunction "does not simply mark a continuation, but rather points to a 

specific connection with what precedes." Davids states that this item points out the continuity of the 
discussion of the royal law. Nevertheless, when the conjunction 0£ in 2:9 is taken into consideration, the 
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these processes. The whole discussion, therefore, is cohesive on the basis of the contrast 

between the way people treat the poor and the way God treats them. 

On the other hand, another firs t class of conditional clause is employed to attest 

that showing partiality is sin by the law. The author encourages readers/hearers to 

practice the actions of loving neighbors and fulfilling the law in 2:8. In 2:9, however, the 

subject of the verb npocrw:n:o)..:r1µmdn; (show partiality) remains the same as those who 

are urged in the previous verse. The focus shifts from the concept of partiality to the 

attitudes towards the law, and the connection between these two is clear because to show 

partiality is regarded as one of the behaviours which break the law. In addition, the 

participant in 2: 10 is inferable to be the same as that in 2:3, 2:6 and 2:7 because not to 

love neighbors is to stumble in one point of the law. The relational process in 2: 10, on the 

other hand, classifies people who do not love neighbors to be the ones who become guilty 

of all. A further explanation is addressed in 2: 11 to serve as examples of practicing the 

law. Besides, the action which the rich take in 2:6b-7 agrees with this attitude, whereas 

the way of fulfill ing the law in 2:8 differentiates the positive and negative manners 

towards God. Love is regarded as the significant law in this passage because love is 

obviously the opposite understanding of showing partiality.96 In addition, the declarative 

clauses in 2:9-11 explain the connection between this action and sin. The law in 2:9 

serves to convict people who show partiality to be transgressors, whereas the same law 

becomes a part of the subject in 2: 10. This law is further explained in 2: 11 which 

adversative usage fits the text much better. See Dibelius, James, 141 ; Davids, The Epistle of James, 7 1; 
Reed, A Discourse Analysis of Philippians, 9 1-3 ; Cheung, The Genre, Composition and Hermeneutics of 
James, 73. 

96 Johnson proposes that Lev 19: 12- 18 serves as the textual point of reference for James. In other 
words, the text in Leviticus prov ides a depiction of the law of love in church. See Johnson, Brother of Jesus, 
Friend of God, 123-35: Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora , 108. 
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becomes the standard of declaring one's guilt. The author further confirms the idea of 

judgment by the law in 2: 12, whereas in 2: 13, James points back to the concept of how to 

act toward those who are in need, namely the participants in 1:27, 2:2, 2:3, 2:4, 2:5, 2:6, 

and 2:8. Besides, the pronoun auwi (they) in 2:7 serves as a personal reference which 

connects this verse to the previous discussion which serves as cohesive devises. 

The author locates the warning in the end of 2:1-13 to prove that partiality is a sin 

of the law.97 The participants throughout all these verses are people who hold a proper 

attitude towards the poor which represents their point of view to the word. The unmarked 

imperatives in 2: 12 conclude the argument to urge readers/hearers to speak and act 

according to this law. Furthermore, the author proposes a comparison between the 

judgment according to this law and mercy to highlight that God's mercy towards the 

needy is the spirit of the law. The law, therefore, is the significant entity which is 

indicated in the whole passage and evokes the perfect law in 1 :25 which is given from 

God.98 The consistency of the participants or entities and the continuity of the expression 

of the contrast provide devices which establish cohesion. 

In addition, the theme of observing the law stands as an important issue in this 

passage. The illustrations which are addressed in this passage in terms of the regulations 

in the law can be recognized as falling into the category of love. Both the teachings 

against killing and committing adultery to represent the characteristics of purity and 

peace which are described as those of wisdom from above in 3:17. Besides, the adverb 

ou-rco<; (thus) in 2: 12 becomes a comparative reference to support the argument and link 

the concepts of judgment and action by the same law. In other words, it is the law 

97 Jackson-McCabe, Logos and Law in the Letter of James, 155. 
98 Our mercy to wards others will reflect our desire of obeying the law. See Moo, The Letter of James, 

118. 
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according to which one should act (2:8-11), and it is the same law by which this person is 

judged (2:13). These references also provide elements of cohesion in this passage. The 

central spirit of these rules in the law is love which opposes the concept of bitter envy 

and selfish ambition in 3: 14. Furthermore, within the interactions among different 

elements of this passage, mercy is described as triumphing over judgment in 2: 13. In 

other words, people who show no mercy will not abide by the law of love. Mercy, 

however, is clearly depicted to be the fruit of wisdom from above in 3: 17.99 People who 

have wisdom from above are those who are full of mercy and produce righteousness in 

peace. The word of God, namely the law, expounds God's will, and serves as the thrust to 

push people to "perform mercy" just as what God does, and the practical behaviours are 

addressed in this passage to be showing no partiality to the poor since God has chosen 

them to be rich in faith. 100 The consistency of one's behaviour in terms of the way to 

treat the poor and one's imitation of God's deeds which are revealed in the text stands as 

the central theme in this discussion. From this point of view, one has to receive wisdom 

from above so that the characteristics of God can be practiced within this person's life. 

Again we can detect the themes of this passage within the framework of wisdom from 

above and wisdom from below. 

James equates partiality as a denial of the faith, and the whole discussion starts 

from a hortatory of holding no partiality to others and ends up with the triumph of 

mercy. 101 The participants in this passage involve readers/hearers, the rich and the poor, 

and God who gives the law. The contrast between the proper and improper attitudes of 

treating others is illustrated by the example of the actions of the rich or the poor. God is 

99 Cheung, The Genre, Composition and Hermeneutics of James , 144. 
100 Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora, 118. 
101 Phifer, "James 2: 1-5," 279. 
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clearly indicated as the one who stands for the poor, and he has chosen them to be rich in 

faith. On the contrary, there are other people who insult the poor and show no mercy to 

them. These people are regarded as committing sin against the law given by God. The 

author breaks down the issue to the viewpoints of the law and addresses the importance 

of being merciful as God is. Therefore, with the evidence of these elements, it is obvious 

that the passage is cohesive. 

4.3.2. Central Token in 2:1-13 

In this passage, the themes continue from the previous section in terms of the way of 

treating others. The interaction among the chains of mercy (88.75-82), wrongdoing 

(88.289-318) and love (25.33-58) highlights that the inner compassion for the needy 

stands as the propulsion of treating others well. The status of people who are rich or poor 

is usually the reason for being served or being despised. Taking the interaction between 

the participant chains in this passage into consideration, we can see that there is a contrast 

between two groups: one shows favoritism whereas the other one reveals mercy. James, 

however, proposes a way to fight against the value system of the world within a wider 

society, and asserts that people are made equal in God's likeness (Jas 3:9). All the verbs 

which are indicated in this passage represent different attitudes towards the rich or the 

poor. In other words, those who are unmerciful have already chosen the hostile position 

against God, whereas people who treat others well are those who imitate God. The author 

expounds that the spirit of the law which is given by God is to love because God applies 

grace to believers rather than judges by the law. The semantic chains of "moral 

performances (88)," "communication (33)," and "love (25)" interact with one another and 

highlight the proper attitude both to speak and to treat others. This understanding reveals 
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the themes of this passage to be mercy which triumphs over judgment. Therefore, mercy 

becomes the central token in this passage and God's law which reveals that mercy as one 

of God's attributes serves as another important central token in this passage. In addition, 

mercy is one of the features from heavenly wisdom and treating others well according to 

God's law exhibits the good fruits, which is also from wisdom from above (3: 17). A 

proper way of treating others represents one's good life with gentleness born of wisdom 

(3: 13) without a trace of partiality or hypocrisy (3 : 17). On the contrary, showing 

favoritism represents one's selfishness which is one of the marks of wisdom from below 

(3:14 and 3:16). 

4.3.3. Summary 

The cohesion in this passage can be detected by the lexical and grammatical devices and 

the -~ha~aeteristics of mercy arid fov~ s~rve as a central token. It is human nature to act 

gracefully to those who are rich and to look down on the poor, but the author proposes a 

different way of evaluating the real value which is from God's perspective. People may 

easily show partiality to others according to their appearance. Nevertheless, as long as we 

can imitate God's merciful deeds to human beings, which is represented by choosing the 

poor to be rich in faith and to be heirs of the kingdom, it will be easier for us to have an 

appropriate attitude towards others. Wisdom from above provides a framework for people 

to follow so that they may understand the law of God and practice it in their daily life 

because they have a perspective from God to value every circumstance and every person. 

Therefore, there are two participants indicated in this passage, merciful and merciless 

people, who will act differently toward others. The former will not show partiality, 

whereas the latter will attach importance to the rich much more than to the poor. 
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4.4. Jas 2:14-26 

This passage is the best-known part because there are debates among scholars regarding 

the issue of the contradiction between Paul and J ames. 102 Polhill proposes that this 

passage is the "theological core" of James. 103 The connection between this passage and 

its previous section is proposed but the relationship between wisdom and this passage 

seems to be weak. According to what has been indicated above, I am going to argue that 

the topic in this passage can also be put into the framework of heavenly and earthly 

wisdom which is addressed in 3:13-18. McCartney proposes that James does not 

condemn faith in general, but a hypocritical faith, while the passage 2: 1-13 condemns the 

"prejudicial treatment of people" which represents the incongruity of one's faith in Jesus 

as Lord. 104 Therefore, the connection between 2:1-13 and 2:14-27 can be identified 

inasmuch as these two pa sages both mention a faith which is imperfect. Dibelius states 

that this section begins with an introductory rhetorical question which deals with the 

issue of faith and works and their relationship, and the conclusion of the first discussion 

is indicated in 2: 17. 105 The second discussion begins at 2:18 where a hypothetical case is 

indicated and ends somewhere before 2:20. The example of Abraham is addressed in 

2:21-23; in 2:24 the author gives a comment for the example. In addition, the example of 

102 Actually, there is no contradiction between Paul and James. Longenecker proposes that the target 
of Paul 's critique is "a confidence in meritorious works" and "sel f-righteousness," whereas James rejects "a 
dead orthodoxy," "a self-satisfied attitude," and "an intellectual profess ion." See Longenecker, "Faith of 
Abraham," 207. Besides, Hackman understands "works" as "primarily acts of obedience to the direct 
commands of Christ." See Hackman, "The Influence of James 2: 14-26 on Brethren Theology," 49. In 
addition, Brethren theology which emphasizes "church discipline to enforce personal piety and a literal 
biblical hermeneutic" does not discuss the relationship between faith and works, but mentions "working" 
and "living faith ." See Toews and Enns-Rempel , For Everything A Reason, 42; Snyder and Shaffer, Texts 
in Transit II, 221-2. 

103 Polhill , "Prejudice, Partial ity, and Faith," 402. 
104 McCartney, James, 154. 
105 Dibelius, James, 149. 
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Rahab is brought in in 2:25-26.106 The relationship between this passage and its 

preceding section is detectable. Blomberg and Kamell indicate that the idea of acts of 

mercy in 2:12-13 links to 2:14-17 where the author represents the acts lacking in mercy 

and love. Nevertheless, the connection between 2:14-26 and 3:1-12 is unclear because 

they propose that the author addresses the theme of wisdom and speech in chapter 3 

which is another topic. 107 

4.4.1. Analysis of 2:14-26 

The author continues the discussion of deeds from the previous passage and employs 

many semantic chains which are worth noting, including the fields of "communication 

(33)," "do and perform (42)," and "processes , transfer, exchanges (57)." The repetition of 

the word 'Af.yro (33.69) in 2: 14, 16, 18 and 23 establishes the chain of "speak and talk 

(33.69-108)," whereas the word Ka'Af.ro (33.131) in 2:23 which belongs to the domain of 

"name (3 3 .126-13 3 )" continues the chain from the previous section. These terms belong 

to the semantic domain of "communication (33)." In addition, the semantic chain of 

"work and toil (42.41-50)" carries on by the repetition of the same word £pyov (42.42) in 

2:14, 2:17, 2:18, 2:20, 2:22, 2:24, 2:25, and 2:26. Along with the word apy6c; (42.46) in 

2:20, the semantic chain is indicated. Furthermore, the repetition of the word £xw (57.1) 

in 2: 14, 2: 17, 2: 18 provides a chain of "have, process , property, and owner (57.1-21)," 

whereas the semantic chain of "need and lack (57.37-48)" is formed by 'Aci7tro (57.43) in 

2: 15, and £mrr'j8£toc; (57.48) in 2: 16. The repetitions of these items provide lexical 

evidence to support the cohesion of this passage. 

106 Dibelius, James, 151 . 
107 Blomberg and Kame l! , James, 125. 
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Chart 17: Words of Semantic Domains in 2:14-26 

Field/Verse 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 
33 1 1 1 2 
42 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 
57 1 1 1 1 1 

Apart from the lexical repetitions, the use of different types of references may also 

indicate cohesion. There are many significant patterns in this passage which highlight the 

contrast between two gro ps of participants which serve as personal references to 

establish cohesion. The author points out the hypothesis in 2: 14 where the participant is 

addressed as a8cA.cpoi µou (my brothers). 108 This participant remains the same as that in 

1:2, 1:9, 1:16, 1: 19, 2:1, and 2:5 . An interrogative is represented by the pronoun ri 

(what?), and a further question is indicated as a yes/no interrogative with the negative 

particle µfj (not) . The expected answer to this question, therefore, is negative, which 

implies that the answer to the further question is also negative. In other words, the author 

proposes that readers/hearers should pay attention to the true faith which is not without 

works. 109 This understan ing provides a dichotomy of two groups which hold different 

types of faith: "faith with works" and "faith without works ." Again, this polarity provides 

a clear contrast between two groups. Two conditional clauses draw readers/hearers' 

attention to the presented case in which the negative answer is expected. Within the 

content of the speech, there is a polar case which compares the situation of having faith 

and not having works. 11 0 The content of the speech denotes the proclaimed faith instead 

of a real faith. In other words, what the author addresses is not another faith, but 

108 The verb A.tyn (say) forms this verbal process. 
109 Many errors of fa lse fa ith are due to dispensable distinctions of salvation/d isc ipleship, 

carnal/spiritual believers, gospel of the kingdom/gospel of grace, and faith/repentance. See MacArthur, The 
Gospel According to Jesus, 25-33; MacArthur, "Faith According to the Apostle James," 33. 

11 0 One process is formed by an infinitive whereas the other one is by a finite verb. 
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emphasizes the importance of consistency between one's faith and deeds. 111 The author 

further mentions that this faith cannot save him in the last clause. We may infer that 

readers/hearers participate in such faith and works. 

In 2: 15, the author proposes another hypothesis to present the case of brothers and 

sisters who are without clothing and lack daily food. This hypothetical case leads the 

discussion to focus on the same entity which is the reaction of those who have faith but 

without works . One of the responses of this situation is expressed in 2: 16 within a speech. 

The content of this speech involves three actions which seem to be a perfunctory blessing, 

and stand as common biblical blessings which can be found in many biblical texts. 11 2 

Nevertheless , the real attitude of these people towards the needy is described in the next 

clause of 2: 16. The truth is that they "say" love rather than "practice" it. After that, the 

author employs an interrogative to serve the function of commenting on this action. The 

feature of this kind of faith is further expressed in 2: 17 and the author characterizes this 

type of faith to be apart from work. The unmarked imperatives in 2: 16 represent the 

surface response, and the author concludes the whole discussion by an interrogative in the 

last clauses of 2: 16-17. The adverb ou-rco<; (thus) in 2: 17 which serves as a comparative 

reference and the redundancy of £0.v µi] £xn €pya ... Ka8' fou-rtjv (if it has no 

works ... according to itself) connect the comments to the hypothetical case in 2: 16.11 3 In 

these verses , the addressee can be inferred to be those who are described in the previous 

verse where the actors of these imperatives refer back to those who have faith without 

works. In addition, the comparison between "you" and "I" is also indicated in this 

111 Verseput, "Reworking the Puzzle of Faith and Deeds in James 2: 14-26," I 06. 
11 2 For instance, Judg 6:23, I Sam 20:22, 2 Kgs 5: 19, Mark 5:34, Luke 7:50, 8:48, 24: 36, John 20: 19, 

and Acts 16:36. 
11 3 Dowd, "Faith That Works," 198 . 
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passage to highlight the contrast between two parties who hold different types of faith. 

The uses of the same entity, participant, and grammatical patterns in these verses stand as 

devices to prove the cohesion. 

Besides, the use of contrast serves as a type of grammatical pattern which 

establishes discourse collocation. There is a case which is presented to prove the 

argument earlier in 2: 18. The contrast is clearly set up by the use of different pronouns 

and the entities in the following four clauses: cru (you) and Kayffi (and I), 11fonv (faith) 

and £pya (works), µat (to me) and crou (your), crm (to you) and µou (my), and Ti1v nicrnv 

xcopic; -r&v £pycov (the faith without works) and EK -r&v £pycov -rTiv mcrnv (the faith out of 

works). 

Chart 18: Grammatical Pattern in 2:18 

O"\) 1tl<JTlV EXSt<; (you have faith) Kayffi fpya £xco (and I have work) 

od~6v µ01 Ti}V 1tlGTlV <JO'\) xropi~ TOOV Kayro <JOl od~co EK TOOV tpyrov µo'U Ti}v 

tpyrov 1tlGTlV 

(show to me your faith without work) (and I will show to you my faith by my 

work) 

The clause in 2: 18 after the conjunction a/..}._a (but) is introduced by the pronoun 

nc; (anyone) along with the pattern of "have faith without works." 11 4 Therefore, the 

114 Hort proposes that the phrase 6.AA.' £pd nc; is "as the words of an objector." In addition, Ropes 
proposes that there are two pos itions in view: "one has pre-eminently faith , another has pre-eminently 
works." See Hort, The Epistle of St. James, 60; Rope, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Epistle 
of St. James, 208. Nevertheless, Mayor refuses to take thi s phrase as an objection at all. He proposes that 
James says, "Indeed, You [opponent] have fa ith and I have works. You show me yo ur fa ith apart from 
works and I will show yo u my fa ith by (EK) my works." Zahn has improved Mayor 's view and argue that 
2: I Sa is not an objector because the person in 2: 18-1 9 agrees with James. Furthermore, McKnight proposes 
that these two are unconnected items pertaining to one 's fai th. He indicates that rr iorn; is fa ith which does 
not involve works, whereas i:pya refers to works which are not the result of faith. See Mayor, The Epistle of 
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addressee of the unmarked imperative in this verse is inferable to be the same as the 

previous verses. The verb mcn£uro (believe) parallels the subjects cru (you) and omµ6vwv 

(demon), which means that the author collocates people who have faith without works 

and the demon. It is not necessary to understand the pronouns "I" and "you" in 2: 18 as 

specific persons, but they may be used to represent the position which the author of 

James wants to refute. 115 This understanding links the concept of faith without works to 

earthly wisdom which is also described as "devilish (3 : 15)." The catchwords omµ6vta 

(12.37, devilish) in 2:19 and omµovu:Ooric; (12.40) which belong to the same domain of 

"supernatural beings (12.1-42)" provide a link to the concept of earthly wisdom and faith 

without works. In other words , people who possess wisdom from below may act as those 

who have faith without works because both of these two groups belong to the demon. 

Furthermore, in 2: 19, the author argues that believing God is one is the faith of both these 

people and the demons, and the participant here is inferable to be the same group of those 

who have faith apart from works. On the other hand, the wisdom from God represents 

how God acts , and therefore, in the situation of need, believers who have faith will 

provide "what is needed" to imitate God's work. 11 6 God is merciful and will supply what 

the people need, and one of the features of wisdom from above is that it is full of mercy, 

which means that people who have wisdom from above will imitate God's action to show 

mercy to the needy.117 Tme faith, furthermore, represents a positive reaction to God's 

St. James, 95-9 ; Zahn, Introdu ction, 97-8 ; McKnight, "James 2: I 8a," 363. Besides, the phrase T~v rci0nv 
0ou xwpic; TWV i:pywv, however, is read as T~v rci0nv crou EK TWV i:pywv in the Authorized Version. If this 
critical reading is ta ken into consideration, both the vv. 18 and 19 can be placed in the mouth of the 
objector of this book, and v. 20 will become the commencement of the rebuttal. See Hodges, "Light on 
James Two from Textual Critic ism," 347 . 

115 Glaze, "The Relations hip of Faith to Works in James I :22- 25 and 2: 14-26," 40. 
11 6 Carga l, Restoring the Diaspora, 120. 
11 7 This theme of imitating God 's mercy is discussed in the previous passage and continues 

developing here. 
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word so that people who have this kind of faith may not be false to the truth (3:14) and 

may do God's will by helping others. The author encourages readers/hearers to know the 

essence of the faith without works in 2:20, and the content of the knowing is represented 

later on. The interrogative in 2:20 again attests the barrenness of the faith without works, 

and the addressee in this verse is indicated to be the foolish fellow. The implied meaning 

of these elements reveals that people who misunderstand the faith apart from works are 

foolish. To sum up, the faith which is described in the previous verses is useless. The 

emphasis upon two different types of faith threads throughout the whole passage and 

provides devices to detect cohesion. 

Then the author illustrates that Abraham stands as the participant who was 

justified by faith in 2:21. The interrogative in 2:21 is used with the negative particle ou 

(not) in which a positive answer is expected, meaning that Abraham was justified for 

what he did when he offered his son Isaac on the altar. 118 In 2:22, the verb ~Mnstc; (see) 

catches the attention of readers/hearers so that the author may demonstrate the close 

relationship between faith and works. Besides, the citation of the Scripture stands as 

another evidence to prove the author's argument, and the concept in the Scripture is 

further expounded in 2:23. Abraham believed God and it was reckoned to him as 

righteousness and he was called the friend of God. The participants in the content of the 

Scripture which is quoted here are Abraham and God, and the verb t nicnsucrnv (believe) 

identifies Abraham's relationship with God. This expression indicates the relationship 

between God and Abraham who does not belong to the demon, and therefore, Abraham 

11 8 The author of James narrates the reference to Abraham 's actions. The hospitality of Abraham in 
Gen 18 echoes the teachings in Jas 2: 15- 16, and the offering of Isaac is a test of Abraham which is 
paraphrased in Jas 2:21-23: "[w]as it not on the basis of his acts of mercy (i.e., his hospitality) that 
Abraham was justified- on the occas ion of his trial, i.e., when he offered Isaac his son on the alter ... his 
faith cooperated with his acts of mercy." See Ward, "Works of Abraham," 288-9. 
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did not possess earthly wisdom. 

In 2:24, the author gives a comment on the argument which is that a person is 

justified by works and not by faith alone, and the participant here shifts from Abraham to 

people in general who follow Abraham's action. In other words, Abraham's example 

becomes a paradigm for people to know the real faith. Those who imitate the faith of 

Abraham belong to one group whereas those who do not belong to the other. Again the 

author of James submits the compact connection between faith and works by several 

declarative clauses in 2:22-23, and identifies Abraham as the friend of God. In 2:22-24, 

the author denotes the contrary situation of the participant in 2: 14-20 and identifies this 

group of people to be friends of God just as Abraham who manifests his faith by works 

and is not justified by faith alone. The adverb µ6vov (alone) elaborates that faith and 

works should not be regarded as contradictory, but rather should be combined to be 

consistent. 119 In 2:25, another illustration is presented in which Rahab stands as the 

participant, and the way of her justification is similar to that of Abraham.120 

In 2:26, the author further gives a comment which concludes the argument, and 

the participant here also refers to the faith without works which is the same as that in 2: 14, 

2: 17, 2: 18, 2:20 and 2:24. The case of Rahab is concluded by an interrogative with the 

negative particle ou (not) . Similarly, a positive answer is expected so that the concept of 

11 9 Verseput, "Reworking the Puzzle of Faith and Deeds in James 2: 14-26," 114. 
120 Rahab talks to the spies with the perspective of her understanding of God, and she even uses the 

name of ;i1;i' in her speech (Josh 2:9-13). Her actions represent what she thinks and believes, which is that 
God has given the land of Canaan to Israel. This understanding serves as an important theme in the book of 
Joshua. In the ancient world, this is not just a political issue, but is a religio-political matter. In other words, 
what Rahab has done is a choice between the God of Israel or the gods of Canaan. She is an example of 
"the Divine grace working through a sinful people," although she is just beginning to leave from a pagan 
environment, which can be seen in her words . She is accepted by Israel through her "word and deed of the 
powerful and uni versal sovereignty of Yahweh," and she makes a decision to leave the group of 
"Lo-ammi" and joins of "Ammi." McConville and Williams, Joshua, 16-7; Woudstra, The Book of Joshua, 
73; Taylor, "Theological Themes in the Book of Joshua," 77; Wiseman, "Rahab of Jericho," 11 ; Robinson, 
"Rahab of Canaan and Israel ," 31; Campbell, "Rahab ' s Covenant," 244; Pitkanen, Joshua, 125. 
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being justified by works is attested, and the conclusion in 2:26 is made by a parallel of 

the relationships between body and spirit, and faith and works. To sum up, these verses 

show that people who follow Abraham or Rahab to believe God and practice what they 

believe will become God ' s friends. They will not belong to the demon, meaning that they 

will not have wisdom from below. 

Besides, there are several grammatical patterns which set up discourse collocation 

in this passage. First (denoted by bold in the following chart), the pattern of "faith, not 

works" is repeated several times in this passage, including 2:14, 2:17, 2:18, 2:20, and 

2:26. In addition (denoted by underline in the following chart), the pronoun nc; (anyone) 

is employed in 2:14, 2:16, and 2:18, which introduces several cases of a certain type of 

faith. Thirdly, the indicatives in 2:20, 2:22, and 2:24 emphasizes the relationship between 

faith and works. Finally (denoted by italic in the following chart), the conjunction on 

(that) is used to describe the two types of faith in 2: 19, 2:20, 2:22, and 2:24. These 

patterns are employed throughout the whole passage which form discourse collocation. 

Chart 19: Grammatical Patterns in 2:14-26 

14 Ti. .. f.av rrfonv A,£yn :Uc£ EXEtv Epya 8£ µ1) EXTI; µT] 8Dvmm ~ rri<Jn~ crwcrm a1Yr6v; 
16 d1tn 8£ !.!£ m'.rrn'lc; ts uµwv ... ri 'to ocpslvoc;; 
17 oforoc; Kai it rrfon~, f.av µft EXTI Epya, vsKpa fonv Ka8 ' fomi]v . 
18 AA,A,' f.pd !.!£· cru rrio'Ttv EXEt~, Kaym Epya Ezro ... Tijv rrfonv ... Epyrov . .. Epyrov ... rrfonv 
19 <JU 7tl<JTEUEl~ on etc; fonv 6 8s6c; 
20 on ~ 1ttaT\~ xropic; 'ICDV Epyrov apyi] fonv 
22 ~A,fastc; on ~ 1tl<Jl'l~ ouvi]pyst w'lc; Epyot~ m'.nou Kai EK 'ICDV Epyrov ~ 1tl(JT\~ 
S'tEAEtcD 8Tj' 
24 6pfi'IE OTl ss £pyrov btKatOU'tUt av8pro7toc; Kai OUK SK 1ttaTE(O~ µ6vov 
26 oihroc; Kat~ 1ttaTl~ xropic; Epyrov YEKpa fonv. 

The adverb ou'Iroc; (thus) in 2:26 serves as a comparative reference to connect this 

verse to the previous discussion and provides another cohesive device. Therefore, 
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through the usage of participants, entities, and different types of collocations, we can 

argue that this passage is a cohesive unit. 

4.4.2. Central Token in 2:14-26 

In this passage, the famous combination of faith and works has caused numerous 

debates. 121 These entitie continue being discussed throughout this passage. The 

statement in 2: 14 indicates the theme of the relationship between faith and works. 122 The 

contradiction between these two assumes a significant role in this passage.123 The 

interaction of the concepts of faith and works, however, highlights that the value of works 

is to reveal one's real faith as Abraham and Rahab have done. In addition, the author 

indicates that faith without works will be a dead faith just as body without soul will 

become a corpse. The themes of different ways of treating others in the previous section 

are expanded to indicate the contrast between true faith and false faith. Therefore, it is not 

difficult for us to recognize that there are two different participants in this passage. 

On the one hand, there are two groups: the first group involves those who 

proclaim their faith but do nothing to prove it, whereas the other group of people refers to 

121 Blackman proposes that James is "a deliberate contradiction of Paul ," and Beker states that James 
ignores Paul 's gospel and "understands the gospel to be a Christian interpretation of the Torah." Laws, 
Bomkamm, Bultmann, and Dunn express a similar view. See Blackman, The Epistle of James, 96; Beker, 
Paul the Apostle, 251; Laws, A Commentary on the Epistle of James , 132-3; Bornkamm, Paul, 153--4; 
Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, 2: 162-3; Dunn, Unity and Diversity in the New Testament, 
25 1-2. On the other hand, Mitton proposes that "The kind of error Paul is seeking to correct in Romans and 
Galatians is very different from the error which James is resisting, and our statement of a truth varies 
according to the error we are oppos ing." Seebass and Brown state that "Paul is attacking self-righteous 
legalism, and James self-righteous indifference." See Mitton, James, 104; Seebass and Brown, 
"Righteousness," 370. Rakestraw proposes further that "there is no genuine conflict between the apostles," 
and Vaughan states that "Paul was expounding the way ofjustification. James was describing the life of the 
justified." See Rakestraw, "James 2: 14-26," 49; Vaughan, James, 56. 

122 Brosend , James and Jude, 71. 
123 Scholars have attempted to solve the problem between these two through many different lenses. 

Coker, for example, takes the position of a post-colonial reading to interpret this passage. In other words , 
the difference between nativist and nationalist awareness becomes his focus. Batten, on the other hand, 
employs the concepts of the traditions of friendship , patronage, and benefaction to interpret this passage. 
See Coker, "Nativism in James 2.14-26," 27--48; Batten, Friendship and Benefaction in James, 134-44. 
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those who show their faith through their deeds. The first party is identified as demons 

because they also believe but do not act. On the contrary, the other party is regarded as 

those who follow the examples of Abraham and Rahab. The author of James argues that 

the people in need should be cared for, and rejects the system of patron-client 

relationships. This pattern serves as the main concept for the author to urge 

readers/hearers to be as hospitable as Rahab, and to represent their faith by works as 

Abraham. 124 These two contrasting figures, "the holy patriarch and the sinful foreign 

woman," represent the same theme in this passage, which is that people can choose to 

prove their faith by works or have a proclaimed faith without any external 

representation. 125 Believers who have real faith, however, will respond to God's word by 

practicing what is said and will imitate what God has done by caring those who are in 

need. Therefore, the issue of faith and works is a central token in this passage, and the 

relationship between faith and works is definitely an important theme in this passage due 

to the frequency of the repetition of the words related to this idea. 126 

There are many significant devices to detect the relationship between Jas 2: 14-26 

and 3:13-18. In Jas 3: 17--18, the text says that true wisdom is pure, bearing fruit and 

without hypocrisy. This combines the concepts of integrity and consistency which serve 

as elements to balance fa ith and deeds. 127 The whole discussion in Jas 2: 14-26 can be 

broken down to the uniformity of what the people declare they believe and what acts they 

really perform. It is wisdom from above that will lead to real purity and will make the 

124 Batten, Friendship and Benefaction in James, 143. 
125 These two figures are employed as " ideal proselytes" in Jewish tradition. See Laws, A 

Commentary on the Epistle of James, 137-8. 
126 Both Paul and James declare a living faith, although Paul rejects the concept of 

"works-righteousness," and this idea agrees with the teachings in the Old Testament. See Latto, 
"Justification According to James," 82. 

127 Tamez, The Scandalous Message of James, 67-8. 
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belief and action consistent; the list in 3: 17 represents the practical good works in 

2: 1-26. 128 The further explanation can be recognized in the conversational devices which 

follow. The issue of works ('ta £pya) is paralleled in 3: 13, where the author states that the 

wise and understanding one should "show (8c:1~6:rn) by good life that the works ('ta £pya) 

are done with gentleness born of wisdom." 129 Wisdom is like faith which will be useless 

without works. 130 People who have heavenly wisdom are encouraged to show their faith 

by works and the author of James uses the whole passage to discuss the importance of 

works . Within the conversation, James adopts the law of Shema in Deuteronomy and 

Jewish tradition to emphasize the notion that God is one which is the starting point of 

faith, and if a person does not practice faith through works, this person does no more than 

demons. In other words, this person stands in the same position as demons if what is 

confessed is not practiced. 131 This expression is associated with the characteristics of 

earth! y wisdom. A pattern continues from Jas 1: 1 to Jas 3: 13 which indicates "doer/hearer 

+ mirror; faith/works +Abraham; works of wisdom not from above/works of wisdom 

from above+ the wise man." 132 The framework of wisdom from above and wisdom from 

below again is fit to the discussion in this passage. 

4.4.3. Summary 

The cohesion in this passage can be indicated by grammatical and lexical elements, and 

the relationship between faith and works is the central token. The author of James 

128 Cheung, The Genre, Composition and Hermeneutics of James, 142. 
129 Aymer, First Pure, then Peaceable, 70. 
130 Lodge, "James and Paul at Cross-Purpose," 206. 
13 1 In addition, the article before 0i::6c; represents the form of Jewish orthodoxy. See Brosend, James 

and Jude, 75 ; Varner, The Book of James, 109. 
132 Lodge proposes that the aim of faith is wisdom which is perfected by works, and the author of 

James describes Abraham 's deeds "in the meekness of wisdom" to manifest the pure, peaceable, and gentle 
characteristics of the patriarch, referring to the sacrifice of Isaac which reveals his fear to God. His 
immediate reaction to God 's command to sacrifice Isaac represents his good deed. See Lodge, "James and 
Paul at Cross-Purpose," 209-13. 
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illustrates several examples to highlight the problem of a dead faith. Wise people should 

show their good life with gentleness born of wisdom (3:13). Conduct is an important 

indication of manifesting one's inner life. The theme of deeds is indicated in the system 

of wisdom from above and from below. The author uses the passage Jas 2: 14-26 to 

demonstrate the meaning of good or bad conducts. On the one hand, people who have 

wisdom from above will exhibit their good deeds in meekness (3 : 13). They will exhibit 

their faith by exercising God' s word (2:18, 21-26). People who have wisdom from below, 

on the other hand, will give rise to strife and disorder (3: 14, 16). What they believe and 

how they act will be inconsistent (2: 14-20). Therefore, we can conclude that the 

framework in J as 3: 13-18 fits the discussion in this passage and the contrast between 

earthly and heavenly wisdom can interpret the two contrary participants in Jas 2:14-26. 

4.5. Jas 3:1-12 

Scholars hold different opinions concerned with the unity of this passage. Dibelius 

indicates that 3: 1-2 serves as a traditional admonition and 3: 3-12 is a diatribe of the 

Hellenistic-I ewish background which is unrelated to 3: 1-2. Laws, on the other hand, 

states that "there are sufficient links in language, thought and style with the rest of the 

epistle to make it clear that, whatever in his environment he may have drawn upon, this 

section also is James ' s composition." 133 Watson adopts the Greco-Roman pattern of 

complete arguments to argue that the author of James uses an elaboration pattern in this 

passage. There are many verbal connections, such as mKp6<; (bitter) in 3:11and3:14, and 

aKmcicr-mwc; (restless) and aKa-racr-mcria (disorder) in 3:8 and 3:16. Besides, the topic of 

demonic origin continues from 3: 6 to 3: 15, and the connection between the "wise" in 

133 Dibelius, James, 181-4; Laws, James, 140. 
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3: 13 and the "teachers" in 3: 1 because they refer to the same group of people. 134 Taylor 

indicates that there are "high-level shifts" at 3:1 and after 3:12, and the catchwords and 

the absence of imperative verbs characteristic are used throughout this section. 135 This 

passage, therefore, is a self-contained unit. 136 Therefore, it is necessary for us to identify 

the cohesion in this passage and to clearly indicate the relationship between 3:1-12 and 

3: 13-18. In what follows , I will employ the concept of cohesion which is established by 

lexical and grammatical elements to argue that the theme in J as 3: 1-12 is provided by the 

framework of wisdom from above and wisdom from below in Jas 3: 13-18. 

4.5.1. Analysis of 3:1-12 

In 3: 1-12, there are several semantic chains worth noticing, including the fields of "body, 

body parts, and body products (8)," "communication (33)," "features of objects (79)," 

"moral and ethical qualities and related behavior (88)." There is a semantic chain which 

is formed by words cn6µata (8.19, mouth) in 3:3 and 3:10, µ£/...o<; (8.9, member) in 3:5 

and 3:6, and y/...wcrcra (8.21, tongue) in 3:5, 3:6, and 3:8, and all these terms belong to the 

domain of "parts of the body (8)." These words which are related to the physical body 

134 Watson, "The Rhetoric of James 3: l-1 2 and A Classical Pattern of Argumentation," 64. The 
Greco-Roman rhetorical pattern of elaboration corresponds to fo ur divisions of a speech: exordium 
(introduction), narratio (statement of the facts of the case) , probatio (proof of the propos ition of the case), 
and peroratio (conclusion). See Mack, Rhetoric and the New Testament, 4 1- 7; Mack, Patterns of 
Persuasion in the Gospels, 31--67. 

135 Taylor fo llows Guthrie 's theory and surveys the changes among eight items: genre, topic, 
temporal frame, actor, subject, verb form, reference, and lexical factor, and employs a number of these 
changes to determine the intensity of the shifts. After that, they count the number of the changes to 
determine three levels of shifts. If there were only fo ur or fewer changes, the shift was labeled "low-level." 
If there were eight or more shifts, that wo uld be "high-level. " The number of changes between four to eight 
is a median one. Shifts in a discourse are happening all the time. The rationale behind this assumption is 
that when a discourse shifts , it does so by changing specific dynamics of communication. For instance, if 
there is a corresponding change in the genre, time frame, actor, subject, verb form, and referent, there is a 
dramatic shift in the discourse. If the genre, time frame, actor, and referent stay the same, but the subject 
and verb fo rm change, there still is a shift, but the intensity is much lower. He marks a ll the changes in the 
text by distinguishing "high-level ," "median-level ," and "low-level" changes to indicate the cohesion shifts. 
See Guthrie, The Structure of Hebrews, 53; Tay lor, A Text-Linguistic Investigation into the Discourse 
Structure of James, 42. 

136 Taylor, A Text-Linguistic Investigation into the Discourse Structure of James, 66. 
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establish a clear cohesive tie. 137 In addition, the words 8t8cicrKaA.oc; (33.243, teacher) in 

3: 1, A.6yoc; (33.99, word) in 3:2, nd8w (33.301, persuade) in 3:3, auxtw (33.368, boast) in 

3:5, i::uA.oyf,w (33.356, bless) and i::uA.oyia (33.356, blessing) in 3:9 and 3:10, and 

Kampaoµm (33.471, curse) in 3:9 form a semantic chain. Besides, the contract between 

yA.uK6c; (79.39, sweet) and mKp6c; (79.41, bitter) in 3:11-12 serves to set up another 

semantic chain of "sweet, bitter, and tasteless (79.39--44)." The words 'ITJAtKauwc; 

(79.128, so great) in 3:4, JltKp6c; (79.125, small) and TiA.iKoc; (79.127, how small/great) in 

3:5, and crmA.6w (79.58, pollute) in 3:6 also belong to this semantic domain. Besides, the 

repetition of the word maiw (88.291, stumble) in 3:2 continues the chain of "s in, 

wrongdoing, and guilt (88.289-318)" from the previous section. Regarding the domain of 

"moral and ethical qualities and related behavior (88)," there are words maiw (88.291, 

stumble) and xaA.ivaywyf,w (88.85, bridle) in 3:2, a8tKia (88.21, unrighteous) in 3:6 and 

KaK6c; (88.106, evil) in 3:8. These terms form a semantic chain. These different chains 

provide lexical devices of cohesion. 

Chart 20: Words of Semantic Domains in 3:1-12 

FieldNerse 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
8 1 2 2 1 1 
33 1 1 1 1 2 1 
79 1 2 1 2 1 
88 3 1 1 

Apart from these chains, there are other elements which will provide cohesion for 

the whole passage. Firstly, this passage starts with an imperative in which the addressee is 

identified as a8i::A.cpoi µou (my brother). This expression links the usages in 1:2, 1:9, 1:16, 

1:19, 2:1, 2:5, 2:14, and 2:15. In addition, the author employs the negative paiticle µfi 

137 Cheung, The Genre, Composition and Hermeneutics of James, 75. 
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(not) so that two groups are implied in this imperative: teachers and non-teachers. The 

word 8t8acrKaAo<; (teacher) in 3:1 parallels to the phrase crocpo<; Kai txmcrrfiµcov (wise and 

understanding) in 3: 13. In other words, these two features should be regarded as necessity 

for a good teacher. 138 In addition, there is a conjunction on (because) in this imperative 

which involves a subordinate clause to explicate the reason why this prohibition is made. 

In addition, readers/hearers also serve as both the subjects of the words d8frr£<; (know) 

and AY]µ\j/6µ£8a (receive) in 3: 1. The participants in these verses shift from 2nd person 

plural to 1st person plural to combine the author and readers/hearers to become a unit 

which stands as the subject of the following clauses, but essentially, the participant 

involves the same group which is readers/hearers. 

In addition, the prohibition implies that the author identifies readers/hearers as his 

brothers ( aOEA<poi µou ), and exhorts that many (noA.A.oi) of them should not become 

(yivccr8E) teachers (8t8acrKaAot). In 3:2, the author presents a hypothetical case to prove 

that a person who makes no mistakes in speaking is perfect which links to the concept in 

chapter 1 and supports the command in 3: 1. The verb maioµEv (stumble) in 3:2 further 

explains the reason of the prohibition in the previous verse, and the subject of this verb 

refers to readers/hearers as well. The consistency of the participants in this passage serves 

as a cohesive device. 

Furthermore, the conditional particle £i (if) introduces a first class conditional 

clause by the grammatical pattern: £i +indicative. We see that this type of conditional 

clause with particles occurs twice in this passage and establishes special grammatical 

patterns in order to present hypothetical cases. Another conditional sentence is employed 

in 3:3 to indicate the metaphor of the connection between horses and bits, and the 

138 Cheung, The Genre, Composition and Hermeneutics, 76. 
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participants of these cases are those who try to control horses .139 The repetition of this 

pattern serves as another cohesive devise which may help us understand how this passage 

is glued together. In 3 :4, the interjection i8ou (behold) plays the role of catching 

readers/hearers' attention and introduces an imperative in which the addressee refers to 

them. 140 The author further explains the situation of ships and how they are guided by a 

small rudder. This metaphor analogizes the relationship between one's tongue and the 

whole body in 3:5. The last clause in 3:5 also adopts an interjection i8ou (behold) and 

induces the further argument where the tongue becomes the subject of the following 

clauses. Therefore, the author employs these examples to expose the influence of one's 

tongue and emphasizes its power. 141 In this passage, we may see that the author uses the 

interjection i8ou (behold) in 3:4 and 3:5 to present the illustration. The repetition of this 

grammatical pattern here also serves as an element of cohesion. Besides, the adverb 

ofrrroc; (thus) in 3:5 serves as a comparative reference to connect this verse to the previous 

one, which may also provide a cohesive device. 

There are further explanations in 3:6. Firstly, there is the entity of the the tongue 

which is identified as a fire and a world of unrighteousness. In addition, the tongue is 

featured as the source of blemish. 142 A comparison is made in 3:7-8 between the 

situation of all creatures and one's tongue. In this case, all creatures are tamed but no one 

can tame the tongue by using the same verb 8aµasro (tame); every species is subdued by 

139 The phrase £i 8E is read as 'iOi:: or i::ios in many different manuscripts . The reading of dos could 
have resulted from a harmonization with ioou in 3:4-5 . Taking the phrase £l rn; in 3:2 into consideration, 
we prefer the reading of i::i os as the original one. See Davids, The Epistle of James , 138; Hartin, James, 
174. 

140 Porter, Idioms, 56. 
14 1 Culpepper, "The Power of Words and the Tests of Two Wisdoms," 409. 
142 There is one finite verb which forms a material process, Ka0icrrntm (set), whereas there are three 

material processes which serve as circumstantial elements with the words crmA.oucra (stain) and <pA.oyi~oucra 
(kind le) which are used twice. 
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human beings but one's tongue is restless, evil and of deadly poison. The contrast is set 

up between the situations of all creatures and that of the tongues of human beings, 

namely being tamed or untamed. Another contrast is detected in 3:9 where the phrase f,v 

at'Yrft (with it) followed by an indicative is used to compare God and people who are 

made in the likeness of God. In 3:9, the alternative functions of one's tongue are stated to 

both bless and curse whereas the object of curse is further described to be the human 

beings who hold God's likeness. The discussion begins from 3:5-6 where the author 

indicates the pronoun T]µ&v (us) and continues to center the discussion around "us" being 

the subject of the verbs c:uA.oyouµGV (bless) and Kampc0µc:8a (curse) in 3:9. This 

expression echoes the liturgical language: c:uA.oyouµGV -cov riptov (;i1;·r -nN 11:i), and the 

contrast in every illustration represents a polar case and these personal references 

establish participant chains which serve as devices of cohesion. 143 

In 3: 10, the author comments on the situation of this ironic context in which the 

tongue is used to both bless and curse. In this verse, the antonyms, blessing and cursing, 

are adopted to set up the contrast of the use of one's tongue, and the whole discussion is 

concluded by a marked imperative with a negative particle (prohibition) where the 

addressee is indicated as a8c:A.cpoi µou (my brother), followed by another declarative 

clause which provides a comment on the expression, which is a natural antithesis in both 

Jewish and Christian rhetoric. 144 In 3:11-12, several interrogatives are proposed in which 

the comparison between the use of one's tongue and the nature of a fountain is 

established and the metaphor of trees is made, and this image is similar to the expression 

143 Allison, "Blessing God and Cursing People," 402. 
144 Allison, "Blessing God and Cursing People," 399. 
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in 3: 18 where the fruit of righteousness is addressed. 145 In 3: 11, the author employs an 

interrogative with the particle µtjn (not) where a negative answer is expected, meaning 

that a fountain should not produce both fresh and brackish water from the same source. In 

3: 12, two interrogatives are adopted with the particle µl] (not) so that negative answers 

are expected and the author concludes the discussion with a declarative clause to explain 

the mutually exclusive salt and fresh water. These two cases provide a polarity of two 

groups of fountains or trees. The first group involves those who are in a chaotic situation 

where two different item are mixed together. They are fountains with both fresh and 

bitter water and are fig trees which yield olives. On the other hand, the second case 

represents those which are not under this situation of disorder. These metaphors represent 

two groups of people which stand in opposite positions. The first party refers to those 

who make no mistakes in speaking, are perfect (3:2), and show that their works are done 

with gentleness born of wisdom by their good lives (3: 13). The second party refers to 

those who are opposite, who cannot control the tongue, boasting of great exploits (3:5), 

praising God and cursing people with the same mouth (3 :9-10); they have bitter envy and 

selfish ambition in the hearts (3:14), and are earthly, unspiritual, and devilish (3:15). 146 

Words can be used to "devastate or redeem, destroy or bless," and when Christians bless 

others, the evidence of God's grace is revealed. 147 There are two devices which serve to 

trace cohesion in this unit. First, there is a grammatical pattern of the questions which 

starts with a negative particle µTj/µTjn and is used repeatedly in 3:11-12. Secondly, the 

145 The situation is described by a material process with the verb E~EPXETat (come out) and the 
content of the comment is made by the verb yivrnem (be). In 3: 11, the verb ppui::t (pour forth) provides a 
material process and in 3: 12, the infinitive notew (do) is used twice after the verb 8uvmm (able) to set up 
two material processes. All these processes serve the function to point out the misuse of one 's tongue. See 
Cheung, The Genre, Composition and Hermeneutics, 76. 

146 Perkins proposes that the sermon on the evils of the tongue in James is developed from the 
Hellenistic Jewish wisdom traditions. Further discussion can be seen in Perkins, "James 3: 16-4:3," 283. 

147 Lewis, "The Conversation of a Christian," 47. 
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pronoun mum (this) and the adverb outcoc; (thus) in 3: 10 serve as a personal reference 

and a comparative reference to link this verse to the previous one and to introduce the 

questions which follow. 

In this passage, the participant is indicated by the phrase aOEAcpoi µou (my 

brothers) in 3: 1, 10 and 12. The term aOEAcpoi (brothers) is used several times in James 

which may also establishes cohesion for this passage. Besides, in the community of the 

brothers, there seems to be a contrast by which this group can be divided into two 

categories. The contrast indicates two different kinds of life, characteristic and virtue. 

One represents those who control their tongues well whereas the other group involves 

those who do not. In terms of the example of using one ' s tongue, there is another 

important participant worth noting in this passage, which is God. God is indicated as the 

Lord and Father in 3:9, and serves as the object of EUAO'yia (blessing) in 3:10. Since 

people are made in the likeness of God, it is inappropriate to use the same mouth to bless 

God and curse those who have the likeness of God. Besides, there are three elements 

which the author of James addresses to highlight the importance of silence. Firstly, 

teachers who use their speech most often will receive greater judgment from God. 148 

James provides a platform of warning his brothers that teachers will receive greater 

judgment because their ministry includes the use of the tongue, which is the hardest part 

of the body to be controlled. 149 Secondly, the concept of "double-mindedness" is used to 

describe one' s speech. A person may bless God and curse others with the same tongue, 

which represents the characteristic of double-mindedness . Thirdly, the author points out 

the conviction that God rules the world. The same God gives gifts to human beings which 

148 Johnson, Brother of Jesus, Friend of God, l65 . 
149 Moo, James, l50. 
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include the disciplining speech.150 Therefore, the participant chain formed by "God" may 

also help us trace the cohesion in this passage. 

4.5.2. Central Token of 3:1-12 

In this passage, the theme of speech is expanded in terms of controlling one's tongue, and 

indicates that the one who can control the tongue is a perfect person. The whole 

discussion starts from an imperative to forbid many people to be teachers because they 

will be judged with greater strictness. After that, the author employs several metaphors to 

indicate the importance of proper speech. The intersection of these metaphors is that if 

the part cannot be controlled, it will cause serious disasters. In addition, the author adopts 

examples in the natural world to reveal the teaching about speech. The rationale of the 

commandments from the author to urge readers/hearers to control their tongues is based 

on the order. Since every species is tamed by human beings, it is ironic that the tongue 

cannot be tamed in which the disorderly situation is emphasized. Furthermore, there is an 

additional example of ships in 3 :4. In this verse, the illustration involves another 

metaphor of the largeness of ships which are driven by winds. The small rudder, however, 

exerts its function to guide these ships. According to the concept in these two metaphors, 

the significance of one's tongue is demonstrated in 3:5. The tongue is attributed to be 

small but holds the ability to boast. Therefore, tongue serves as a central token in this 

passage. 

Furthermore, through the interaction between the semantic chains of sins 

(88.289-318), parts (8.9-69), and communication (33), we can see that the contrast 

between the part and the whole is denoted in this passage. The proper way of controlling 

one's tongue represents the possibility of being perfect. One should not misuse the tongue 

150 Perkins, First and Second Peter, James, and Jude, 120. 
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to curse others because they are made by God and have his likeness. Therefore, proper 

speech is another important central token and the power of control of one's tongue serves 

as a major theme in this passage. The desire of being teachers represents the ambition of 

holding power or standing in a higher position. 151 This concept is associated with what is 

prohibited in 3:14, referring to rivalry and selfish ambition.152 Since speech is one of the 

behaviours which the author focuses on, the proper speech represents an important means 

of revealing one ' s good conduct. In other words, speech may directly denote one's desire 

which may produce sin and death. 153 Therefore, if one who has earthly wisdom becomes 

a teacher, this person may use the tongue to fulfill the desire from envy and selfish 

ambition. 

The word aKmacrmofo (disorder) in 3: 16 represents the opposite meaning of the 

concept of order, and indicates the damage which takes place as "every evil practice," 

which is a feature of demons in James.154 Therefore, since the key to controlling one's 

tongue is to maintain the order, the proper speech will be one of the virtues of people who 

have heavenly wisdom. 155 On the other hand, there is a connection between earthly 

wisdom and the way of controlling one's tongue. The characteristics of wisdom from 

below may become the reasons of misusing of one's tongue. For instance, envy and 

selfish ambition may res It in the desire of being teachers who misuse their tongues. The 

consequence of not controlling one's tongue may cause wickedness and fal se lies. Being 

boastful and lying against the truth represent the examples of misusing one's tongue 

151 Davids, The Epistle of James, 136. 
152 Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora , 140. 
153 Davids, "God and the Human Situation in James," 29. 
154 Davids, The Epistle of James, 153. 
155 It is proposed that the ethical argument is rooted in the wisdom tradition (Prov 10:8, I 4 , 19, 3 1, 

1 1: l 2-1 3, 12: 13, 18, 13:3, 14:3, 15 :2, etc. ) in which the Jewish concern fo r pur ity is reflected in one ' s ways 
of talking or not talking, namely that pure re ligion and ethica l actions are highl y related . See Wall , "James 
as the First Catholic Epistle," 174. 
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which result from wisdom from below (3:14), whereas being unwavering and without 

hypocrisy indicate the characteristics of wisdom from above (3 : 17). Therefore, again we 

can conclude that the whole discussion in Jas 3:1-12 can be understood under the 

framework of the two types of wisdom, heavenly and earthly wisdom, in 3:13-18. People 

who have wisdom from above control their tongues well, whereas those who have 

wisdom from below do not. Jas 3: 13-18 provides the explanations of the themes of 

proper speech in Jas 3: 1-12. It seems that the author of James implies that wisdom is the 

first qualification for teachers which remains the focus within this passage.156 

4.5.3. Summary 

The cohesion in this passage is detectable. Although Dibelius proposes that there is no 

link between 3:1-12 and 3:13-18, the passage 3:13-18 still serves to provide the themes 

of 3:1-12. 157 Regarding the relationship between this passage and Jas 3:13-18, there are 

many significant factors worth noting because they stand as the nearest co-texts. On the 

one hand, the author denotes the theme of mastering the whole by restraining the part. 

The contrasts between tongue and whole body, bits and horses, rudder and ships, and fire 

and forest explain this notion. The order and disorder, on the other hand, constrains the 

possibility of the admixture of mismatched items. The examples of blessing and cursing 

from one mouth and fresh and bitter water from one fountain represent the repellency of 

items, whereas the illustrations of the yielding olives from fig trees, producing figs from a 

grapevine, and drawing fresh water from salt water lay stress upon the misuse of one's 

tongue which may result from selfishness or envy (3: 14). The misuse of one's tongue is 

an important theme in thi passage which can also be recognized in Jas 3:13-18. 

156 Thompson, "Epistle of James," 8. 
157 Dibelius, James, 207-9; Moo, James, 174. 
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CHAPTER 5: JA1\1ES 4:1-5:20 

5.1. Jas 4:1-17 

There are diverse understandings of the interpretation of chapter 4. Davids states that 

"[t]he relationship of these next two verses [4:11-12] (which obviously form a unit 

themselves) to the rest of the chapter is difficult to discern," and he further argues that 

4: 10 rounds off a section. 1 McCartney, however, proposes that this paragraph "continues 

the discourse on strife, but from a different angle."2 On the other hand, Dibelius who 

insists on the paraenetic features of James indicates that 4: 1-6 stands as an "inclusive 

whole," and the "admonitory imperatives" in 4:7-12 indicate clear contrasts. He argues 

that 4: 11-12 should be included in this section because the imperatives in 4: 1-12 are 

connected.3 Moo indicates that 4: 11-12 forms an inclusio with the discussion in 3: 1-12 

where the main theme concerns the use of the tongue.4 For Blomberg and Kamell, 

4: 1-10 is connected with 3: 13-18. 4: 1-6 indicates the problems of one's devotion to the 

fallen world, and 4:7-10 provides the antidote. In addition, 4: 11-12 serves the function of 

illustrating the importance of one's speech which is the primary example of how a person 

treats others.5 Besides, although some may propose that 4: 13 starts a new topic, 

Blomberg and Kamell propose that "these verses clearly continue the theme of proper 

and improper speech by stressing what those planning for the future should and should 

not say.6 Cargal states that 4: 10-12 serves the function of a "hinge" or transition in this 

passage, and argues that 4:10-12 contributes to both Jas 3:1-4:12 and 4:11-5:20.7 Taylor 

1 Davids, James, 168. 
2 McCartney, James, 220. 
3 Dibelius, James, 208. 
4 Moo, The Letter of James, 200. 
5 Blomberg and Kame ll , James, 182. 
6 Blomberg and Kamell , James, 183. 
7 Cargal , Restoring the Diaspora, 141 . 
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indicates that "[a]lthough the hortatory nature of the text continues with the use of an 

imperative verb, the topic shifts focus to 'speech against a brother. "'8 To sum up, we can 

see that scholars have not yet reached an agreement concerning the structure and the 

relationship between this passage and the rest of the discourse is unclear. Therefore, it is 

noteworthy to identify the cohesion of this passage and to argue for how the passage 

3:13-18 provides themes for4:1-17. 9 

5.1.1. Analysis of 4:1-17 

In this passage, we can identify semantic chains of "attitudes and emotions (25)," 

"communication (33)," "hostility and strife (39)," "process, transfer, exchange (57)," and 

"moral and ethics (88)," which appear throughout the whole passage to establish lexical 

cohesion. Regarding the chain of "attitudes and emotions (25)," we can identify words in 

this semantic domain: fi8ovfi (25.111, pleasure) in 4: 1 and 4:3 , £m8uµfao (25.12, desire) 

and ~11A6w (25.46, be zealous) in 4:2, qnA.ia (25.33, love) and ~ouA.oµm (25.3, wish) in 

4:4, £mno8f.w (25.47, long for) in 4:5, raA.amwpf.w (25.136, lament), m::v8f.w (25.142, 

mourn), tlaiw (25.138, weep), yf.A.wr:, (25.135, laughter), nf.v8or:, (25.142, mourning), 

xapci (25.123, joy), KaTr)<pcta (25.296, dejection) in 4:9, and 8f.Affi (25.1,will) in 4: 15 . 

This chain represents the reiteration by using words which are cognate or share the same 

semantic domain. Furthermore, the semantic chain of "speech (33)" also appears in this 

passage, with the words of ahf.w (33.163, ask) in 4:2 and twice in 4:3 , ypa<pfi (33.53, 

writing) in 4:5 and Myw (33.69, say) in 4:5, 6, 13, and 15, KataA.aMw (33.387, slander) 

three times in 4: 11, v6µoc; (33.333, law) in four times 4: 11 , voµo8f.trir:, (33.340, lawgiver) 

8 Taylor, A Text-Linguistic Investigation into the Discourse Structure of James, 56. 
9 Since the problem of delimitation is not the focus of this thesis, I will analyze this passage as a 

whole to argue for its cohesion and the relationship between 3: 13-18 and 4: 1- 17. 
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in 4: 12, and Kauxaoµm (33.368, boast) twice in 4: 16. 10 Thirdly, the words n6A.Eµoc; 

(39.26, war) and µax11 (39.23, fight) in 4:1, noA.Eµeco (39.26, wage war) in 4:2, £x8pa 

(39.10, enmity) in 4:4, avn:racmoµm (39.1, oppose) in 4:6, and av8icrn1µt (39.18, resist) 

in 4:7 establish a chain of "hostility and strife (39)" in this passage. 

In addition, there is a semantic chain which is formed by words in the domain of 

"process, transfer, and exchange (57)," including £xco (57.1, have) in 4:2, oanavaco 

(57.149, spend) in 4:3, 8i8coµt (57.71, give) twice in 4:6, and sµnopcuoµm (57.196, 

engage in business) and KEpoaivco (57.189, gain) in 4:13. The next semantic chain is 

detected by words KaKffic; (88.106, badly) in 4:3, µoixaA.ic; (88.278, adulteress) in 4:4, 

cp86voc; (88.160, envy) in 4:5, xaptc; (88.66, grace), unEpijcpavoc; (88.214, arrogant), and 

1a7tEtv6c; (88.52, humble) in 4:6, aµap-rCOAOS (88.295, sinful), ayvisco (88.30, purify), and 

Kap8ia (88.31, heart) in 4:8, 1a7tEtVOCO (88.56, make low) in 4:10, aJ..asOVEta (88.219, 

pretension) and nov11p6c; (88. 110, evil) in 4: 16, and KaA.6v (88.4, good) and aµapna 

(88.289, sin) in 4: 17. These words belong to the semantic domain of "moral and ethical 

qualities and related behavior (88)." All these chains are formed by different words 

within the same semantic domains which establish cohesion. 

Chart 21: Words of Semantic Domains in 4:1-17 

Field/Verse 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
25 1 2 1 2 1 7 1 
33 1 2 2 1 7 1 1 1 2 
39 1 1 1 1 1 
57 1 1 2 2 
88 1 1 I 3 3 1 2 

Apart from the semantic chains, there are other devices worth noting which 

10 The word ain:fo0m (33.163) which is used in 4:2 and 4:3 refers to words to God, where as the 
other two words ypmp~ (33.53) in 4:5 and A.£yst (33 .69) in 4:5 and 4:6 are talking abo ut the words from 
God. 

17 

2 
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produce cohesion, including reference, ellipsis, and substitution, which can be identified 

by the uses of participants or entities. There are many 2nd person plural verbs in this 

passage which indicate that the readers/hearers are addressed. Since the author uses 

different terms to indicate the participants in this passage, including adulterers ( 4:4 ), 

friends of the world (4:4), the proud (4:6), sinners (4:8), double-minded (4:8), and judges 

( 4: 11), these referential elements also serve the function of setting up cohesion. 11 The 

pronoun "you" occurs in 4: 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, and 16, meaning that the second 

person is used for the verbs throughout the whole passage. 12 Alongside the 2nd plural 

personal pronoun, therefore, we may trace the participant chain in this passage which 

provides cohesion. There are 8 indicatives in 4:2, 3 indicatives in 4:3, 2 in 4: 11 and 4: 12, 

1 indicative in 4:4, 4:5 , 4: 12, and 4: 16, 3 imperatives in 4:8 and 4:9, 1 imperative in 4: 10, 

4:11, and 4:13, and 1 subjunctive in 4:3. We can infer that no matter who will be the 

participant, he or she must be among the readers/hearers. 

Chart 22: 2nd Plural Pronoun and 2°d Plural Person Verbs in 4:1-17 

Field/Verse 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
Pronoun 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Verbs 4 1 1 3 3 1 3 3 1 1 

The contrasts between people who hold different concepts in this passage provide 

several clues of discourse collocation, which also serves the function of establishing 

cohesion. The indicatives in this passage describe the attitude and behaviours of those 

who have friendship with the world, whereas the imperatives are usually used to 

encourage readers/hearers to stand in opposition to the participants who have friendship 

11 Since these people are addressed as those who will ask God for something in 4 :3, the whole 
context is regarded as within the Christian community. 

12 Although the subject shifts sometimes, we can still see that the discuss ion remains among the 
brothers. 
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with God, and these two participants expound different attitudes of life. 13 Two different 

attitudes are demonstrated in 4:15-16 by two statements about the future. The contrast, 

however, is not because of planning future activity, but whether the divine will is taken 

into consideration or not. 14 The preposition avri (instead) in 4: 15 highlights the contrast 

between the sayings in 4: 13 and 4: 15. 15 This usage reveals a transfer from earthly to 

heavenly thoughts and evokes the contrast between wisdom from below and wisdom 

from above in 3: 13-18. 16 These two can be distinguished by which concept they hold, 

either the concept in 4: 13 or that in 4: 15. Besides, the 1st person plural verb n:oitm (do) in 

4: 13 refers to two different concepts. This pattern forms a discourse collocation by the 

contrast between these two. The hypothetical situation, however, of the participant who 

starts the saying in 4: 13 is indicated in 4: 16 by the verb Kauxacr8i:: (boast). The author 

employs the phrase vi3v 8f: (and now) to fortify the contrast and further explains that 

boasting is evil. 17 More information is exhibited in 4: 17 to indicate that this person's sin 

is not doing the right thing. This verse serves as the conclusion for the discussion, where 

the conjunction o1Sv (therefore) is employed within the adjunct. 18 In this verse, the verb 

n:mtm (do) is used twice with polarity, n:mtm and µii n:mtm (do and not do), to further 

explain the contrast in the previous verses . Therefore, putting all these elements together, 

we can conclude that, in this passage, it is apparent that two contrasting participants can 

be determined. One refers to those who are close to God, whereas the other refers to those 

13 When we compare the situation of the churches which James addresses to Plutarch 's parties, we 
may find that both groups faced the problems of quarrels. Nevertheless, the major different between these 
two is that James focuses on the friendship with God, whereas Plutarch pays attention to congregational 
peace. See Verseput, "Plutarch of Chaeronea and the Epistle of James on Communal Behavior," 502-18. 

14 Cargal , Restoring the Diaspora, 175. 
15 Reed, A Discourse Analysis of Philippians, 91-93 ; Hartin, James, 225. 
16 Varner, The Book of James, 165. 
17 Davids, James, 173. 
18 It is proposed that the adverb vuv (now) serves the function of intensifying the note of rejoinder. 

See Baker, Personal Speech-Ethics, 231; Reed, A Discourse Analysis of Philippians, 91-93. 
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who are friends of the world. The contrast serves as a grammatical pattern to establish 

cohesion in this passage. 

Apart from the contrast, there are other grammatical patterns which are worth 

noting. There are two significant grammatical patterns in this passage which are worth 

addressing. The pattern formed by indicative + Kai + ouK + indicative is used three times 

in 4:2-3. This pattern highlights the dialogue between the question and the answer and 

serves the function of connecting the actions and the concept of friends of the world. 

Chart 23: Grammatical Pattern in 4:2-3 

4:2 bn9uµdn: Kai Ol)K EXETE, cpovc:uc:Tc: 
You lust and do not have, you murder 

4:2 l;11A.oi'l•c: Kai ou Mvacr8c: Emwxc:tv, µaxw8 c: 
You covet and cannot obtain, you fight 

4:3 aiTc:iTc: Kai ou A.aµpavc: Tc: 8t6n KaKmc; ain:fo8c: 
You ask and do not receive because you ask wrongly 

Another grammatical pattern imperative+ Kai+ future indicative is employed in 

4:7, 4: 8, and 4: 10 to point out the result of the actions. These two grammatical patterns 

provide discourse collocation which produce cohesion. 

Chart 24: Grammatical Pattern in 4:7-10 

4:7 clVTlO"TTtTE 8£ T<'j) Otap6A.q:> Kai <pciJ~ETat acp ' uµrov 
Resist the devil and he will flee from you 

4:8 r:yyfoaTE Tep 8c:cp Kai Eyytd uµtv 
Draw near to God and he will draw near to you 

4: 10 Til1tE1Vc09TtTE EVc01ttOV KUpiou Kai l)\JlcOO"El uµac; 
Humble yourselves before the Lord and he will exalt you 

There is a grammatical pattern in 4:8 which helps us identify the collocation: 

second plural imperative+ plural nouns+ vocative. 
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Chart 25: Grammatical Pattern in 4:8 

Ka8apt<JaTE (second plural imperative) XElpac; (plural noun) aµap"CWAOt (nominative of 

direct address) 

ayvicraTE (second plural imperative) Kap8iac; (plural noun) Ot\j/UXOt (nominative of 

direct address) 

The pattern signals the connection between these two clauses and the verbs 

Ka8apil;;m (53.28, cleanse) and ayvil;;m (53 .30, purify) belong to the same semantic 

domain of "purify and cleanse (53.28-32)." The parallel of this pattern and the semantic 

connection indicate the collocation of the nominatives of direct address aµap1mA.oi 

(sinners) and 8i\j/DXOt (double-minded) which refer to the same group of people. In 

addition, this usage show that the author of James includes the addressees to be within 

the community, which means that there is an overlap between the readers of this passage 

and the previous passages. 19 On the basis of understanding, we can argue that aµap1mA.oi 

(sinners) and 8i\j/DXot (double-minded) are regarded as instances of collocation under this 

pattern. Along with the lexical repetition and different types of reference, these 

grammatical patterns help us identify cohesive devices in this passage and provide 

evidence to argue for the cohesion of this passage. 

5.1.2. Central Token in 4:1-17 

The interaction among the semantic chains of "understand (32)," "moral and ethics (88)," 

"communication (33)," "hostility and strife (39)," "process, transfer, exchange (57) ," and 

"attitudes and emotions (25)" represents distinct ways of manifesting one's attitude 

within a certain community. The author indicates that people who follow their desires 

19 Davids, James, 171. 
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will have friendship with the world and become the enemy of God. The author 

encourages people to choose to draw near to God or the devil by cleansing their hands 

and purifying their heart ( 4: 1-10). The author prohibits speaking evil or judging brothers 

(4: 11-12). These commands highlight the way of not becoming God's enemy. In 4: 13-17, 

the hypothetical case represents people who do not think of God's will but only consider 

their plans. In other words, they are people who submit themselves to their desires . 

Therefore, the enemy of God is the prominent character in this passage and the author 

warns hearers/readers not to participate in that group. Different attitudes prove the 

identity of this person, either close to God or close to the world. The central token in this 

passage is the enemy of God which is highlighted throughout the discussion. This group 

of people, however, is related to wisdom from below. 

The relationship between Jas 3:13-18 and Jas 4:1-17 can be traced by the lexical, 

semantic, and grammatical elements. The term KaA.6<; (88.4, good) is used in both 3: 13 

and 4: 17 to modify a certain type of conduct while the verb STJAOUT£ (be zealous) in 4:2 

echoes the noun sfjA.ov (envy) in 3: 14.20 In addition, the semantic chains which are 

formed by words of the semantic domains of "moral and ethics (88)," "communication 

(33)," and "attitudes and emotions" continue developing from 3:13-18 to 4:1-17. In 

particular, the terms ayvij (88 .28, pure) in 3: 17 and ayvicrmc (88.30, purify) in 4:8, 

KUTUKauxiicr8£ (88.194, boast) in 3: 14 and Kauxacr8£ (33 .368, boast) in 4: 16 which can be 

regarded as associated words make the connection even stronger. The words sfjA.oc; 

(88.162, envy) and cp86voc; (88.160, jealousy) share the same semantic domain of "envy 

and jealousy (88 .160-166)," and this makes a connection between 4:5 and 3: 14.21 The 

20 Varner, The Book of James, 142. 
21 Johnson argues that siiA.o<; (envy) and <p86vo<; (jealous) are interchangeably. See Johnson, "James 
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author employs two imperatives in 4:8 to explain the way of draw near to God: 

Ka8apfom:c (53.28, cleanse) and 6.yvicm-tc (53 .30, purify), which belong to the same 

semantic domains. Besides, the words 6.yvism (purify) in 4:8 and 6.yvij (pure) in 3: 17 refer 

to the same idea of purification and perfection from heavenly wisdom.22 Therefore, 

being pure should be regarded as a similar idea of cleansing the hands and purifying the 

hearts. On the other hand, in 4: 1-2, the terms n6A.cµot (war), µaxm (fight) , 

crTpm:i>uoµtvwv (wage war), and cpovi>Dc'tc (kill) apparently hold the opposite meaning of 

dpiJv11v (peace).23 These terms are regarded as antonyms which also provide cohesion. 

These usages reveal that the community of readers/hearers was quarreling and divided, 

and was managed by earthly wisdom, and true peace comes from God 's wisdom.24 

God stands as another important participant in both these two passages which also 

serves the function of cohesion. The adverb Civw8cv (from above) is used twice in 3: 15 

and 3: 17, which implies that God is the origin. In addition, the author points out that this 

participant in 4:4 stands to highlight the contrast between the world and God, with a 

quotation in 4:5 and 4:6.25 God becomes the key figure for the author to encourage 

readers/hearers with confidence to cleanse themselves and to resist the devil. In 4: 10-12, 

the author teaches that God is the one who is able to save and destroy and is the only 

judge. Due to this reason, the author warns readers/hearers not to judge brothers. In 

3: 13-4: 10 and the Topos Peri Phthonou," 338. 
22 Cheung, The Genre, Composition and Hermeneutics of James, 142-3. 
23 If we ta ke the Palestinian background into consideration, we will see that political c ircumstances 

in that area were complicated and James seems to remind readers that all these politica l activities should be 
evaluated carefull y in the light of the wisdom from God. See Cheung, The Genre, Composition and 
Hermeneutics, 76; Townsend , "James 4: 1--4," 2 13; Terry, "Some Aspect of the Discourse Structure of the 
Book of James," 11 2. 

24 Chaffin, "The Theme of Wisdom in the Epistle of James," 30- 1. 
25 The citation here shows that God 's wisdom is the power to transform people who are 

double-minded, vac illating, pleasure-seeking into the devotion to God. See Perkins, First and Second Peter, 
James, and Jude, 125. 
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4:13-17, God is also addressed as the participant whose will determines what people 

should or should not do. Humility serves as the foundation of the recognition that God 

controls one' s life, and is the fmit of heavenly wisdom.26 

The contrast between wisdom from above and from below continues in 4: 1-10, 

addressing those who do whatever they want which causes fighting and killing on the one 

hand; on the other hand are those who submit themselves to God and receive God's grace 

with humility. A similar classification can be found in 4: 1-17 where two parties are 

indicated, including those who are friends of the world and those who are not. People 

who draw near to God are modified by several descriptions: they are those who receive 

grace from God ( 4:6), and wisdom from above is regarded as a kind of grace from God in 

this epistle (1:5) . These people will submit themselves to God and resist the devil (4:7); 

these people demonstrate their obedience (3: 17) and are not devilish (3 : 15). In 4:8, this 

group of people is described as those who draw near to God, and ayvii;;co (cleanse) their 

hands and hearts. In 3:13-18, people who have wisdom from above are regarded as ayvi] 

(pure). In 4:10-12, people who are close to God are those who humble themselves before 

God and do not judge their brothers. These characters echo the idea of npai'.i-rrin 

(gentleness) in 3:13, and d pT]vtKTj (peace), £mi::tKTj c; (kind), and µi::cm1 £Moue; (full of 

mercy) in 3:17, and both humility and good conduct are produced by the true wisdom.27 

The illustration in 4: 13-14 represents the ambition of these businessmen who do not 

believe that God will provide what they need, and therefore, they plan for gain benefits 

without taking God into consideration. This action indicates the selfish ambition (3 : 14) 

which belongs to the earthly wisdom. In 4: 15-17, they will live under God' s will and 

26 Perkins, First and Second Peter, James, and Jude, 129. 
27 Batten, Friendship and Benefaction in James, 168; Moo, The Letter of James, 170. 
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practice what is good. The same idea evokes the teaching of Kapn&v aya8&v (good fruit) 

and Kapnos; 81Kmo0"6v11s (fruit of righteousness) in 3: 17-18. 

On the contrary, friends of the world are people who practice n6A.sµ01 (war), 

µaxm (fight), crTpmsuoµtvwv (wage war), £m8uµdn; (desire), cpovsu£T£ (kill), and 

s11A.ouT£ (be zealous) in 4: 1-2. These features contradict the meaning of dpi]vriv (peace) 

in 3:17-18, and repeat the characteristics in 3:14-16 which belong to earthly wisdom.28 

In addition, friends of the world are addressed as adulterers and are described as the 

proud in 4:4-6.29 They will not care for each other and are cautioned about envy, selfish 

ambition, and arrogance (3:14).30 This attitude is consistent with boasting and lying 

against the truth (3: 14 ). Furthermore, the concept of judging brothers, speaking evil 

against the law, and judging the law (4:11) all are contrary to being merciful, unwavering, 

and without partiality and hypocrisy (3: 17). Finally, people who do not know God's will 

are regarded as those who boast in arrogance in 4: 16. The statement "if the Lord wishes" 

is never ignored by Christians with heavenly wisdom whereas people who do not make 

decisions with this respect reflect the earthly wisdom which is addressed in 3: 14-15. 31 

People who do not take God's will into consideration will operate on their plans only on 

the level of the world and can be categorized as people solely with earthly wisdom. These 

people care about making profit but not about doing good, and are not willing to take any 

responsibility in society, which contradicts one of the characters of heavenly wisdom: full 

28 Johnson , Brothers of Jesus, Friend of God, 188-9. 
29 The Byzantine textual tradition reads the word µ01xaA.i8i:c; (adulteresses) as µoixoi Kai (adulterers 

and). There is no real question about the original text in terms of understanding the text. The various 
readings , however, may result from different traditions. Further discussion can be seen in Schmitt, "You 
Adulteresses! The Image in James 4:4," 327-37. 

30 Blevins, "A Call to Repent, Love Others , and Remember God," 423. 
31 Adamson, James, 181 . 
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of mercy.32 The usage of the verb 1wifao (do) within the whole book is also worth noting. 

This term is used twelve times in James, including 2:8, 12, 13, 19, 3: 18, 4: 13, 15, 5: 15, 

and twice in 3: 12 and 4: 17. The usages in chapter two are surrounded by the idea of 

doing what the laws say, whereas in 5: 15, the usage concerns committing sins, which is 

also related to the idea of observing the laws. When we take the broader co-text into 

consideration, in 1 :25, the text says that wisdom serves as the "perfect law of freedom," 

meaning that people who judge the law are those who lack true wisdom.33 In addition, 

the usages in chapter 3 indicate metaphors of trees which produce fruit and in chapter 4 

the usages refer to doing things. 

Putting all these together, readers/hearers will realize that merchants who do their 

business, but not God's will, fail the spiritual test. The way they boast about doing their 

trade in the future without considering God's sovereignty over their lives represents their 

arrogance. They are those who leave no room for God in their worldview but only for 

what the world cares. 34 This concept connects the illustration in 4: 13-17 to 3: 13-18 in 

the sense of different kinds of worldview, either from earthly wisdom or heavenly 

wisdom. In other words, those who are close to God have wisdom from above whereas 

friends of the world belong to the group of earthly wisdom.35 

5.1.3. Summary 

This chapter focuses on the choices and behaviours of human beings. Some may cause 

dissension and violence when they follow their worldly passions, whereas others may 

32 These people are regarded as those who "act without acknowledging God's will or control." See 
Hartin, James, 233-4. 

33 Adamson, James , 379. 
34 Wall, Community of the Wise, 2 18. 
35 The author of James employs the Jewish Two Ways tradition to describe the warning of being 

responsible for war, murder and adultery. This expression is al so seen in Didache 3: l-6. See Sandt, "James 
4, 1-4 in the Light of the Jewish Two Ways Tradition 3, 1-6," 63 . 
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have ability to resist the devil and draw near to God if they choose to draw near to God.36 

The friends of the world will treat each other with conflicts, competing, and even killing. 

These people will act as enemies of God, and their behaviours come from the passion for 

their pleasures and desires, rather than for truth.37 They will not only fight within the 

community, they will also judge brothers and take their own desires as the highest 

priority in their daily life. Therefore, the author warns that there is a close connection 

between judging brothers and judging the laws. In other words, these people regard 

themselves as God to a certain degree by thinking of their authority over the laws, which 

will lead them to become the enemy of the true God. In terms of their lives, their only 

concern would be how to earn more money so that their wants can be satisfied. They are 

the proud and they boast in their arrogance. People who live according to God's will may 

trust God and consider God in every circumstance of life, and the businessmen in this 

passage are those who do not live that way.38 

On the other hand, there is another group of people who are regarded as friends 

with God in this passage. The characteristics of these people are described by the 

imperatives which the author wants to encourage readers/hearers to practice so that they 

may belong to this group. They know that God is the one who controls everything. 

Therefore, they will not judge brothers, and they will do what God is willing to do. The 

more they draw near to God, the more they will realize the significance of being humble 

and know the right things to do. 

5.2. Jas 5:1-20 

Most scholars admit that there are diverse interpretations of this passage and 

36 Blevins, "A Call to Repent, Love Others, and Remember God," 419. 
37 Davids, The Epistle of James, 156. 
38 Bryson, "What Is Your Life? James 4: 13-17 ," 62. 
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disagreements about the delimitation of this passage. Dibelius, for instance, proposes that 

"the inner unity of the section in 5: lff cannot be as readily affirmed as in 4: 13ff," and the 

transitions in this passage is not clear.39 Davids states that James moves the topic from 

"addressing the merchant class within his community to castigating the landholding class 

which is clearly outside the community."40 In addition, there are four sections in 5:7-20: 

5:7-11 , 12, 13-18, 19-20.41 McCartney suggests that 5:12 serves as a bridge which 

provides commands to avoid oaths and to tell the truth while 5:7-11 indicates the 

warning against evil speech, and 5:13-18 deals with the command of prayer.42 

Furthermore, the last two verses 5: 19-20 provide a hortatory closing of the section on 

prayer and the letter.43 Varner states that there are characteristics in 5:1-6 which indicate 

the internal cohesion, and 5:7-11 "shares lexical and thematic connections with its 

co-text while maintaining its own discrete role as a separate paragraph in the 

discourse."44 In addition, he proposes that 5: 12 is a verse which stands alone, and the 

conclusion begins with 5: 13 .45 Since the cohesiveness of this passage is problematic, the 

understandings of the themes in this passage are also distinct. Therefore, it is necessary to 

prove the cohesion of this passage, and after that, I will argue that this passage can be 

interpreted on the basis of the system of wisdom from above and wisdom from below. 

5.2.1. Analysis of 5:1-20 

Lexical repetition is an important device to trace cohesion. In this passage, there are 

several terms which belong to the same semantic domains and form different semantic 

39 Dibelius, James, 230. 
40 Davids, James, 174. 
4 1 Davids, James, 18 1. 
42 McCartney, James, 239. 
43 McCartney, James, 262. 
44 Varner, The Book of James, 167, 177. 
45 Varner, The Book of James, 185, 188. 
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chains, including domains of "Foods and Condiments (5)," "Physiological Processes and 

States (23)," "Attitudes and Emotions (25)," "Communication (33)," and "Moral and 

Ethical Qualities and Related Behavior (88)." Firstly, the iteration of yfl (land) in this 

passage seems to form a emantic tie which indicates that all the events take place on 

earth (5:5, 5:7, 5:12, 5:17, and 5:18). Besides, the words tyEipw (23.140, raise up) in 5:15 

and iaoµat (23.136, heal) in 5: 16 form another chain of "health, vigor, and strength 

(23.129-141)," and the words \JIDXTJ (23 .88, soul) and 8avawc; (23.99, death) in 5:20 

represent a chain of "life and death (23.88-128)." These terms belong to the semantic 

domain of field 23 (Physiological Processes and States). In addition, there are words 

which belong to the semantic domain of "laugh, cry, and groan (25.135-145)," including 

µaKpo8uµ£w (25 .168, be patient) in 5:7 and 5:8, µaKpo8uµia (25.167, patience) in 5:10, 

1moµ£vw (25.175, endure), and unoµovij (25.174, endurance) in 5: 11. These words do not 

only share the same semantic domain but also stand as cognate words. 

Besides, the semantic chain of "speech (33)" also appears in this passage, with the 

use of Kpasw (33 .83 , cry out) and ~oij (33.82, shout) in 5:4, and A.aAtw (33 .91 , speak) in 

5: 10. Furthermore, the words EDXTJ (33.178, pray) in 5: 15 and npocrnuxoµm (33.178, pray) 

in 5: 13, 14, 17 and 18 which belong to the same semantic domain establish another chain 

of "pray (33 .178-179)." Apart from words which belong to the same semantic field, there 

are repetitions of the same words in this passage, including the word ovoµa (33.126, 

name) in 5: 10 and 5: 14, and the word 6µww (33 .463, take an oath) in 5: 12, and they also 

belong to the field 33 (Communication). Another semantic chain is established by words 

rpucpaw (88.254, reveal), crnaraf...aw (88.252, live luxuriously), and rp£cpw (88.253, feed) 

in 5:5 which belong to the domain of "extravagant living, intemperate living 
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(88.252-255)." The words aµapna (88.289, sin) in 5: 15, 5: 16, and 5:20 and aµap ·rco/...hc; 

(88.295, sinner) in 5:20 establish the chain of "sin, wrongdoing, and guilt (88.289-318)." 

These words are members of the field 88 (Moral and Ethical Qualities and Related 

Behavior). These chains are formed by different words within the same semantic domains 

which establish cohesion. 

Chart 26: Words of Semantic Domains in 5:1-20 

Field/Verse l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
5 1 1 1 1 
23 1 1 2 
25 l 1 1 2 
33 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 
88 3 1 1 1 

Apart from lexical iteration, the use of reference, ellipsis, substitution, and 

conjunctions serves as an important device for cohesion and can be detected by the 

repetitions of the participants or entities. In Jas 5: 1-3, the author describes the situation of 

the rich with a 2nd plural usage. The participant is indicated by the imperatives and the 

pronoun uµ&v (your), which serve as a personal reference to establish cohesion. Besides, 

the author indicates that these gold and silver which are rusted will become the witness to 

accuse those who stored up treasure to identify the reason for the urges in the previous 

verses. The participants are the rich people who are referred to with the 2nd person plural. 

In addition, it is inferable that people who have sfiA.ov mKpov (bitter envy) and lipt8ciav 

(selfish ambition) which stand as the characteristics of earthly wisdom (3: 14) may 

oppress the poor. In light of the background of the early church, some Christians were 

very poor at that time, and these teachings focus on both the obligation to others and the 

ruin of greed.46 All these items demonstrate the antithetical way of showing mercy to 

46 Winbery, "The Attitude Toward Wealth in the Letter of James," 33. In addition, Byron proposes 
that the background of Jas 5: 1- 6 is the story of Cain and Abel. Therefore, the conclusion will be that "those 
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others (3: 17) and the participant are the rich people who oppress the poor. 

In 5:4-11, we can identify two groups of participants. The first group is formed 

by the participle aµ11craVTWV (mow) and involves a participant £pyatG:JV (workers) which 

is described as the subject of the action Kpasm (cry out), and the pronoun uµrov (you, 

referring to the rich people) points out the ownership of the land where the workers do 

their job. The interjection i8ou (behold) in 5:4 grasps the attention of readers/hearers so 

that the real situation of what these rich people do can be described.47 The second group 

is the object of the passive participle anc:crTEP11µE\lo~ (defraud) by whom the workers are 

deprived, and the prepositional phrase acp , uµrov (from you) emphasizes the wrong doings 

of this group of people. The last clause in 5:4 contains a verb EicrEA.11A.u8amv (go in) 

where the subject refers to the harvesters, who experience the same oppression by the 

rich as the actor of the verb aµ11cravrmv (mow). In 5:5, the real situation of those who live 

in luxury is pointed out who are inferable to be the same as the evil doers in the previous 

verses, and these clauses reveal what they have done and how they live. In 5:6, the author 

further explains their deeds of murdering whereas in the last clause, the reaction of the 

righteous one who is killed is expressed to do no resistance. The pronoun uµl:v (to you) 

points back to the participant who practices the actions in the previous clauses, which 

serves as a personal reference. In addition, the 2nd person plural usage throughout the 

whole chapter, which restricts the participant to be within the group of readers/hearers. 

Regarding the verbs with a second person plural, there are three indicatives in 5:5 

(E'tpucpijcratE, fonawA.T]cratE, £8p£\j/atE), one indicatives in 5:3 (£811craupicratE), two 

who oppress the poor and withhold their wages are guilty of sin. That is, they are living in the shadow of 
Cain." See Byron, "Living in the Shadow of Cain," 274. 

47 The use of the interje tion i8ou (behold) serves the function of calling attention. See Davids, The 
Epistle of James, 177. 
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indicatives in 5:6 (Km£8tKacrm£, £cpov£ucrat£) and 5: 11 (~Koucrat£, £lb£t£), two 

imperatives in 5: 1 (ay£, tlaucrarn), 5:8 (µaKpo8uµtjcrat£, CJtT)pi~atE), and 5: 16 

(£~oµoA.oydcr8£, £DXECJ8£) , one imperative in 5:7 (µaKpo8uµtjcrat£), 5:9 (crt£vas£t£), 5:10 

(A.a~£t£), and 5:12 (6µv1>£t£), one subjunctive in 5:9 (Kpt8fjt£), 5:12 (nfoT)tE), and 5:16 

(ia8fjt£). The 2nd plural pronoun is also used several times in this passage, including 5:2, 

5:3, 5:4, 5:5, 5:6, 5:8, 5:12, 5:13, 5:14, and 5:19. 

The conjunction o·uv (therefore) in 5:7 serves for the summative function to point 

out the transition between 5:1-6 and 5:7-11 which concludes the whole discussion in the 

earlier section.48 A marked imperative is used here to encourage readers/hearers to be 

patient where the addressee is indicated as a8£A.cpoi (brothers) which is also used in 1: 2, 

1:9, 1: 16, 1: 19, 2: 1, 2:5, 2: 14, 2: 15, 3: 1, 3: 10, 3 : 12, and 4: 11, and the prepositional phrase 

£roe; tfjc; napoucriac; tou KUpiou (until the presence of the Lord) denotes the meaning of 

temporal enhancement.49 In the following clauses , a metaphor is represented after the 

interjection i8ou (behold). The action EK8£xoµm (await) and the virtue of µaKpo8uµ£ro 

(be patient) of y£ropy6c; (farmer) are connected by the conjunction £roe; (until) which 

serves for the terminal function to indicate the ending point of being patient and the 

expectation of what the farmer looks forward to. In addition, the accusative object tov 

tiµwv Kapnov tfjc; yfjc; (the precious fruit of the land) indicates the reason why the farmer 

is willing to be patient, and np6i:µov Kai O\j/tµov (early and late rains) manifests what the 

farmer expects. What this metaphor indicates is expounded in 5:8 by two marked 

imperatives where the addressee is pointed out by the pronoun uµdc; (you). The same 

virtue of patience is indicated here again and the parallel shows that the imperative clause 

~8 Varner, The Book of James, 177-8. 
49 Gaskins proposes that "we must look to the future with patience and perseverance." See Gaskins, 

"Looking to the Future," 241. 
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CJTllPl~a'tE ta<; Kapoia<; uµffiv (establish your hearts) is the further explanation of the 

abstract concept of patience. In addition, the word fruit ( Kapn6<;) is an important 

catchword to link 3: 18 which represent the consequence of patience, and the theme of the 

fruit of endurance is provided in 3: 13-18, which indicates the wisdom from above.so In 

addition, the causal conjunction on (because) expresses the reason for practicing the 

commands, which shows the nearness of the Lord's presence. A further discussion is 

introduced in 5:9 by a marked imperative where the addressee is aoc:A.cpoi (brothers). The 

prepositional phrase Kat ' aA.A.tjA.mv (against each other) reveals the object of being 

complained, and the particle tva (that) manifests the result of this action, which is being 

judged by a passive verb. All these verses are connected by God who is the main role and 

will redress the wrongs in the end for the oppressed ones. 

Furthermore, the notion of judgment from God is related to the encouragement of 

patience which is also described as one of the characteristics of the wisdom from above. 

The correct way of viewing what is happening now and will happen in the future should 

be based on the perspective of the heavenly wisdom. The reason why people may be able 

to endure through sufferings is the coming of the Lord which results from the wisdom 

and insight from above. Patient endurance through suffering is the result of wisdom and 

the eschatological perspective represents the motivation of the wisdom admonitions.s 1 In 

5:9, the command of not grumbling against one another produces peace among the 

recipients. Since peace is one of the features of fruit of the wisdom from above (3: 17-18), 

there is a cohesive tie between these two passages. Again the uses of tongue receive a 

negative evaluation or appraisals clear from the mention of judgment are connected in 

50 Wall , Community of the Wise, 253. 
51 Wall , Community of the Wise , 252; Hartin , James, 251. 
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these chapters.52 Because readers have to wait for the coming of Christ, it is important to 

maintain harmony among the community. This connects 5:7-11 which is about the 

encouragement of endurance to 3: 13-18, and therefore, the proper manner of talking 

becomes a decisive issue.53 The consistency of the participants which continues being 

two groups, the oppressors and the oppressed people, serve as personal references and 

provide another device to trace cohesion. 

After the attention is grasped by the interjection i8ou (behold), the judge stands as 

the subject so that the previous argument of judgment is supported. Another marked 

imperative is indicated in 5: 10 where the noun a8i::A.cpoi (brothers) also stands as the 

addressee and serves as a personal reference. In this clause, the name of the Lord stands 

as an anaphoric reference to the previous verses . Alongside the noun µaKpo8uµia 

(patience) which belongs to the same semantic domain of the verb µaKpo8uµfo:i (be 

patient) in 5:7-8, the connection of these verses is indicated. In addition, the idea of being 

patient continues by means of the repetition of the same noun µaKpo8uµia (patience) in 

5:11 where the interjection i8ou is used to catch one's attention again. 

The verb µaKapism (consider blessed) indicates that those who endure remains 

the focus. Then Job is addressed to be an example of endurance who is introduced by two 

verbs aKoum (hear) and 6pam (see) to support the argument of endurance. The 2°ct plural 

person usage in both these verbs retains the scope to be among the brothers who are 

readers/hearers. After the conjunction on (because), which represents the reason for the 

previous indication, the characteristics of the Lord, we described to be noA.ucrnA.ayxvo<; 

52 Taylor, A Text-Linguistic Investigation into the Discourse Structure of James, I l 7. 
53 Davids , James, 181. 
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(compassionate) and oiKTtpµrov (merciful).s4 

Later on, a marked imperative is employed in 5: 12 to forbid readers/hearers from 

taking an oath, but to do exactly what is said, whereas the prepositional phrase npo 

navTrov (above all) indicates the end of the unit.ss The verbal process formed by the verb 

oµvl>ro (take an oath) follows the topic of using one's tongue,s6 and the conjunction l'.va 

(that) in the last clause indicates the consequence of inconsistency resulting in their fall 

into judgment. Although James did not provide reason of prohibition of oaths and vows, 

the concept of "wholeness" may help us understand the notion. Since the author of James 

lays stress upon the consistency of speech and action, the focus of the discussion should 

be seen as the "undivided speech" without which, one may fall under the verdict of 

judgment.s7 

In the closing section of the letter, the author of James indicates several 

instruction of the community, including anointing the sick, calling to prayer, and 

restoring sinners.s8 The interrogative clause introduced by w; (anyone) is indicated in 

5: 13-14 and the prepositional phrase f;v uµiv limits the scope within the addressee, which 

is inferable to be the "brothers," and this phrase is shared in both of the clauses in this 

verse, standing as an ellipsis. 

The action of prayer involves the one who prays and the object for prayers who is 

54 The word oiKTipµoov (merciful ) belongs to the same semantic domain of "mercy" as £A.we; (mercy) 
does in 2: 13 where the concept of judgment is addressed as well as in 5: 12. 

55 Some would argue that the prohibition of oaths denotes the setting of courts whereas other scholars 
point out that the oaths here refer to the use in daily discourse. No matter which view is accepted, it is clear 
that the prohibitio n results from God's judgment. Baker argues that by the literary and cultural contexts, the 
phrase 11po 11av1oov 8E represents the call for integrity in speech. Further discussion can be seen in Baker, 
"'Above All Else, "' 57-71 : Perkins, First and Second Peter, James, and Jude, 134; Davids, The Epistle of 
James, 189. 

56 Davids, The Epistle of James, 188. 
57 The concept of " wholeness" is a very important issue in ancient Judaism. See Vahrenhorst "The 

Presence and Absence of A Prohibitio n of Oath in James, Matthew and the Didache and Its Significance for 
Contextualization," 375 

58 Seifrid, "The Waiting Church and Its Duty," 32-9. 
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indicated as the Lord. This object of prayers who is the Lord stands as the participant by 

tycipw (raise up) and acpiriµt (forgive) in 5:15.59 Furthermore, the conjunction o-Ov 

(therefore) in 5: 16 introduces two unmarked imperatives which express the result of the 

previous discussion. The usage of a 2nd person plural in these verbs manifests the 

participant to be the same as that in the previous imperatives, referring to the brothers. In 

addition, the conjunction on(J)(; (in order that) indicates the purpose of practicing these 

two actions as ia8fltc (be healed) which belongs to the semantic domain of "health, vigor, 

strength (23 .129-141)." The words Kaµvw (ill) tycipw (raise up) in 5: 15 also belong to 

this semantic domain, meaning that the idea of healing and forgiving resulting from 

prayer remains to be the theme in the whole discussion. There is a personal reference in 

5:15-16 which establishes a cohesive link: the phrase ta<; aµapria<; (the sinners) refers to 

the same participant in 5: 15 as people who commit aµapria<; (sins). The phrase "in the 

name of the Lord" indicates the eschatological promise of God, and the elders' prayer 

includes the confession of sins and submission to God's will.60 At the same time, this 

indicates that the elders should pray "with the thought of God's blessing in mind," and 

represents the confidence that "God is the source of all healing and that God's healing 

power would be brought to bear on the illness at hand."6 1 One's actions and faith should 

be consistent to reflect the wisdom from above by living according to God's will which 

can be recognized in 5: 15.62 

In terms of the theme of prayer, the connection between 3:13-18 and 5:1-20 is 

also detectable. The actions of confessing sins to each other and praying for each other 

59 The usage of acpir]µt (forgive) here is represented as a passive voice, but we can still recognize that 
the subject of forgiving is the Lord. 

60 Collins, "James 5:14--16a," 89. 
61 Kuske, "Exegetical Brief," 126. 
62 Warrington, "James 5: 14-18," 358. 
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denote the peace and righteousness (btKatocruvric;, 88.13) within community because the 

prayer of the righteous (blKatoc;, 88.12) is effective. The encouragement of prayer 

through suffering recalls the notion in 1 :3-4, and the wisdom from above serves as the 

crux of endurance which is a gift from God through prayer. The relationship between 

prayer and wisdom is already addressed in 1:6, where wisdom is indicated as God's 

promise, and God' s wisdom provides the principle of how to pray.63 The promise of God 

is explained in 2:23 where the will of God is revealed through the fulfillment of his 

promise. These passages all relate to the reference of the wisdom of God which shapes 

one's life.64 

The verb icrxuct (be strong) shows the effect of the prayer of the righteousness. 

Prayer and righteousness form cohesive ties with the example of Elijah in the following 

unit. The relational proce s in 5: 17 links Elijah to readers/hearers because they share the 

same nature. In 5:17-18, however, a series of actions formed by the word npocrcuxoµm 

(pray) demonstrates that Elijah prays and what comes next is exactly the same as his 

prayer. The conjunction miA.tv (again) and the repetition of the conjunction Kai (and) 

draw a picture which reveals the repetitive action of Elijah's praying, and the following 

events take place according to his prayers. The relationship between rains and producing 

the fruit recalls the metaphor in 5:7-8 and serves as a cohesive device. In 5: 19, the author 

introduces another situation by a conditional clause where the addressee is still "brothers" 

and the scope of the event is £v uµ'tv (among you). In addition, the prepositional phrase 

cmo Ti'\S UAT}8£ias (from the truth) indicates the starting point of the material process 

formed by the passive verb nA.avri8'ft (lead astray), whereas the verb £m0Tp£\vn (bring 

63 Warrington, "James 5: 14-18," 362. 
64 Graham, "Spirit-Powered Patience," 67. 
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back) in the last clause highlights the contrary situation of going astray from the truth. 

Although the pronoun nc; (anyone) in the last clause does not refer to a specific person, it 

is inferable that the one who brings back a wandering brother should be also a person 

within the Christian community.65 

The value of bringing back sinners by the verb ytvrooxro (know) is indicated in 

5:20.66 The same verb £mcrrp£\j/n (bring back) is employed twice in 5: 19-20 to make a 

connection of the discussion. As well, the sentence formed by the verb crc?~ro (save) 

provides significant information. The words 686c; (41.16, way) in 5:20 and avacrTpoqn1 

(41.3, conduct) in 3:13 represent a similar concept. The subject of this clause includes a 

minor process in which the focus is the one who brings back a sinner. In addition, the 

author states that to bring back a sinner from wandering equals saving this person's soul 

from death and covering this person's sins by this action. Therefore, many devices of 

reference, ellipsis, and lexical chains indicate the cohesiveness of this passage. 

After tracing the devices of reference, ellipsis, lexical chains, and conjunction, we 

can identify another device of cohesion which is the repetition of certain grammatical 

patterns. In Jas 5:1, the sentence starts with a 2nd person imperative plus adverb aye vuv 

(come now), and the addressee is indicated to be oi nA.oucrt0t (the rich people). Further 

descriptions are indicated by another participle 6A.oA.u~ovT£t; (cry out) which serves the 

function of imperative. T e author urges the addressee be aware of the danger and 

disaster, and the prepositional phrase brl Tate; TaAamropimc; uµrov Tate; E1tcpxoµ£vmc; (for 

the miseries which are coming to you) manifests the reason of these commands. In 

65 Adamson, James, 203. 
66 The phrase y1vw0K£Tw on is omitted in some manuscripts or is read as y1vcimK£T£ on in others . 

Nevertheless, the second person plural usage is probably a scribal error which represents the confusion of 
the usage of the previous imperatives. See Davids, The Epistle of James, 199. 
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addition, the pattern of a noun+ personal genitive+ perfect tense in 5:2-3 highlights the 

situation of accumulating wealth. In 5:3, the author further describes the situation which 

will come to these rich people of which the entities, the wealth and the garment, belong to 

the participant in 5: 1. 

Chart 27: Grammatical Pattern in 5:2-3 

5:2 6 nA.ouw<; uµ&v cr£crrincv 
Your riches have rotted 

5:2 1a iµana uµ&v crri16~prom y£yovc:v 
Your clothes have become moth-eaten 

5:3 6 XPUCTO<; uµ&v Ka i 6 apyupo<; KaTICD"tat 
Your gold and silver have rusted 

The pattern of indicative+ n<; +imperative is repeated in 5: 13-14 which 

represents examples of the consistency of one's situations and reactions , and this pattern 

also serves as a device of cohesion. Following the examples listed here, the author further 

addresses the teaching of prayer by the repetition of the words npom»uxoµm (pray) and 

i::uxii (prayer) in 5:13-18. The use of oil in the New Testament period was a medicine, 

and therefore the whole discussion focuses on the interaction within Christian community, 

praying with technology.67 In addition, the verses 5:13-14 which represent a 

grammatical pattern of indicative+ n <; + f.v uµiv +imperative betoken consistency and 

sincerity (avun6Kptw<;), as well as the notion in 5: 12 in terms of prohibitions of vows. 

The word n <; (anyone) is used three times in 5:13-14 and there is an ellipsis in 5:13 

67 The term "o il" refers to the "olive oil" which was also used by those who have headaches in 
antiquity. Oli ve oi l represents a symbol of life. There were some other people who use the olive o il to avo id 
some diseases. In the ancient times, mirac ulous healing did not preclude medicine. Furthermore, o il can be 
used for washing (John 13, Heb 10:22). See Murphy, "On Medicine and Ministry," 8; Aj ibade, "Anointing 
the Sick with Oil ," 170-2; Armerding, "Is Any Among You Affl icted?" 198; Karris, "Some New Angles on 
James 5: 13-20," 2 13. In addition, the health care system in James indicates "a demonic disturbance of the 
godly integrity of the person's body." This phenomenon refl ects the struggles between division and 
integration, li fe and death. See Al bl , '" Are Any Among You Sick?' The Health Care System in the Letter of 
James," 142. 
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where the prepositional phrase f,v uµtv (among you) is omitted but can be inferred. The 

repetition of this grammatical pattern also serves as another cohesive device. 

5.2.2. Central Token in 5:1- 20 

The participants who are the rich people are prominent in the first part of this passage 

(5 : 1-6), and the contrast between what they have done and the consequence of their 

wealth is highlighted. The rust (5:3) which is the end of their gold and silver stands as the 

evidence against the rich.68 Nevertheless , the judgment from God becomes the central 

crux for those who are under oppression to have hope in the future which results from 

God' s mercy.69 The metaphor of the early and late rains refers to the coming of the Lord 

which indicates the value of endurance. Both the judgment and salvation for the rich and 

the poor come after the parousia. The author indicates that discrimination is the major 

issue in this passage, especially economic discrimination. The poor are honored in God's 

eyes, whereas the rich will ultimately perish unless they humble themselves.70 Therefore, 

the groups of the oppressors and the oppressed become the prominent characters of this 

passage, and their interactions indicate the development of the characteristics of the 

earthly and heavenly wisdom. 

The concept of judgment continues to represent the importance of patience which 

68 The rich often stands as the object of warnings in the Wisdom literature (Prov 15 : 16, 23 :4-5 , Eccl 
5: 12-16). On the other hand , poverty is related to humil ity and godliness (Prov 15: 16, 23 :4-5, Eccl 
5: 12- 16). More detail s can be fo und in Peck, "James 5: 1-6," 293. 

69 Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora , 183. 
70 Hartin, "Come Now, Yo u Rich, Weep and Wail. . . ," 62-3 . Stulac adopts different references in the 

New Testament to argue that James is "speaking rhetoricall y, fo rmally address ing non-Christians in 1: 10 as 
later in 5: 1- 6 but say ing this rea lly fo r the benefit of his Chris tian readers who were suffering at the hands 
of rich persecutors." On the other hand , Williams interprets James 1 :9- 11 in light of Jeremiah 9:23-24 and 
proposes that "both the rich and the poor person should be seen as part of God 's people- the rich among 
God 's people are being warned and the poor among God 's people are being encouraged ." In addition, 
Warden states that the rich is a part of the community and the reason why James points out the issue of the 
poor and the rich is to address the problem of partiality. Further discuss ion can be seen in Stulac, "Who Are 
'The Rich' in James," 89- 102; Will iams, "Of Rags and Riches," 273-82; Warden, "The Rich and Poor in 
James," 247-57. 
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is the motivation of endurance, and Job stands as a supporting evidence to prove this 

importance. Furthermore, although the evil doers who kept back the wages have lived 

luxuriously on the land, the consequence of endurance will be fruit produced on the land. 

The idea of endurance on the land is highlighted by these texts, and the way of practicing 

endurance is using one' s tongue properly (5:9). Besides, we can recognize that the value 

of speech is developed in this passage. One should let the "yes be yes, and no be no" 

(5: 12). In addition, one's tongue should be used to pray for the sick person (5: 14), to 

confess one's sins and pray to each other (5: 16), and to bring back a brother or a sister 

from wandering (5:20) .71 The idea of oaths recalls the discussion in 4:13-17 and the 

whole concept contradicts the "double-minded."72 This behaviour represents one's 

impatience and indicates the misuse of speech. Besides, the concept of prayer which is 

the proper way of using one's speech represents another important theme in this passage 

and concludes the whole discussion. When we face good situations, we can praise God 

through prayers; when we encounter evil, we can pray to ask for God's help and giving.73 

People who possess wisdom from above may have mercy (3: 17) for them not to oppress 

others. Besides, they will not lie against the truth (3: 14 ), meaning that they will let their 

"yes" be yes and let their "no" be no. Besides, according to what has been indicated in 

chapter 1, asking for wisdom from above is the key to endure through difficulties, which 

is a practice of prayer. Therefore, we can conclude that the discussions in chapter 5 can 

be interpreted on the basis of the system of wisdom from above and wisdom from below. 

5.2.3. Summary 

In chapter 5, the author encourages readers/hearers to realize the importance of bringing 

71 Johnson,BrotherofJesus, FriendofGod, 167. 
72 Wall, Community of the Wise, 259-60. 
73 Humphreys, "Prayer and Praise," 72. 
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back sinners from the wrong way, whereas the passage in chapter 3 denotes the 

consistency of the wisdom which one holds with this person's way of living. There are 

two points which link thi concept. First, the way the sinners live represents the error 

which is opposite to the characteristic of the wisdom from above. The second point is that 

the behaviour of turning a sinner from wandering denotes the proper way of saving one 

from death and covering many sins. This conduct is contradictory to the earthly wisdom 

which causes people to boast against the truth (aA.118£im;), and is in accord with the 

consequence of the heavenly wisdom which produces peace between this person and God. 

To sum up, the author uses "my brothers" and "adulterers" or "sinners" to describe the 

two groups which are not the same.74 In terms of those who commit idolatry, they are 

referred as friends of the world, which means enemies of God. 75 

There is a group of people who endure through oppressions and discern the value 

of prayer. They take words seriously and use tongues properly, praying when are 

suffering and singing songs of praise when they are cheerful (5:12-13). On the other hand, 

there is another group of people which represents the contrary characteristics to the 

previous group, and these people are regarded as those who belong to God. The rich who 

oppress the poor betoken the first group, whereas those who endure through suffering, 

hold a correct view of judgment, trust the power of effect, and bring back sinners can be 

classified as the second group. Through the discussion of the relationship between 5: 1-20 

and 3: 13-18, it is clear that the foundation of differentiating these two groups is the 

wisdom from below or the wisdom from above. 

74 The author of James never addresses the rich with the term "my brothers." 
75 Tamez, The Scandalous Message of James, 47. 
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CHAPTER 6: SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REFLECTIONS 

In this thesis, I employ the three metafunctions of SFL to analyze the book of James. The 

passage Jas 3: 13-18 serves as the main section which provides the global themes for the 

whole book. In this passage, the author of James indicates two types of wisdom, wisdom 

from above and from below, and different characters of these two categories are further 

denoted. Wisdom is the central idea which is important for one to practice what the 

author addresses in the letter. 1 Those who have wisdom from above are pure, peaceable, 

gentle, willing to yield, full of mercy and good fruits, and without a trace of partiality or 

hypocrisy. These people will manifest their wisdom by good conduct, and their deeds will 

produce fruit of righteousness. On the contrary, people who have bitter envy and selfish 

ambition are those who have wisdom from below. Their moral behaviour represents an 

inner situation disorder and wickedness. This framework gives us an approach to interpret 

the notions in the whole book. God is the one who gives wisdom as the perfect gift for 

people to endure throughout trials . On the other hand, those who have wisdom from 

below will have a wrong perspective, doubting when they ask. Therefore, when trials or 

tests come, these two groups of people will have distinct reactions: the former will rejoice 

and stand firm whereas the latter will commit sins. Different kinds of wisdom will 

determine one's conduct toward others and one's perspective of using words. A person 

with heavenly wisdom will focus on listening rather than speaking for the purpose of 

achieving God's righteousness. The practical action is to act according to God's word 

instead of listening only, and consequently this person will attempt to control the tongue 

and care for the orphan and widow in need.2 On the contrary, people who have earthly 

1 Thompson, '·Epistle of James," 12. 
2 Hartin proposes that welcoming the word of truth is the way of obtaining the wisdom from above 
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wisdom may exhibit anger toward others, and become hearers who forget God's word 

immediately. The action of practicing God's word serves as an important touchstone to 

identify the wisdom one has. 

The concept of practicing God's word continues developing in chapter 2 where 

the author of James uses several illustrations to address these two types of people. The 

major difference between those who have wisdom those from above and from below is 

the way of estimating others. People who have heavenly wisdom will exercise faith with 

an attitude of personal favoritism to the poor but will treat them on the basis of how God 

cherishes them. They will show respect to the spirit of the law which is to love neighbors 

as themselves, and will have mercy to the needy. James indicates that the love 

commandment is the criterion to measure all actions and to observe Torah without love 

represents the same transgression as the neglect of minor laws.3 On the other hand, 

earthly people will underestimate the poor by dishonoring and oppressing them. People 

with the wisdom from below will also judge others, even brothers, and show partiality 

according to their desires. Determining one's value by an earthly standard or a heavenly 

perspective is an expression of wisdom from below or from above, and these two types of 

attitudes will clearly be revealed by one's manner. Wisdom from above is shown in 

meekness through good deeds, whereas wisdom from below will damage harmony in the 

community. A true faith will lead people to have an appropriate point of view to have 

good conducts. Since the heavenly wisdom involves the features of purity and sincerity, 

internal and external consistency will be revealed by the harmony between one's faith 

and works. A true believer will react properly to God's word which will result in the 

as a gift from God. See Hartin , "Who Is Wise and Understanding Among You?" 149-68. 
3 Sandt, "Law and Ethics in Matthew's Antitheses and James 's Letter," 333. 
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works out of faith. If one's faith remains limited to the understanding of the statement 

"God is one," and does not keep growing, it is clear that this phenomenon originates from 

the wisdom from below which is demonic, earthly, and unspiritual. 

One obvious behaviour is the manner of speech. The control of the tongue is also 

an important issue in the Scriptures where the point of departure is the wisdom from God. 

The pollution of the "whole body" results from lack of control over the tongue. The one 

who can control the tongue shows the ability to be pure. Interestingly, the wisdom "from 

above" is also described as pure.4 In other words, the wisdom from above becomes the 

key factor to make a person pure.5 It is clear that wisdom from above emphasizes the 

relationship with God which sets up a new life internally and then practices it externally. 

God is the one who order creation, and Christians inherit this task to set up orders of 

doing good in our lives, which should be involved in God's "creating and redeeming 

purposes."6 The further explanation of the relationship between controlling the tongue 

and creation is that the tongue can be used to bless God and curse those who are made in 

the likeness of God at the same time. This contradiction manifests orderless disarray. The 

illustrations of fruit (3: 12) in this passage are the examples to show this muddle. They 

represent an image of mixed kinds, which violates the natural order of things.7 To master 

nature is one of the purposes of God's creative work, and to tame animals is a way to 

show this ability of human beings.8 Not to cross the boundaries of creation order is the 

central pivot of speech and moral conducts. The more we understand the wisdom of 

creation, the more we can control our tongues and use them to bless instead of curse. 

4 Thompson, "Epistle of James," 12. 
5 Lockett, Purity and Worldview in the Epistle of James, 141. 
6 Long, The Goodness of God: Theology, Church, and the Social Order, 280. 
7 Lockett, Purity and Worldview in the Epistle of James, 124-5. 
8 Perkins, First and Second Peter, James, and Jude, 118. 
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In addition, to control the creature is one of God's plans for human beings, but the 

tongue is the place where this power cannot easily be exercised. James basically provides 

the reason for controlling the tongue based on the concept of creation, which is related to 

the essence of human beings, who are created in God' s image.9 The epistle of James 

does not focus on the idea of the superiority of human beings as was common in the 

Greek world. 10 The author, however, is talking about the order of creation, which 

exhibits God' s wisdom. The true wisdom is the gift from God, who is generous and 

ungrudging. When people have the correct relationship with God, this wisdom can be 

found; if the relationship with God is wrong, this person will be full of chaos and disorder 

in his or her life. To know the order of creation, which manifests the wisdom of God, is 

one of the ways to demonstrate a correct relationship with God. The problem of strife 

does not result from not praying, but from a failure to ask for what is correct, the wisdom 

from above. 11 

Friends of God receive the wisdom from above and have the desire to draw near 

to God, whereas friends of the world have wisdom from below and are self-centered. 

Their desires motivate them to compete with each other, and the consequence will be 

conflicts and disputes. People who have heavenly wisdom will be humble and attempt to 

cleanse their hands. They know that God's will is the foundation of one' s life and 

therefore, these people will do the right things because this is what God wants. On the 

contrary, those who hold earthly wisdom will judge others and the law of God, and they 

are regarded as the double-minded. They plan for everything without taking God 's will 

into consideration, but only caring for what benefits they can gain. Two types of value 

9 Carson, "James," l 006. 
10 Davids, James, 144. 
11 Davids, "Theological Perspectives on the Epistle of James," l 03 . 
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two is the origin of wisdom, either from God or from the world. 
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The rich people may live in luxury and in pleasure but ignore the faith of Christ 

who is now present and is to come again in a short time. Consequently, they will oppress 

the workers and keep back their wages by fraud. The rich will distort the wisdom from 

above to counter the new laws from God. They will ridicule the poor who remain passive 

through oppress ions and suffer under injustice. 12 Nevertheless, the heavenly wisdom 

guides people to face the reality of the parousia which is the hope of the poor. Those who 

have wisdom from above will endure through suffering because they know that the Lord 

is near. They will follow the examples of the prophets who put their trust upon God who 

is the judge. Therefore, the meaning of prayer is significant to these people in their daily 

lives. They know how to get along with different situations and they will be patient, 

waiting for the precious fruit which the Lord will give. The problems of illness and sins 

are no longer beyond cure since God is their fortress. 

To sum up, wisdom is significant in the letter of James and is important for people 

nowadays. We all need wisdom to deal with the problems in our daily lives. Nevertheless, 

the problem is not that we do not have wisdom, but is what kind of wisdom we have. The 

wisdom from above and wisdom from below will lead people to distinct directions in 

every detail of their lives. God is the one who gives to all generously and ungrudgingly, 

and therefore, if anyone among us who is lacking in wisdom, ask him, and it will be 

given to us. 

12 Crotty, "Identifying the Poor in the Letter of James," 19-20. 



The relationships between Jas 3: 13-18 and other discourses can be seen in the figure 

which follows: 

Chart 28: Relationship between Jas 3:13-18 and Other Sections 

Wisdom From Above Wisdom From Below 

1:2-18 

1: 19-27 

2: 1-13 

2: 14-26 
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5: 1-20 

4: 1-17 

3:1-12 
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